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Por some years I haye been interested in the 

nature of metaphor, but only recently has there been an 

opportunity to investigate the shadows with proper care and 

under the right guidance.''

. In developing a linguistic approach to metaphor,

I have divided my study into four distinct areas: firstly, 

a historical review (partsa and §); secondly, a theoretical

us

ahalysis (5 and'4); 'thirdly, wider applications of this 

theory; and, finally 

ing-an awareness of metaphor, 

to suggesting_H(at lexical transfer

a specimen graded course in develop-f

It is hoped that, in addition

in general is worth 

further serious investigation,' the exposition'given here

contains material and techniques which are useful to teachers

of English (-and perhaps some other languages)^ literature:

tutors, critics and any professionai users'of the; English
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The Traditional Theory of Metaphor.

1.1 The Aristotelian View.

1.1.1 The Transfer of the 'Alien'.

Any attempt at an objective assessment of Aristotle's theory 

of language must avoid two pitfalls. The first of those is

concerned with his distance from us in time, and with the• 

extent to which his theories and terminology have become 

common intellectual coinage.

''■■.'■I

Because more than a thousand 

years have passed, these theories and technical terms have
"■J:

been adapted and sometimes very subtly altered in passing 

from language to language and in the growth of academic' 

knowledge. It becomes deceptively easy to suppose that his 

taphora is 'really' pretty much what we mean by our

term metaphor.:;r4

Secondly, there is sometimes an unwillingness to 

accept Aristotle for what he

■ '‘i

was, a pioneer working within 

the limits of his time. Consequently we measure him by our 
own yardstick, and his work i^^:^orted into a kind of fail-

m \

. One carmoj^help making comparisons in our favour, and 

in detecting inconsistenciies, but it has to be borne constant

ly in mind .that Aristotle and his contemporaries took their 

. , 'theories from the abyss and. made the foundation on which we

ure

■

■a
;9
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stand.

The works of Aristotle with which this study is 

cerned are the Poetics and the.Rhetoric.

con-

In both treatises

considerable space is given to describing the metaphoric 

cess ,^d in defending its position as the supreme stylistic

pro

device whose effective use is the mark of genius.

In the Poetics Aristotle offers a^formal description

speech' (lexis), observing that it consists of eight parts. 

These eight 'parts of speech' are hot however the eight which 

the Roman grammarian Priscian handed^ down to

of '

us, nor do they

easily equate with ^ammatical terms in modern use. Hamilton-

Fyfe (1927) makes the equation and translates the parts as 

'letter, syllable, conjunction, joint, noun, verb, 

phrase.

case,

a list in which all but 'joint' (arthron) are current, 

but 1 shall follow the example of Dinneen (196?) and leave the

terms untranslated.

The Aristotelian parts of speech are of inter^t in 

this study because they precede his definition of metaphors. 

To help introduce and assess this definition we need concern 

ours^^ with only three of his categories: 

and 3Logi&s; These he defines as:'
onoma, rhema

onoma 'A composes
ence,. hSTpart of which is meaningful on its own' 

In general languSge bnoma was a »name'

meaningful souhd, without a time refer-
9f

(P.3a:8) in grammr-.
ar ^p^ehtly; a term covering what We call noun, adjective,

pronoun, while in logic it was- the subject of 
a statement. PI. onomata.

9

* ,
This and all subsequent translations my own.
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rhema 'A composite meaningful soun^v with a time reference, 
no part of which is meaningjful on its own' (P.XX:9>. 

It expressed action. As a general term it could represent 
anything spoken, the verb as opposed to the noun, and appar

ently the adjective when part of the predicate, and also in f 
logic the whole predicate of a statement. PI. rhemata.

a'
•■V logos •A composite meaningful sound, some parts of which 

have meaning on their own* (P.XX:11). 
had a very wide area of application:

This term 
statement, sentence. 

In logic itphrase, description, definition, oration etc.
was the statement as opposed to the 
PI. logoi.

onoma or main term.I
S
5 Onoma and rhema are constituents of the logos, but are:!

classified along with it and also with stoikheia or 'indivis

ible* sounds which have something of the nature of modern 

phonemes.
•. !•

It would be easy to inveigh against this as a con

fused -classification but it would be a futile pastime, 

can see with the

as we
mutually contradictory examples of Wheel-

•r,.'

5
?:
r

wright (1954) assenting that Aristotle concerned himself too

much with syntax and form, and Brooke-Rose (1958) maintain^ 

iiig that^ristotle concerned himselt too much with semantics. . 
He concerned himself with neither, but used a pra^atic divis

ion of phenomena in language in order to make the teaching of
r%toric and liter^y s^preciatibh easier. His set of terms 

and his subsequent theory have their own inconsistencies, but 

not in relation to linguistic;levels established in the

r'

twehtieth’eentury.

HOTimg..^outlined: these p^ts of spe^^
subdivides spme of. them in various ways The onoma can be
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sub-categorised formsaiy, for simple and compound, and also 

on what appear to be stylistic grounds into the following list:

1. ' Mormsil
2. Special
3. Transfers (metaphorai)

4. Ornaments

5. Inventions

6. Elongations

7. Abbreviations

8. Alterations

Aristotle adds; *I call “normal" (kurioa)what 

everyone uses, and "special" (glotta.) what only a few use; 

so that it is clearly possible to be both normal and special, 

but not for the same people... "Transfer" (metdphoraHs the 

carrying over of an alien onoma, either from the generic level 

to the specific, from the specific level to the generic, from.

the ^ecific to the specific, or by proportion (ana^gon)'

(p.xxf).-

Two of the expressions used in the original Greek 

have come through into, moddrn English; meitaphora and analogon. 

Whereas it was preferable to keep the. original Greek term 

onoma because a modern term such as., 'noun* is hot an adequate

translation equivalent, on this occasion the r^erse applies. 
It is better^e^ender

the originals as 'transfer' and *pro

portion! simply because oUr words metaphor and an^bgy have

implications Which Aristotle's terms did not possess^ and it 

be sa:^ to suppose; that the modem: te: do hot (foh

most people) carry with them any connotation of transference
•'S
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and proportion. Consequently to translate the Greek terms 

'metaphor' and 'analogy' would pre-judge the issue 

of 4|ie present-day English words.

as

in favour

According to the definition just given, 'transfer',

(metaphora) describes the movement of an onoma, presumably 

from one context to another. Such contexts must have been

logoi, but Aristotle does not refer to logoii when discussing ■
... . %

the phenomenon. It is not a process primarily involving

statements or sentences, but apparently entirely centred on

onomata. We get a fair picture of what is transferred, but 

not of what it transfers from or to. if we look at the 

defining, statement we 

of the onoma:
may note the pivotal position

!

§6 estLy Oyojj_(^o<^ (^NXoc.^co.a

epiphora= metaphora de estin 
= transfer then

onomatos

is of-anronoma 
• = 'Transfer' is the carrying-over of an alien onoma

allotriou

alien a-carrying-oveir

It will be noted that metaphora 

certain kind)The items tetve a common stem -phora.

epiphora (of a

the nominal

derivative of the verb pherein. cognate with Latin ferre and 

English bear.
f

It translates quite well as 'to carry', iind 

The prefixes meta- and epi--phora then is a 'carrying' 

are very similai^in both compounds, having the meaning of

ill becomes difficult therefore tof across, over, on to*

avbid tl^ conclusion th^: Arist(jtie, 

is a transfer (a carryini^ver ie a carrying-^j^r) The im-r...

P~'
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portant defining tern.therefore is allotrioa. which has the 

sense of 'alien, strange, belonging elsewhere or to another'. 

It is not clear from this definition whether meta-

phora refers to the process of transferring the 

whether it refers to the
onoma, or

S'

onoma which suffers the transfer.

Is it, in other words, a process or a product? This question

has some importance because the confusion exists to this day, 

where it is possible to hear one person say 'X is a metaphor* 

say 'X is an example of meta-(=product), while another will 

Pbpr' X=prpcess>,1
Alistptlels classifica,ti_on dpes_.not^^^a^ 

to have distinguished between process and product. so that the
alien onoma is both itself and what happens to it.^ That he was

aware of the-double nature of the problem becomes clear in
such passages as his description of riddles and jargon; 

That l^kind of speech'»
which uses novel expressions 

is both digid.fied and distinct ^om conventional usage. 
By 'novel* I mean a speciaTword (glottaV. a transfer ' 
(metaphors). an elongation, and anything else away from 
the normal (kurios).

I
■

But if one were to work entirely 
with these thiiigs, then one's s|)eech would become either
a riddle or jargon; if made up of transfers , a riddle;
and if made up of specif words, jargon. The essential 
point about a riddle is description through an imposs

ible combination of words". This cannot be done just by 
a combineties^f onomata, but rather by transfer' (P.XXII;5)

'I

This separation pf metaphpric transfer from tfae^ 

ac tuai onomata in terms bf wl^ch it was;initially defined 

be redded as a ^fact in the Aristo teJf an the?^ , 0^^ may;

whereas Aristpiae began by listing eight vaid- 

eties of onoma, he now establishes a contrast between the fii^

can

•i
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and presmably the other seven:

onoma
■ •>

■).

normal special
transfer
elongation

etc.

It would appear also that 'special' becomes 

terxQ' sub'suming the others.
a generic-.:.r

In doing this Aristotle makes a 

division which has had repercussions down the centuries, as-
.. signing metaphora permanently to a non—normal area of lang

uage usages But there is a curious statement which not only

vitiates the idea that special forms have special excellence.
•VV

but also attacks the cardinal term in his original definition 

of metaphora. Having discussed the excellence of antithetical

statements, he adds: ".y.t
'AS regards onomata, they are popular if 

they contain a transfer, as long as it is neither alien

(aOlotrios-)®, which causes difftcplty in understanding, 

superficial, which makes ni impression'

nor

(S III:x:6).

Not only is metaphoric tr^sfer now represented as a
A

process acting upon onomata, it should occur without being 

•alien'.I
Ihe most serious' discrepancy In his presentation, how- 

in the definitions but in the array of examples 

which he ^ves to clarif^ tlie definitioiis. We need examine - 

only one example here.

hcrt^]
ever, resides

the very first used in the Poetics

was intended as tte illustrative materiiL -for
It

^ti^^ic-specific, - j

4^' ■V

4
0
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transfer, the first of the four types of metaphors. The example
is 'my sl^p stands here-, instead of -my ship is anchored here•.

The examples are logoi, and Aristotle argues that is anchored 

is a species of the genus stands. so that a generic substitut

ion has taken place. This may or may not be a valid descript

ion of the relationship between the two items, but the puzzling 

point is that they are not onomata. They are rhemata;

They possess a time reference and*action. 

The basic requirement of the definition is destroyed, 

only in this example but also in a number of others.

what

we would call verbs.

and not

We may conclude then that three inconsistencies 

emerge in the Aristotelian theory, judged on its own terms. 

All have had an influence on later theorising, and are;r
(1) Lack of distinction between process and product. 
(2) In the definition, the 'alienness' of the transfer 

is important, but later Aristotle warns against
- alienness in metaphora.

(3) Having set out to define the phenomenon 

of onomata, he provides examples which
in terms 

are rhemata./ .

While these'inconsistencies exist, 

obscure the positive side of Aristotle 

summarise as; ,

they should, not 

s work, wWch we can

(1) The recognition that a certain kind of substitution 
occurs in language and that this can be called
transfer'

( 2) In setti^ ^ a contrast between the normal, and the 
speci^^ and: in cohced^ ^ Inomsa for"
one^^ay be special for^other, he points to the
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importance of'e:q)ectation and predictability in
the • choice of items in-language.

(5) In describing metaphora as consisting of four types, 
he .draws attention to classes (genus-species) and 
relationships (proportion) which might account for 
the transfers.,

We shall now examine^ the third of these positive

points.

Genus. Species and Proportion.
■>

In the Poetics, as we have seen, Aristotle states unequivocally 

that there are fmxr ways of creating a metaphoric transfer. 

Three of these ways are concerned with transfer within genus 

and species, while the fourth is proportional. Presumably he 

did not envisage more than these fotir processes, or he would 

have said so. At various points in the Rhetoric, however, he

states equally firmly that the term metaphora includes simile. 

antithesis-, hyperbole and. proverbs. The precise statements are;

simile (i) R III:iv:l 
metaphora;

•The simile (eikon) is also a 
there is very lit tie difference'.

'Pqr simile, as we have said be

fore, is metaphora differing through the ad

dition of a word'.

(ii) R III;x;3

(iii)xR^I;xi; 11 'Similes also, as we have said
above, are sO.ways in a way approved metaphoras, 
since thSy ^Iw^s derive from two terms, like 

the proportional metaphofa' . ^

' totithesis • R III;xi;10 'The more special qualities ah
’ expression. hhB> the cleverer'±t^eems,>-as wlien 

_ the onomata contsdn a metaphora, and the meta

phora is of a special kind, such as antithesis.
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balsmce and vividness’.

R III;xi;15 ’Approved hyperboles are also 
■ metaphoras’.

R lll:xi:14 ’Proverbs are also metaphoras, 
from the specific to the specific’.

h3rperbole

proverbs

-T''

This identification of certain other rhetorical de

vices with metaphors presumably means (as is suggested by his 

saying that simile is based on proportion and proverbs on spec

ific transfer) that Aristotle is implicitly making the distinct-

ion between process and proauct. These devices are the products 

of the four processes, but the term metaphors covers everything.

Although t2i&re are four processes in his definition, 

it is not a distortion of his theory to propose that his types 

of metaphors faOJ. into two broad categories, one of which is 

then further divided into three sub—categories, something as 

follows:

METAPHDRA

Generlc-Spepific Proportional
lA^ogy)• J

Generic Specific 
to

Specific Generic

Specific
to

Specific
to

This arr^gemeht helps" to redress the imbsilance in 

Aristotle's giving too much space in the definition to the 

^neric-specmc type> while ^yihg too kuch attention in the 

examples to the’ proportional type.

v'
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Aris.totle does not say in the Poetics what he means 

by genus (genos) and-species teidos) when the terms refer to 

language, but their relationship is similar to their use in 

modern biology. The species is a particular manifestation 

among a number of-ppssibie manifestations, while conversely 

the genus is an exclusive category which may or may not have 

a manifestation of its own. we may draw certain conclusions 

about what Aristotle had in mind by these terms (2.10), but 

he provides very little material to work on. That material 

consists of one example for each kind of metaphors:

(1) generic to specific In 'my ship stands here', he 
considers that the generic or 

inclusive term stands (from histstnai) has been transferred 
to supplant the specific term is anchored (from hormein).

The^gne may be more comprehensive them the other, but 
neither can in that case be very 'alien* when used in 
the other's contexts.

(2), specific to generic In 'truly Odysseus did a myriad
noble deeds' Aristotle sees the 

specific term myriad (murias) substituting.for the generic 
term many (polus). This Is a lexical transfer of some 
kind, but -again 'alienness' is hard to detect.

(3) specific to specific in 'drawing off his life with
the bronze' and 'severing with 

the tireless bronze', he sees drawing off (from aAein) 
and sever (Tr^ temnein) as substituting for each other, 
both being species of ah. uhstated generic term remove 
tfrom aphairein).' In this situation 'alienness' seems 

somewha.t incongruous, because some kind of syhohj^y
appears tn be. involved.

■
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It becomes tolerably clear that, although in the 

initial definition 'alien' bulks large, in the general ex

position it is .the metaphora = epiphora equation that matters, 

indicating that Aristotle was discussing lexical transfer in 

the widest possible sense under the name 'metaphora', and 

that this wide sense has not survived to our times.

■d'

Of more immediate concern is proportional meta- 
tfhereas his examples of generic-specific relation

ships are meagre, Aristotle's illustrations of proportional

twenty-six in the Rhetoric alone.

phora.

relationships are profuse:

He maintains (R III:x:7) that this- varietyeis the most popular

and effective, and that it succeeds somehow in-'bringing things 

before the eyes-^. (R III:xi:l). In the Poetics (XXI:11) he

gives a full description of the analogical process which pro-

duces the- supreme effect, the effect which he considered 

could not be taught:

'I call it "proportion" (hnalogon) when the Second is 
to the First as the Fourth is to the Third. Then one

W the Fourth instead of the Second, or the 
SecoM instead of the fourth, i.

canS':

For example. Just as
a cup is to Dionysus, so a shield is to Ares. So ones' '
may call the cup "the shield of Dionysus" and the 
shield "the cup of Ares"
evening is t? day. "One may accordingly call evening 
"day' s old^e" 
or "life's sunset".

Or old age is to life asI
and old age "the. evening of life"

S'

Propoirtlon or ^alogy depends, accOfd^g to AriSt-
otie, upon anr ability to see resemblances beti^eh conditions

which are not norm^ly in: close association, 

it requires the juxtaposition of items which
In other words, 

are normally
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'alien* to each other. His argument rests upon a strict

ratio:

1 ; 2 3 : 4

becoming
f:.

1 : 4 :: 3 : 2

Equivalence in the ratio permits an exchange of

terms or items.

Aristotle, plato and Euclid were all interested

in this kind of analogical reasoning, whether for mathemat-
■ ' ■ . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ■

ical, logical or literary purposes. The idea of strict pro

portion is best illustrated hy Euclid's Elements Bks V-VI,

where deductions are made as follows:

If 2 : 4 4 : X

then, as 4 is twice 2, X must be twice 4=8

Aristotle's use of the analogon is equally strict,

but differs from this Euclidean example in having no shared 

element. The interchangeability of the second and fourth 

items in his metaphoric proportion do however resembie 

algebraic equations, a point we can take up later (3.3)• 

Although we are nfffered no mechanical procedure by which a 

generic or specific term can change places with another

we are offered here a basis ofgeneric or specific term f

equivalence- for the toansfer of items ^alogically 

system implicitly asserts: ■ Apply the proportion, swop items, 

and a metaphoric transfer will resiilt

The ■

The surprising thi. ■
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is that no one ever developed the idea.

One drawback to his formula that Aristotle foresaw 

was the possibility that all four terms of the proportion 

might not be available, ^e says (B XXI.14): 'Sometimes 

therjB is no onoma for some terms of the proportion, but it 

can be used all the same aind is in no way inferior'. This 

meai^ of course that if there is a term missing we must, like 

Euclid, supply an x:

2:: 3 : x

I
Aristotle gives no example of what he means by this, 

^though he pleads that it is in no way inferior to the full 

statement of the proportion. We can therefore leave it for 

the moment, but it is an important point, and we shall return 

to it (3.7). in the meantime we have from his examples of 

old age and da^; a clear picture of the general principle, 

which can be shown diagrammatically as follows;

4

'life's old age' set against 'day's evening'
3'

1 ; 2 -3 : 4

= (1) life ; (2) old age ;; (3) day ; (4) evening
■;< ,

= (1) life (4) evening ;(3) day ; (2) old age3

if
^■set against= 'life's evening' day's old age't

-.i

.. " This presentation demonstrates" that Aristotle'S
• concept of ' ferahsfer' iinplies. gualities-in li'f iga wMch can

be called substitutability md choice. Innumerable eKoices
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and substitutions made by innumerable people can set up 

frequencies of occurrence, and these affect the ‘normalness' 

or ‘specialness' of thb items used.

In this brief examination of his theory both posit

ive elements like these and negative elements such 

d-escribed above can be detected.

as we

We may now examine how 

they progressed down the centuries, but we may also observe 

how some of the implications which we have Just touched on

were not developed — possibly for no better reason than 

th^J Aristotle himsel:^ warned all later generationsIthat 

the supreme stylistic device could not be learned tn

teachers.

Greco-Roman Theories.1.2.

Demetrius and the Active Metaphor.1.2.1.

In hie 'prolegomena' to a linguistic theory of metaphor, 

Bickerton (1969) observes that Aristotle's classification 

was an attempt to describe^the formal.aspects gf metaphor. 

He adds, sigi^ficantly; 'But Roman and Renaissance- schol

ars, instead of trying to eljicidate and develop this
V

Aristotle's3 rather cryptic definition by clarifying 

"strange" fiura^lien , “genus® and "analogy®,

Jmetaplxor mainly as an orn^ent of rhetoric?.

Jfhis is a fair observa,tion. We can illustrate 

this diversion away from Aristotle vs line of investtgatton 
while the ti^ory was still being discussed bji^Greek ‘

treated
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rhetoricians. Demetrius (1st century a.D.) in. his treatise 

On Style admits his dependence on Aristotle, but interprets 

the Aristotelian position as follows:

•Speech of this high tsrpe [funder discussion^ should 
be out of the normal range, transformed and somewhat 
unfamiliar.' It will consequently carry weight, while 
normal and familiar words, though clear enough, will 
be plain fare and easily disdained To Aristotle
the best kind of metaphora was the so-called "active"

• • •

one, where non-living things are introduced in an 
active way, as though alive, as with dart in:

"Sharp-tipped the angry dart flies at the 
crowd".

"...Usage is our tdacher in all these matters and 
particularly with metaphoras. 
fers almost everything without being noticed, and 
makes the transfer securely, calling a sound "silvery", 
a man "sharp", a character "rugged", a speaker "long" 
and so on, transferring many things so elegantly that 
they appear at one with normal expressions... In 
some cases usage is so altered that we no longer need 
the normal expressions at all'. (On Style 11:77-87)

Usage in fact trans-

We may extract from Demetrius the following points:

(1) Me taphoric transfer employs unfamiliar expressions.

(2) Such expressions (through usage) often become normal.

(3) Transfer!
(4) Aiistdrtle^

s happening all the time on a large scale.' 
considered the enlivening of non-living

things to be the bdst kind of transfer.

.Demetrius adds to Aristotle by supposing' some kind 

of cotttinuunT of usage, so that the special c^^^o^essively

He seems not to eonsider transfers simplybecome the normal
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the concern of rhetoricians, but in attributing certain 

attitudes to Aristotle he makes no mention of what we have 

found so noteworthy: the proportional exchange.

Let us refer back to what Aristotle said about
'active' metaphora. It occurs in the Rhetoric, a few lines

after, his assertion that clever sayings are produced from 

proportional metaphora and whatever brings things ''before 

the eyes'. He goes on to say that 'bringing things before 

the eyes' refers to those things which 'have activity*

Cenergounta) giving as an e:!^ple a quotation from Isocrates 

describing someone as a freely wandering flTiimni.i: He then

reflers to Homer's use of metaphora, where Homer speaks of 

non-living things as though they were living, and proceeds, 

among others, to quote t 

Demetrius also quotes.

ine about the angry dart which 

He observes that Homer's popularity 

lies in this ability to activate the non-living, concluding
/

that Homer 'has achieved this by means of proportional 

metaphora' (R III:xi:l-5).

Demetrius, whatever his r^eason, diverts attention 

from Aristotle's concern with how Homer achieved his effect 

^hat the effect was. 

otle, but only one survives with Demetrius. This is partic

ularly interesii^, because his conten^iorary, the Roman 

Quintili^, adopts the sam6 position as Demetrius, without . 

any reference whatsoever toiAristotle.

Both-aspects are important to Arist-

.> .

'■■r:
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1.2.2. Quintilian's' 'Ghangce of Meaning*.

The Latin grammarians borrowed their language theory and much 

of their terminology'from the Greeks, and like their mentors 

were primarily concerned with rhetorical and literary effect. 

Quintilian discusses metaphora in the eighth book of his 

authoritative Institutio Oratoria;

'The Greek term tropos refers to the change of a word 
tverbnmror phrase Csermo) rrom its proper mpani 
another meaning... Some tropes are used for the sake 
of emphasis, some for purposes of adornment, 
cur in their proper words (verba) and others in 
transfers (tralatis = translatis)...

some oc-

X.

'Let us begin then with that one which is the commonest 
and by far, the most beautiful;
called metaphora in Greek. This is certainly so natural 
to us that even the \meducated unthinkingly use it a 
great deal. It is so agreeable and refined that in 
discourse (oratio) whatsoever it shines out with its 
own light

transiatip, which is

any

9 • •

'On the whole metaphora is a shorter comparison 
(similitudo), and differs, from it because, when a thing 
is compared to something else that we want to describe, 
the one is said instead of the o bher. - - If is a' cofipari- 
son when I pay that a man did something "like a lion", 
but it.vis a^'Hn^nslatio when I say the man "is a lion".* 
(10 VIII;vi;i,2,4,8 and 0) '

Quintilian then proceeds to divide^ trahslatipn-cum- 

metapjaor' into •fpur.,vtypes, but ' they 

four processes, which- Aristotle suggested,

- are far remov^'fiom the 

The new four are;
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(1) The transfer from the living (animalls)
to some other 

living expression, as in replacing 'rider' with 
•steersman' in: The steersman torned his horse with
great force.

(2) The transfer from the
other non-living expression,-as in;
fleet the reins.

non-living (inanimalis^ to 
He gave his

some
V

(3) The transfer from non-living to liv^g, as in; 
walls of t?reece fell down through

The
steel.

{4) The transfer from the living to the non-living, as 
A sound from the head of a high mountnin

Where Aristotle talked about metaphora 

inclusive term for • transfersS,' Quintilian talks 

as working 'changes* of meaning, 

only one such trope, although it is the 

ally, the trope can work

as an all-

about tropes

Quintilian metaphora is 

Addition-

among 'words and phrases’ and not 

Just upon onomata, which is a distinct advance

ror

commonest.

upon the formal 

Quintilian reverses one Aristotelian 

considered simile a 

considers metaphora

approach in the Poetics, 

assumption, however; where Aristotle' 

longer version of metaphora, Quintilian 

a truncated simile, 

ment about man

Both however use the same copular state-

lion.

All this i® interesting,,but becomes insignificant 

before the new living/hiib^riving classification 

has gone far beyond Dembtrius and 

limits of met^t^ay arr^ges a simple grid;

yuintilian

having decided upon thet
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Cases (1) + to +
(2) to
(3) to + 
(4) + to -

This suggests some kind of generic-specific trans

fer, where animalis to animalis is within the genus between 

species, while animalis to inanimalis is fromi genus to genus, 

probably with the species of one genus to the species of 

o-the-F

an-

iits—faul-t-is—haw ever—tha.t-he-on4y^proposes-4w€)-geneFa: 

living and non-living. It is a logical expansion of what was 

an aspect of Aristotle's theory and the main part of the 

theory presented by Demetrius, but it assumes that if meta-

phora can 'activate' the non-living, it can also work the 

reverse process and 'de-animate' the living, as suggested 

in Case 3 walls (of Greece), which presumably replaces 

soldiers or defenders.

• ■;

^ ■ Generic-specific exchange may be implied here, but

es not appear to have reckoned it a significant 

aspect of metaphors, just as he makes mo comment upon the 

proportional or analogical relationship. He affirms the 

separate identities of metaphora and synecdoche, but allows

Quintilian

them to share the qualities of 'stirring the mind, giving 

me aningful ne things and placing things before the eyes'. 

This last is reminiscent c(f Aristotle, but Quintilian 

appears to wish to narrow metaphora deliberately, because he 

defines’ synendpcte. as dihtingu|.shing ^ the man^from the one.
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the part from the whole, the species from the genus, what 

comes after from what went before, and vice versa’, 

categorial arrangement adds weight to the traditional assump

tion that Aristotle ’really’ mean-t synecdoche and metonymy 

when he was discussing generic-specific metaphora, and cer

tainly from Quintilian onwards the division into metaphor on 

the one hand and metonymy-ssrnecdohe on the other is clearly 

made.

This

Quintilian’s greatest explicit achievement however

is his decision that transfer does not involve words as such.

but involves ’changes of meaning’". His interpretation is 

quite distinctly set against — or offered as equivalent to ~ 

the standard definition of his time, in his ninth book;

’A trope is a phrase (sermo) transferred from a 
natural and principal meaning to another meaning, 
for the sake of decorating a discourse (oratio), or, 
as most grammarians define it, an utterance (dictio) 
transferred from the place in wi^ch it is proper, 
to one in which it is not proper.' (10 IX;i;4)

P'The two definitions are not necessarily equivalent, 

because the first talks of a phrase moving from meaning to 

meaning, while the second talks of a phrase moving from 

context to OTht^t, which is a more satisfactory definition 

from the fornal point of ^ew, Quintilian’s pronouncement, 

however, has been th® more ihiluentiai ; down the ages.
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1.2.3. Tropes, figures and Parts.

While attempting his typology of tropes, Quintilian did

try to make distinctions between various 'special' or- stylist-

Having stated what he meant by aic devices in language. 

trope (including metaphora), he went on state what he under

stood by the term fjgurat

'A figure (figure). as is suggested by the name itself, 
is a certain form of discourse (oratio) removed from 
the general and current usage. Accordingly, in tropes 
some words (verba) are substituted for others, as in 
metaphora, metonymia, andionomasia, metalepsis, synec

doche, catachresis, allegory and, usually, hyperbole 
Nothing like this happens among figures, for a figures 
can occur with words which are proper and ordinarily 
arranged.' (10 IX;i;4,5 and 7)

• • •

He does not labour the distinction, but accepts 

(a) that many students confuse the two, and. (b) that in some 

instances it is difficult to separate figures and tropes. 

That he considered it worth doing, however, is indicated by 

. a casual and deprecating reference tb one C^—Artorius 

Proculus, evidently guilty of the crime of ’wilfully confus

ing them. Tropes for QuintiliM involve substitution or 

replacement, while Figures are the artful arrangement of 

normal words, as happens in periphrasis, epithet, digression, 

.amswering one's own questiohs etc. At that date the term 

figure had^an adjective fi^uratus, but was. later to obtain 

figxirativus as a, .special adjective in rhetorica^circles. ^
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The Latin expression figura orationis is a direct translation 

of the Greek skhema tes lexeos. but whereas the Greek 

ion does not correspond with a modern English 'figure of 

speech*, the Latin expression (despite yuintilian's strict

ures) was already in the state of flux which would allow 

the adjective figurativus to cover metaphoric transfers.

express-

In Aristotle's treatises there is no association 

or link between the special uses of onomata as parts of 

speech and his skemata or figures, which are prayers, commands, 

questions, threats etc. it is an illuminating indication of 

historical, drift that these supposedly distinct areas of 

language study have shifted completely round in their relat

ions with each other, so that we can represent the change as;

Let P = Parts of Speech 
P = Figures of Speech 
I. = Tropes or Transfers

Aristotle.

P P

T

OulntillaTi P P T

Modern 1 P P

' . 1.. T

We may conclude- from this that Quintilian considered
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two distinctions worth making; (i) between Trope and Figure; 

(ii) between the leading Trope, Metaphora, and others such as 

metonymia and Synecdoche. Additionally, he specified that the 

metaphoric trope was concerned with a binary relationship of 

animate to' inanimate, concerned a replacement of words but 

alsoa acted'as a condensed simile or comparison. This assump

tion means that simile in its extended form must also be con

cerned exclusively with the animate-inanimate relationship.

He made no attempt to examine the proportional relaMonship

between two terms which would provide for the transfer, and

so diverted attention away from Aristotle's attempt to out-' 

line the system of equivailences by which metaphora might be

accoimted for.

The Diplomacy of Donatus and Diomedes.1.2.4.

Aristotle and Quintilian were the two greatest influences 

upon the development of any theory of rhetoric and 'special! 

language in the centuries after the fall of Rome, but they
s'

were passed on to future generatiohs by two grammarians of 

the 4th century who handled their subject with great tact, 

eonsider this from Diomedes;

'A trope (^cording to ^caurus) is a way 
speech and is |;he transfer of an utterance (dictio) 
frpm its proper meaning to one which is. not proper to. 
itj for the sake of orn^ent or necessi^ or fefinemeJit 
pr j^hasis. Quintilian defines it' as follows; A 
trope is a. phrase (sermo) transferred fr^: its main tod 

natural meaning to anbther, for the sake of decorating 
a Idi scourse (oratio)

'The'common trope among all these' jusFTisted is

of ornamenting

'• -

S
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'The common trope among these just listed 
metaphors. All the others appear to be its species.

is

•Metaphora is a transfer of objects and words (verba) 
from their proper meaning to one which is not proper 
to them, on account of similarity (similitudo) and
for the sake of ornament or necessity or refinement

From the animateThere are four types;or emphasis.
to the animate, from the animate to the,inanimate,

from the inanimate to the animate, from the inanimate 
to the inanimate' (giving examples of each)

He has done honour to both trope and metaphora, 

obliquely stating that they are the same, 

quiet compromise between Aristotle and Quintilian fertile 

grounds for later teachers and critics to treat metaphor both 

as the supreme stylistic device and as a species of itself. 

But otherwise Diomedes follows Quintilian almost verbatim, 

and accepts the concept of a trainsfer of words from proper 

meanings. '

One can see in this

Donatus repeats much the- same material, accepts 

the' transfer of words from meanings>and also the four animate- 

inanimate relationships, proposed by Quintilian, 

however he makes an observation of^some importance:

Almost coyly

•We should aj^o realise that some metaphoras are 
reciprocal, while others are of a unitary nature.

altum mare.> They, are reciprocal in^-such cases as:
profundum coelum, when we are able to switch thein
to altuPi coeium. prb fundxim mare (i. e> deep sea, 
high heaven.^= deep heavehy -high se^)> : Age^Xji :^^
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herbae florent (plants flower) and iuvenea pubent 
(youth matures), so that we can say herbae pubent 
(plants mature) and iuvenes florent (youth 
flowers)• The unitary kind occur in such instances 
S’® segetee fluctuant (cornfields wave) and vites 
germinant (vines sprout).'

Here, under the apt title of reciprocal metaphora.

we have a succinct expression of Aristotle's ratio, proport

ion or analogy, but quite without any reference to the Greek 

provenance of the analysis. He contrasts this swopping tech

nique however with a supposedly different transfer, where the 

noun cornfields collocates with a verb wave which belongs to

another type of discourse. It can be argued of course that

the transfer is still achieved analogically, but that is not 

important at this stage. It is sufficient to indicate the 

way in which both Diomedes and Donatus, briefly but diplomat

ically, passed on fragments of the ancient theoretical positions 

to posterity.

Fragmentation would seem to be inherent in the study 

The material quoted from the various ancientof metaphor.
V ..

authorities"is almost the sum-total of their comments on the 

supreme stylistic device. The Wesirern world's stock of meta

phoric theory is, as we shall see, little more than we have

here, and

this flimsy foundation, 

ian called its naturalness 

thinkin^y- use it a great deal 

our language competence^ ^d

g^ea:b J^Parts of criticism have been raised upon

It says a great deal for what Quintil- 

so that 'even the unteducated un

it would- appear to be part of 

with or without

9

as such quite secu:
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detailed analysis of how it comes about. In any event, these 

pithy and axiomatic statements, from Aristotle to Donatus, 

were handed down unchanged and unchallenged for over a thous

and years. We shall now see how they were polished and made 

ready for use within OTir own linguistic and literary tradition.

'Of purpose to deceiue the eare* — George Puttenham.1.3.

'I haue come to the Lord Kepper Sir Nicholas Bacon & 
found him sitting in his gallery alone with the works 
of Quintilian before him, in deede he was a most 
eloquent man, and of rare learning and wisdoms, as 
euer I knew England to breed, and one that ioyed as 
much in learned men and men of good witte.'

This observation was published in 1589, in a work called The

It highlights the undiminished im-Arte of English Poesie.

portanee of Quintilian 1500 years aftes the appearance of his 

Institutio Oratoria. and is particularly interesting because

The, ofythe originality .of the treatise in which it appears, 

author, George Puttenham, was concerned with establishing the

He wanted to, English language as a serious literary medium, 

make it clear that the Greek figures and tropes were as ap

plicable to English poetry as to Classical literature, and 

wanted also to make the devices of the great rhetoricians

This was not aeasily avail^le to the educated English, 

pipedream;' the spottiijLg of figures in poetry was a passion 

Puttenham believed however that the variousof the; time

complex terms used by the Gh-Oeks and Romans could be trans^
lated into the vernacular and. so becg,jjjg jjo^ popul^ still

•

f
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since it was ,*more laudable to vse our owne naturall, if they 

be well chosen, and of proper signification, than to borrow 

theirs'.

And so Puttenham took 119 Greek rhetorical terms and 

: defined them in the third part of his treatise, giving each a 

homely English name. Willcock and Walker (1956) consider that
is-'

“ Puttenham was a great influence on writers, historians and 

critics for over a century afterwards, that wholesale borrow

ings were made from his work, and yet 'though much handled, it 

deems to have made little impression on the whole'. The 

translation Of terms proved a brave but futile \mdertaking, 

and for better or for worse English lost a colourful technical 

vocabulary, that offered to call irony 'the drie mock' and 

labelled an obscure device called asteismus 'the merry scoffe'.

One thing emerges from his many definitions. Por 

Puttenham Quintilian's warning about confusing trope and figure 

was of no importance. Although 'scheme', 'trope' and 'figure' 

all in use in the English of that time, Puttenham gives

the title 'figure' to every one of the devices described, and
<! . . .

■ J

it is safe to assume that he played an important part in the ' • 

process which has led to the equation of the eicpressions 

figurative and metaphoriceOL, although he does not use them.

He also belonged^o that school of thought which saw figures 

as ornamental rather,than normal, for he says;

'As figures be the instnuients of ornament in euery 

V language., so be they also inr a sort abuses or rather
treSpiasses.. in -speach, because they passef^e ordlna,ry;

•

were
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limits of common vtterance, and be occupied of purpose 
to deceiue the eare and also the minde, drawing it from 
plainnesse and simplicitie to a certain doublenesse, 
whereby o\ir talk is the more guileful and abusing, for 
what else is your Metaphor but an inuersion of sence 
by transport; your allegorie by a duplicitie of meaning 
or dissimulation vnder covert and dark intendiments?'

The sinister side of rhetoric is lightened a little
V'

in his definition of metaphor;

'And first, single words haue their sence and vnder- 
standing altered and figured many wayes, to wit, by 
transport, abuse, crosse-naming, new naming, change 
of name. This will seeme very darke to you, vnlesse 
it be otherwise explaned more particularly; and 
first of Transport. There is a kinde of wresting of 
a single word from his own right signification, to 
another not so naturall, but yet of some affinitie or 
conueniencie with it, as to say, I cannot digest yo\ir 
unkinde words, for I ca3inot take them in good part; 
or as the man of law sauLd, I feele you not, for I 
vnderstand not your case, because he had not his fee 
in his hand. Or as another said to a mouthy aduocate, 
why barkest thou at me so sore?*

These and other observations that Puttpnham makes.

despite their originality of phrasing, reveal their origins

Like all mediaeval and Renaissance scholars he owedclearly.

too great'a debV^^ Classical Rome for him to make any inde

pendent additions, except,i^ giving examples. We may take his 

definition of met^hor as a »kind: of'wresting of a single word' 

along with- one offered in 1553 ty Wilson in his Arte of 

Rhetorique, and then comment upon them beth;
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’A metaphor is an alteration of a woorde from the 
proper and natural! meanynge, to that whiche is not 
proper, & yet agreeth thervnto, by some lykenes that 
appeareth to be in it.'

Both Elizabethans share the following views:

(1) The Position which Quintilian adopted: that metaphor 
involves the alteration of a word from its proper 
to a non-proper meaning. They appear to share the 
view that words have meanings by some inherent right

\

or naturalness and that any change in this is a kind
This attitude dateB back toof tinkering with nature, 

one of the earliest Greek controversies about lang-
whether the relation between words and meaninguage:

is a natural or a conventional one. "Most of the com

mentators upon metaphor would pro.bably have subscribed 
to the conventionalist position that language is a 
system of arbitrary agreements made by men, but here 
in their analyses of metaphor they revert to the 
untenable position of suggesting a 'proper', 'natural' 
or fixed relationship between an item ^d its meaning. 
We shall take up the question of meaning more fully' 
later (2.1-7) but it suffices at this point to dis

count the widely held notion that 'meanings' can flit 
from item to item,, or conversely that an item can move 
and leave its'^meaning behind.

T.

(2) The Aristotelian argument, however vaguely expressed, 
that--anjlogy — likeness, affinity, conveniency — 
is the principle which governs this movement of words.

' ■. . ^

. . The Elizabethans bequeathed to posteTity virtually

unbhanged the heritage which they had received. .
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The Problem of »Natural* Deviation.1.4.

In 1711 Greenwood produced An Essay towards a Practical English

Grammar. It is interesting for us because of the minute

amount of space given to metaphor, and also because within

that limited space he uses several expressions still current 
r

in literary criticism. He says;
X

•The Syntax, or the Construction of Words into 
Sentences, may be distinguish'd into two Kinds:
1. That which is natural and Regular; or

2. That which is Customary or Figurative. That 
Syntax may be called Regular, which is according 
to the Natural Sense and Order of the Words.
Customary or Figurative Syntax, is that which is 
used in the Farms of Speech, peculiar to several 
Languages; wfierein Words are put together according - 
to a Metaphorical or borrowed Sense of them; As,

To break a Fest. to be brought to Bed, to take ones 
Heels a & fly away etc.'

Greenwood was a professional schoolmaster. His ^ 

book, like Aristotle's and Quintilian's, was a practical 

teaching manual. In it we see the first equation in English 

(or one of the first) of 'metaphofical' and 'fi^rative', 

and an indication that both adjectives were now firmly 

established. We ^so see the use of the metaphoric 'borrow' 

to cover the idea of the transfer of the alien. Greenwood's 

willingness to discuss the queetipn of metaphorr on the level 

of syntax is refreshing, but Tinfortimately he says no more 

. about it, and^. having equatedjmet^iwr' Mid f^^re> passes bn
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to a discussion of those alterations in standard word order

which QuintiliEin did originally label ' figures of speech'.*
The tendencies evident in the brief remarks of the

English schoolmaster become more apparent in the fuller ob

servations of a Scots rhetorician. The Reverend Hugh Blair 

in 1784 published his Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Letires.

and both confused and clarified the situation a little more.

Quintilian in his treatise kept trope and figure quite apart, 

and then divided figures ailone into Figures of Words and 

Figures of Thought, the**'first of these having demonstrable 

arrangements of word order for special effect, while the second 

adhieved special effects without any change in word order. He 

was indicating such forms as rhetorical question on the one 

hand and innuendo on the other, where the words may follow a 

normal pattern. Blair however took figures as his major class

ification, and claimed that 'rhetoricians commonly divide' 

them into Figures of Words, or Tropes, and Figures of Thought.

He then defined Figures of Words or Tropes as consisting in 

'a word's being employed to signify something that is differ- 

ent from its original and primitive meting; so that if you

He redeems himselfalter the word, you destroy the Figure

somewhat by commenting at the end that 'this distinction,

however, is of nq^^^at use; as nothing can be built on it in

practice; neither is it always very clear'.
■■ ^ ■ .1.. ’ 

prising however that the term 'taropeV has never flourished

since then in the En^ish language and universally today we

talk of 'figures of speech

It is not sur-

t' •
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Blair considers metaphor to be based on resemblances, 

and 'hence is much allied to Simile and Comparison; and is 

indeed no other than a comparison, expressed in an abridged 

form'. He gives the example of a man compared.to a pillar 

supporting the state, then becoming by abridgement the pillar 

The comparison betwixt the Minister and a 

Pillar, is made in the mind; but it is expressed without any 

of the words that denote comparison. The comparison is only 

insinuated, not expressed'. He adds;

of the state.

-V

'Though all metaphor imports comparison, and, therefore, 
is, in that respect, a figure of thought, yet, as the 
words in a Metaphor are not taken literally, but changed 
from their proper to a Figurative sense, the Metaphor 
is commonly ranked among Tropes or Figures of words.
But, provided the nature of it be well understood, it 
signifies very little whether we call it a Figure or a 

Trope.'

(

Aside from the confused terminology, we can find

here the last of the forme which Aristotle's kurios and

Blair contrasts Figurative on the oneglotta were to ti^e: 

side with Literal on the other, with interpretation accord-
.

ing to the 'letter', an orthographic twist to the fallacy 

of interpretation according to the 'natural* and the 'proper'.

While making these observations, he also notes 

that somethin of the Aristotelian-jtradition still survives:

'1 must remark,however, that the word Metaphor is sometimes 

iooser and more extended SHnse; for the applicat-used ina

of the term in any figurative significat^n, whether ;

some other relation
ion

the figure be found on resemblance, or on
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be«>^Jc/one another'. He illustrates the 

what is generally called Metonymy is 

as Metaphor, adding that even Aristotle in 

his Poetics used Metaphor in this extended sense, whether as

which the ob^cts

point by obserM

sometimes classes

whole for part, or species for genus or genus for species.

Finally, Blair takes up the problem of whether the 

whole business of figures is natural or not;

'But, though Figures simply a deviation from what 
be reckoned the most simple form of Speech, we are not 
thence to conclude, that they imply anything uncommon, 
or unnatural.'

may

This is the devil that rode on the backs of the

A century later, in his Practical Elements of 

Rhetoric in 1895, the Americain John F. Genung felt required 

to say;

rhetoricians.

'A figure of speech is an intentional deviation from 
the plain and ordinary mode of speaking, for the sake 
of greater effect. The fact that figurative language 
deviates from ordinary expression is not to be taken 
as an argument against its naturalness.'

But until one clarifies the basis on which 'natural

ness' rests, 'deviation' must tend towards the 'unnatural'.

The rhetoricians were well aware that nothing is

— if we can use the adverb care- 

than the very devjLces ,they labelled deviant, 

liuintiliah himself had said ; spi when he atoitted that the 

educated 'unthinkingly' used metaphor. :

Genung in his handbook follows- the hatl" trod by his

more

natxirally part cf j^guage 

lessly —

vin-
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predecessors, observing at the very start that 'a book on so 

old a subject as rhetoric can scareely hope to give the world

much that is new'. His figures that promote clearness by

association are an avatar of Quintilian's tropes and Aristotle's

metaphors, while figures that Tnanote emphasis are simply the

figurae and skhemata of old. The only changes are the occas

ional reshuffle which, for example, classes hyperbole as a

member of the second group whereas Aristotle included it in 

the first. His tj^ology only stresses the sailient point that 

not only has there been a perennial difficulty in rhetoric 

in agreeing on the generic terms, but there has been equal 

disagreement about where to subtend the species.

The Classical fallacy; A Conclusion.1.5.

There is something inbred about the history of rhetoric and

The same scant speculations 

are juggled and switched down the centuries tin til Genung 

can say that one can scarcely hope to add anything new. He 

set himself the same task that Donatus had set himself:

men's comments upon metaphor.

re-stating the elements of a hallowed tradition.

Rhetoric as an art, science or discipline (whatever 

title one chooses to give it) has been subject at times to 

great scorn, at- tijies to bouts of popularity. It flourishes 

today in a variety of forms,^ but,mainly in manuals of 'word- 

power' and 'style', with the shme cpmmerciail incentive that 

: oni^nally activated the sophists. It hasi^een particularly 

pfoiie to what Lyons (1968) Icalls the Classical acyr which
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he sees as taking two related forms;

(1) The assumption that certain illustrious periods in a 
nation's (or a civilisation's) social and linguistic 

history can be taken as models of purity and correctness. 
Athens of the 4th century B.G. and Augustan Rome of the 
first century B.C. have served as such models. This 
assumption presupposes that later generations are doing 
well if they simply maintain a good standard of copying, 
and should strive to prevent change (or 'adulteration') 
in certain traditions, especially the language.

(2) The parallel assumption that the written language of 
such a hallowed period is sacrosanct, partly because

it is the means by which records of that age and specimens 
of its grandeur are passed on, and partly because the 
written form of any language is less volatile than the

It is easier to develop canons of good writ-
'Grammar *

spoken form.
ing and transfer them to speech than vice versa, 
as such was concerned, as the name indicates, with the
canons of writing (=gramma).

The, operation of such a classical fallacy in the 

minds of successive generations looking back to their golden 

has been to make rhetoric and its canons a speciallyages

favoured subject, precisely because it contains these two 

assumptions in a very strong form;

s' ..

(1) The great rhetoricians dated from the great periods; 
Classical Athens and Rome at or near their respective 

^uerition such sources: was ; to question theheights. To 
absolutes on which civilissjitton rested..

(2> Rhetoric was, with grammar, the study of those perfect 
; themselves, showing why they;were perfect

and just how th^ finest authbrities achieved- stylistic



skill that made them the finest authorities, 
that the Roman authorities showed towards the preceding 
Greek authorities only heightened the effect.

The deference

This potent compound shows just how revolutionary 

Puttenham was when he suggested that English poetry (if no 

other part of the language) could he subject as a vernacular 

to the same canons that governed Classical Latin and Greek; 

and it also shows why his attempt at carrying the classical 

terms over into English was a complete failure, we can be 

glad however that actual writers like Shakespeare were not 

unduly influenced by the Classical Fallacy and went their own 

way — although, of course, they in turn have been enshrined 

from time to time in a special golden age of their own, with 

a sacrosanct language style best exemplified by the veneration 

given tp the King James Authorised version of the Bible. 

Puttenham was unfortunate in not being able to participate in 

the sanctification. Elsewhere in the world one sees the same 

assmptions at work, especially with Classical Arabic in the 

middle east and Classical Sanskrit in India.

The consequence this ultra-respectful attitude 

has been to restrict serious inquiry into the nature of the 

•figures of speech'. The basic assumptions of the great 

rhetoricians have hardly been examined, their insights hardly 

developed, theiErlnconsistencies left unaltered. Modern 

linguists, interested in phonology and,syntax, wary of 

semantics^ have left rhetoric alone:until very recently, and

like literary cribics have cohsidered its jappiication to be

Is

restricted largely to poetry.^
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Any modern inquiry, however, having assessed the 

historical situation^ must start on the elementary premiss 

that the devices listed in rhetoric are linguistic phenomena 

as stEindard as those labelled 'phoneme', 'lexical item' and 

'sentence', and not ornaments and deviations tacked on for 

sophisticated reasons.

If this essential pre-requisite is not accepted, 

then metaphor remains a luxury, an addendiam for the diversion 

of orators and poets. Whether or not rhetoricians in the 

past have admitted, with Quintilian, that metaphor is a \mi- 

versal phenomenon, they have proceeded as though it were a 

refinement upon language that they alone were competent to 

pronounce upon. The only difference in our time is the decline 

of the rhetorician and the rise of the literary critic, who

treats 'figurative language' as his own province.

Suffice it at this point however to accept that a 

phenomenon exists in language, called metaphor by common 

consent, and that the phenomenon is no better understood, 

today than it was in the Athens of the 4th century B.C.



2 normal and apecial Language.

I 2.1. Authoritative Statements on Metaphor.

A casual inquirer, seeking some definitive statement about 

metaphor and unable to pursue a historical survey such 

have just undertaken, would probably turn to a well-established 

encyclopaedia or a leading dictionary.

twentieth century reference works and he coxadr easonably 

pect them to provide him with an authoritative synopsis in line 

with current linguistic and critical theory, 

amples of what he would find:

as we

They would be standard

ex-

Here are two ex-

The Oxford English Dictionary (1933) — 'Metaphor, the figure 
of speech in which a 

name or descriptive term is transferred to some object dif-
ferent from, but analogous to, that to which it is properly 
applicable. I

The Encyclopaedia Briteinnica (1966 edm) — 'Metaphor, a
figure of speech,

which consists in the transference to one object of an attribute 
or name that strictly and literally is not applicable to it, 
but only figuratively and by analogy. I

These definitions have the virtue of similarity; 

are consistent one ^th the other, and their observations are 

now familiar to us from Aristoitle, Quintilian,. Donatus, Puttenham 

so that one may analyse both statements into six

they

and Blair f-

? ' elements:
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1. Metaphor is a figure of speech.
It concerns names and attributes.
The name or attribute is transferred.
It is transferred to an object.
It is transferred from its proper and literal 
application.

The transfer is based on analogy.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Having separated out these elements in the definitions, 

we may take them one by one and consider them in linguistic terms:

We have already noted 
that down the centuries

1. Metaphor is a figure of speech.

confusion han existed over the terms figure, trope and metaphor. 
We should also note that separately the contributor to the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica on 'figures of speech' refers to the 
expression as 'a broad term for a large variety of uses of 
words, phrases, clauses, and sentences to achieve desired 
effects in meaning, sound and style, 
fined as deviation in the use of words from the literal sense 
or from simple and common practice, and includes figures of 
rhetoric, syntax, etymology and orthography*. 
fore that metaphor is a figure of speech is to provide very -

It can be interpreted eLtheir^as
which is a

valid introductory remark, or as 'metaphor is one of a number 
of deviations fr&m literal or common usage'm, which is question-

Traditionally it is de-

To state there-

' little serious information.
meaning 'metaphor is an occurrence in language*

able in several ways, primarily by demanding clarification of
The term 'figure of speech' isdeviation, literal and common 

therefore a cdfifufing and opaque catch-all, too indeterminate 
to be of milch further value in this study.

.. ...
The use Of these terms 
is distinctly Aristo

telian: the term ohomata covered both naittee .a^^ attributes;

2. Tt concertts names and attributes • :
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(nouns and adjectives), and we found that in Aristotle's own 
examples he broke the confining rule and incltided rhemata 
(verb forms) among his metaphors. A definition limiting itself 
strictly to 'names and attributes' prevents a discussion of 
metaphor in all the other word-classes, at the phrase and 
sentence level, and at the discourse level, with regard to 
allegorical writing and even — as we shall see — to those 

■' nouns which do not specifically 'name' auiything.

3. The name or attribute is transferred. Ho indication is
given of how such

a transfer is achieved, and the presentation suggests that a 
label is removed from one 'object* and attached to another, 
so that the word-to-thing relationship is more important than 
the relationship of the word or lexical item to its language 
context.

The word-to-thing 
connection is strength

ened and we are committed to dealing with 'real objects in 
the world', on an assumption that words have a Isl relation

ship with such objects, as part of the natural order of things. 
This raises difficulties in considering metaphor as concerned - 
also withnon-objects, as in He has a mountain of work on his 
hands or Jones had tons of fun or even Quit monkeying about 

This last sentences would already have been 
ruled but by our definitions, because monkeying is a verb, 
and now it is ruled out because it does not refer to an ob

ject, and yet some transfer has occurred and an analogical 
comparison has ~be^ made.

4. It is transferred to an object.

with my Jaguar

5. It is transferred from its proper and literal application.

Like Quintili^' s definitions, this view presupposes a primary 
and natur^ me^hg for any item of l^^^e^ a Dieting 'proper* 
to a word and in turn 'proper* to an object, ah^^n. the case Of 

the much—quoted farmer who iooked at some animals and said.
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'Rightly ip they called pigs'. 
hand is 'proper' to a part of the hiuaan body and inalienably 
related to it. Is it then similarly related to part of a 
clock? Is hands of the clock a proper and literal or a non

proper and metaphoricsa usage? What happens in secondhand. 
upper hand and aJ.1 hands on deck? We have here the ancient 
fallacy of fixed association between word and object, fixed 
meaning for a set of spoken or written signals. We have 
seen how this assumption caused the rhetoricians to state that 
'deviation' does not mean 'imnaturalness', when all the im

plications of their theory were that it must mean 'un- 
naturalness' .

Such a supposition means that

Analogy is treated in 
the definitions as an 

extraneous factor working to move the name from its proper 
application to a figurative one, which means little more than 
that some kind of transfer has occurred, neither the means

6. The transfer is based on analogy.

nor the pcoblem of analogical equivalence has been discussed 
in rhetoric since Aristotle's original and fascinating sug-

We may assume however that if an analogical processgestions.

is at work, It is entirely neutral as to whether the trans

ferred items sure proper in one setting but non-proper in 
another. It must be the essential prerequisite for an analogy 
that some kind of equivalence — however temporary — is 
aichieved between the terms of the analogy, and for that pur

pose the terms are acceptable sind 'proper'.

This examination Of the six elements in the author

itative definitxOiri^eaves us with a relatively simple kernel; 

metaphor is- a transfer by anallogy.^

This must be the starting-point for a linguistic 

theory. ■ It represents the iiur;^cibie minimum
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down the centuries togetoer with acceptability in terms of 

modern attitudes to the nature of language. It is however 

embedded in an area of considerable confusion that must in 

some way be resolved before a study of mechanisms and,pro

cesses can begin. That area is best indicated by summarising 

the views of most authorities that metaphor is intimately 

linked with two 'kinds' of l^jiguage;

Authority First Kind Second Kind

Aristotle normal special;
alien

Quintilian proper non-proper

Buttenham right
signification;
ordinary

not so natural

Greenwood regular;
natural

customary;
figurative

original;
proper;
literal;
primitive

figurativeBlair

figurative;
deviating

metaphorical;
figurative

metaphorical;
figurative

plain;
ordihary

Genung

OSD proper

Encyclopaedia
Britannica

literal

No one has questioned'-this approach; none of the 

well-known rhetoricians or critich has opted put of consider

ing metaphor ;and tropes.generaliy AS feting upon ti^ first
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kind of language to produce the second kind. This is so much 

the case that in the mid-twentieth century we can talk of 

'literal' usage on the one hand and 'figurative' usage on the
r

other as though they were part of a primordial structure, and 

as though we all knew exactly what we meant by the terms.

Meaming and Reference.2.2.

One of the first areas in which we can examine the established

assumption that processes act upon one kind of language to 

produce a second less normal kind is in the purely semantic 

question of referential meaning.

Lyons (1968) in developing a theory of structural 

semantics that is neutral towards the question of how language 

relates to thought and just what the nature of concepts may be,'«^ 

accepts that simple r eference is 'essential to the construction 

of any satisfactory theory of semantics', because at least some

words in the vocabularies of all languages correspond v/ith

This does not, however, mean'features' of the physical world, 

that 'reference is the semant;Lc relationship to which all others
j '

can be reduced; nor does it imply that all the items in *the 

vocabulary of a language have reference'. 

areas in which reference is possible;

He allows three

)

When a word ^or any other item that .has meaning)(1)

refers to an objfect or objects which we know 
from ejqierience exiht.^’^

(2) V By-extension, words referring to fictional 
objects such as unicorns and? goblinsF ~ ’ •
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(3) By similax extension, words referring to 
theoretical constructs as atoms and genes.

He observes that referents (specific objects) are 

diffictilt to find for such items as intelligent or good, al

though they may be given referents as part of a psychological 

theory, what matters more is the dassificatory system that 

a language offers, and not any natural classes to which ob

jects may or may not belong. 'It is frequently the case that 

the "referential boundaries" of lexical items are indeterminate.

For example, the precise point at which one draws the line 

between the reference of hill and mountain, of chicken and

hen,. of green and blue, and so on, cannot be specified'.

We may now both exemplify some of Lyons' points 

and also add to the difficulty by introducing usage of the 

'second kind' — figurative, metaphorical etc. Consider the 

possible referents of the items hill and mountain in these

sentences:

The mountains of Scotland are mole-hills 
compared with the Alps.

s' -. .

The nearest mountains to Patiala are the 
Siwalik Hills.

Prendergast went on holiday, leaving behind 
a mountain of work.

1.

2.

3.

Jofen Anderson, my jo, John,' 
-^amb the hill thegi ther, 

Andmonie a canty dayi John, 
we' ve had wi' lane anither. =

4.>
W©^

If the mountain won't come to Mahomet, then 
Mahomet will go to the mountaini

5

i.-
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Here the whole range of referential indeterminacy 

is exhibited. There is neither a 1:1 relationship between 

the items and any physical objects when such a link can be 

established, nor is there any need linguistically for such 

a referential relationship to be present at etll — without 

in any way impairing otir understanding of the information 

communicated. Additionally, we see the danger in isolating 

items, and trying to tadk about the individual reference 

and/or sense relations of items. In sentences 1, 4 and 5 

there are implications behind the string of items — implic

ations sometimes called allusions — which had considerable

influence on the formation of the sentences if not upon the 

interpretation anyone cares to place upon them. Are we just

ified however in arguing that in these sentences such items 

mole-hills, mountain (of work), and (clamb the) hill are

classifiable as a 'second kind* of usage, whatever name we

may give to it?

Let us consider the problems of reference, meaning

and usage in this sentence:

6. . When he heard the news, Prendergast blew his top,
and was irritable for hours afterwards.

This sentences is sufficiently part of standard usage

for us to handle^ii^ithout such useful little disclaimers as

To help a foreigner, we might•so to speak' and 'as it were!,

adds: 'Of course, he didn't literally blow his top off; it

But,It's just an expression we usemeans he; was -^^y 

what we are saving is that blow and top have in tliis iiist^ce
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no reference. This is demonstrable by considering the sentence 

without these items, each removed individually:

When he heard the news, Prendergast blew his 
and was irritable for hours afterwards.

7.

Clearly blew his nose, blew hie whistle or blew his

trumpet are not as likely as blew his top.

his top.When he heard the news, Prendergast __
and was irritable for hours afterwards.

8.

Again, spun his top, lost his top, kicked his top 

There is something about blew hiewould not be acceptable. 

top which is unitary, which demands its complete and unabridged

use, and this phrasal unity has thereference that the individ- 

Xt is a common phenomenon: burst his sides.ual items lack.

in stitches, got to the root of, flew into a rage etc. 

Harris and Jarrett (1956) point to this kind of phrasal unit 

of reference, indicating the original analogy and suggesting

was

that the whole thing has become normalised in some way:

of the accxmiilation of•Probably few of us now thi 
pressure to the point of Explosion when we say or hear

but we merely use this saying as a•He blew his .top! 
rather flat and usual way of indicating a violent ex

pression of auiger.

The ah^.§gy ie there, suggesting metaphor; the alien

proper' signification or re-items are there, without the:^r

but are we justified in talking of a •spcohd kind*ference

of-usage? Or do we baye to my)pose that there was a time
that, ithis top belon^d in this second areawhen blew
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has normalised itself back into the first area?

It may be argued however that there are occasions

when specific reference is sufficiently clear for us to decide

Thiswhether a 'literal' or a 'figurative' usage is involved, 

is the first of Lyons' justifications for the term reference.

and it deals with items which refer to objects that we know 

Consider the following sentences:exist.

Farmer Jones breeds pigs.
Smith went h\xnting for black panthers. 
Black panthers hate pigs.

9.
10.

11.

We may agree that the referents in 9 and 10 are not 

the same for pigs and black panthers as in 11, but that no 

ambiguity exists in assigning items to referents if one knows 

the discourse or situationail context from which the sentence 

One may justifiably accept that naive definitions of 

metaphor have sprung from an e xamination of simple language 

stretches like these, but that even here the simple transfer 

of pig and black panther from previous referent to new refer

ent, by analogy, is not a deviant condition, insofar as one

■ comes.

has merely altered the convention by which item referred to 

It means that polysemy has taken place, with thisobject.

result:
■

(a) previously: porcine mammal

■porcine mammal 
policeman

pig

-now
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feline carnivore(b) previously; black panther

black panther feline carnivore
American negro 
militant

now; ,

How normalThe problem here resolves itself into; 

is the equation pig = policeman, so that one no longer assumes

that pig = porcine mammal? This is reminiscent of a process 

at work in British English in connection with the compound 

bird-watching, where a questioner will ask; What kindnoun

of bird are you referring to? Here the possibilities are; 

bird = feathered animal and bird = young woman.

to illustrate the metaphoric paradox which Ullmann 

has called 'double vision', which Samuel Johnson in his day 

called two ideas for one, and which Wheelwright calls 'mental 

We shall return to this problem of duality later 

(3.6), but at this sta,ge must note that, if for metaphor 

there is a special condition apart from 'normal language', 

it does not reside in the singleness or multiplicity of re

ferents that a lexical item may have, but rather resides in 

the range of contexts — discourse or situational — in which

The dilemma

serves

tension'.

that item occurs, so that a clearly analogical situation may

Without the distinctiveness of two separate contexts.operate.

analogy is impossib&j^^d without specific contexts, items

figurative'.w^ethe.r 'literal' or

Before continuing with 'thia line: of inyestigatibn

can have ho referential value..

let US"summarise the essential: ppinis about- reference;
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Items which have specific referential relationships 
with existing objects or with actions axe relatively 

few.

(1)'

Many items relate to their referents as part of a 
continuum, and the division of that continuum into 
segments governed by 'words' need not have any 
objective reality.

(2)

Items can be transferred to new referential relations, 

or to abstract situations where reference is dif- 
■ ficult to decide upon.

C3)

Abstract referents are difficult to establish.(4)

In certain phrasal usages the referential links of 
individual items are broken and a new phrasal 
reference established.

(5)

Only when an item moves context can it alter any 
referential relationship it may have; and for ana-

some times

C6)

logical purposes it may possess two, 
contradictory, referents at the same time, 
later stage however the item in its newer context 

become in some sense 'normalised' again.

At a

may

The Indeterminacy of Literalness.2.3.

1

The sixth point at the close of.the last section raises once

the., amorphousness of these two kinds of language or usage 

which rhetoriciaha^sliave postulated. A number of the items

more

in diachronic terms, a semanticexemplified above may have

takes them from 'normal' ihtp ' epecial^4 then

»

path which 

back to 'normea' but only at the cost pi •hormalising' a
.Even though' tradi’ti^^ ■ theorists

f

whole new contextual range
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have laid great store by this dichotomy, the matter would not 

be so important if recent theorists such as Nowottny (1962) 

and Leech (1969) were not still pre-occupied with it. Leech

depends wholly upon the separability of literal from figurative

in his statement of the nature and analysis of metaphor:

"Metaphor is associated with a particular rxile of 
transference which we meiy simply call the 'Meta

phoric Rule', and which we may formulate;
That is, the figurative meaning R is derived from the 
literal meaning L in having the sense 'like L', or 
perhaps 'it is as if L*."

P = 'like L*.

This 'formulation' is a simplistic presentation of 

the only point about metaphor that most theorists have agreed 

its basis of similarity or analogy.upon; By proposing an

area L, however, and a parallel area P, Leech perpetuates the

view that such distinctions are readily recognisable not only 

by the e:Q)ert but by the majority 0:6 people. (An amusing 

sidelight on this improbability is the increasing use of 

literally for purposes of emphasis, so that we can get sent- 

Prendergast literally blew his top yesterdavV. 

inay challenge the view quite simply by asking whether 

the experts can make this fundamental distinction sufficiently

ences like

even

well for it to be.thp basis for a theory of metaphor.

Thirty practising language teachers were invited, 

as part of a questionnaire related to this Btudyj, to give 

their opinions bn sixteen sentences They were -asked to mark
a sentence L if it appeared to them :to convey a lite: 

ihg; P if it weve n^rakve/metaphoriTcair^^^X if they were^
'mean-_:-_

15 ‘
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tmwilling to commit themselves, 

of those which might he amenable to an analogical interpretat

ion, although the analogy might have been made several centuries 

ago, and those which appear to have no analogical basis, 

in compiling the sentences difficiilties arose, because other 

elements enter into the interpretation, such as alternativen 

uses for prepositions, metonymic associations, the back- 

forming of a verb (stage in 8) from a noun, and the range of 

implications of the verb make.

sented here in the order in which they appeared in the 

questionnaire, but with either analogous or non-analogous 

added i^ongside the breakdown in order to provide some guide 

as to the compiler's assiimptions about analogical bases.

The sentences were a mixture

Even

However, the results are pre-

(1) I'm looking forward to seeing you all next Kay.

(analogous)F ; 12 L ; 17 X ; 1

(2) He painted the room a deep shade of blue. 

F ; 8 L : 22 (analogous)X ; 0

(3) ¥e racked our brains for hours trying to solve 
^ that equation.

P : 24 L ; 6 (analogous)X ; 0

(4) When he tried -W ^t up, spots began to dance 
before his eyeB*-^

6C : 1 ’ (analogous)F : 25 L ; 4

(5) The AA man started off by lifting the bdnhet of 

F : 7 (analogous)L : 23 x; ; 0
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root of the trouble over the missing parcels. 

F ; 26 L : 3 X : 0 (analogous)

(7) I will make you a table.

F : 0 1 : 22 X ; 8 (non-analogous)

(8) The protesters staged a mammoth rally in the 

F ; 22
square.

(analogous)L : 6 X : 2

(9) The weather forecaster said that 
to the southwest.

F : 17

the glass was high

L : 9 X ; 3 (analogous) 
+ (rnetonsmic)

(10) He waited in the hall for three hours.

L 29F ; 0 X ; 1 (non-analogous)

(11) The old fellow flew into 
about it.

a rage when he heard

F ; 24 L : 6 X : 0 (analogous)

(12) The man said he would make her a star.

L ; 12; ijF X ; 1 (analogous)

L
tl3) There, was more in that funny business than met 

the eye. •

F !■ 23 L ; 6 (analogous)X : 1

(14) Light waves travel at 186,000 miles

X..: . 1

per second.

7, F .1 ; 22 (analogous)

(.L5) ■ It was a lovely night and the moon was floati: 
in a deaf :sky...-:. / -

■■F'';r .:;26 . -L';;-’ 3' ■ X : 1 (ahalpgous)
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(16) He said that he would make her an offer. 

F : 2 I. : 26 X : 2 (non-analogous)

The results are hardly encouraging either for Leech's 

metaphoric rule or for a' guarded but nevertheless 

optimistic proposal made by Nowottny:

over-

''Metaphor, unlike simile, does not demand the 
extra words or explicit’^comparisons; it conveys a re

lation between two things by using a word (or words) 
figuratively instead of literally.
'figurative(ly)' and 'literal(ly)• 
need of clarification.

use of

But the terms 
are themselves in

It is a commonplace to stud
ents of semantic change that a language extends its 
range by using words in transferred senses, linking 
what is new,in men's environment, and in their think

ing, to words already available in the language, 
using them in a way at first figurative but in 
of time becoming well-established as the usual way of

course

referring to something, so that the usage is then 
thought of as merely literal. One may give as examples
the 'bonnet.' of a car, or its 'hood' It is, there-• • • •
fore, difficult to fix the meaning of the terms 
'figurative' and 'literal' except by reference to
general usage in the state of a langua^ at a particul
ar time However difficult it may be to give a pre

cise definition of the term, I think we can hardly, in

• • • •

practice, go far wrong if in any particular case we
settle the question of whether a use is or is not 
'figurative' by (reference to our own impression of it; 
if it strikes us as 'normal'^(another shifty word, but 
meaningful'enough for pur purpose) we can call it
literal."

Ai)parently,r if the results of the test are^ 'all
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representative of informed opinion, we may go very far wrong 

indeed, wowottny opens up wide horizons of subjective choice,

while Leech has actually attempted to formalise a riae on foun

dations which appear to shift very easily, 

only two of the analogies behind the test sentences, those 

behind No 5 and Ho 14:

Let us considerV

(a) Just as a person can wear a bonnet on the head, so a 
car has a comparable device on the front. (Noting also 
that Nowottny mentions this example and the parallel 
American usahe hood)

(b) Juht as water travels in ripples called waves, so 
light travels in something which we can also call 
waves, because of similarity in motion. ^Noting 
that this analogy is historically established as 
the choice of the Dutch physicist Huyghens in the 
17th century)

The interesting thing about these historically 

verifiable analogies is that they drew in each case only 

seven figurative choices.
/ .

The Deficiencies of ’Literal* and 'Figurative•.2.4.

Aware that both traditional and current theorists have leaned 

heavily on the literal-figurative dichotomy, we are forced 
nevertheless to conclS^ that it is an inefficient system 

of classification, and our grounds for this conclusion can 

'be\s'ttmm^ised'■na/folLows:’;;-'

The teimi literal. like its c ohcomitants propef^and 

natural, suggests a fixed or constant relationship
(1)
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between lexical items and their referents, if they have any, 
and encourages the assumption that natural language 
undefined kind has an inherent quality of reflecting 
world of things as they ‘actually*

of an 
the real

While this assumption
may be a handy procedure for ad hoc explanations where 
is found to be labelling Referent B rather than Referent A, 
it is inadequate for purposes of linguistic analysis.

are.

I tem A

(2) ihe term literal, although it begins by implying the

conditions described under (1) above, is regularly used 
t,Q-cover erstwhile non-literal expressions which have 
accepted in the language at large.

become

This situation is well- 
known, attested by Nowottny and by our questionnaire to 
teachers of language. It suggests that, whereas literalness 
was assxuned originally to be the proper or natural condition 
in language, it is actually by some ill-defined means capable 
of absorbing the non-proper and non-natural, 
has been called 'literalising* a figurative term, and is 
widely accepted as such, but as provided for in this system

Such a process

is a contradiction in terms.

(3) The term literal, if bereft of its traditional associat-
. ion with fixity of meaning or naturalness of function, 

becomes simply an opaque synonym for normal, standard. 
ventional.or some such other term, 
trinsic merit over those terms, while it also has the historical 
and morphological overtones of orthography (litterae; literat

ure; letter of the law; literal translation etc.)

con-

As such, it has no in-

-•.

C4) The term figurativs has a confused history and currently 
both includes and equals the term metaphorical. If it

is simply as equivalent, of metap^oric(al^, then 11 'is redundant
as a useful term; in a theory of mdtaphbr If however it
covers,, a wider ^rea, includ.ing: distinct language processes 
other :than metaphor,' .then it may'servb a useful 'purj^ss, if. 
delineated As deriving from figure of speech, however , - a.:, , .
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catch-all covering processes of widely different provenance, 
it is unlikely to be useful and may well be replaceable by 
some other term or terms (see 2.9).

Henceforth in this study the distinction between 

what is or is not metaphor can be adequately stated by using 

the terms metaphoric and non-metaphoric. 

of the metaphoric- process (or any other special process) 

contrasted with language material which does not share their

When the products

are

characteristics or provenance, then they shall be compared 

with normal language.

i

By normal we shall understand (a) that 

the special distinguishing qualities of metaphor or any other

process under discussion are not present, and (b) that the 

language described in this way conforms in synchronic terms 

to all or either of the phonological, syntactic and semantic 

norms of the standard dialect. This is a stricter delineation 

of what Nowottny meant by 'general usage iii the state of a 

language at a particular time', but has the advantages of 

ruling out 'normalised' metaphor (because the metapSoric 

element will be identified), of neutralising the problems 

of hisbtical or diachronic drift and of accepting that 'norms'
i" ,

rather than absolutes dictate general language behaviour, 

however difficxat it may be ai times to delimit specific 

norms or usages. ,

' '■

Hone of this means that either 'literal' or 'figur

r ative! as everyday ^es--ojE^thumb will vanish from the English 

language, at;the wave of a lingidstic wand They ^11 no

doubt continue to dominate discusSions bn special langua^
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We have accepted the principle of 'normalness'processes.

and 'specialness' which lies behind them, without accepting 

the absolutism which they also imply. We may now go oh to 

examine just how old norm and new norm obtain in language,

and what part metaphor and special processes like metaphor 

play in the general flux.

2.5. The Acceptability of Sentences.

What criteria may we use to establish the 'normalness' of 

items of language, or of the sentences in which they occur? 

When a sentence of English or any of its constituents is
V

V

labelled 'not normal to me’ what is being violated, and what 

factor in language makes it possible to predict that many 

'violating' 'non-normal' bits of language today will be 

among the norms of tomorrow? And, fiddly, where does meta

phor fit into the puzzle?

We may^discuss acceptability of this kind on the

three language levels; (1; items must be phonologically 

acceptable, so that they sound right, a mhtter of no immed

iate concern.here; (2) they must be grammatically acceptable, 

internally (in their morphology or structure): and exterhsilly 

(in their syntactic relationships) a matter- of some import-

must be semgmtically acceptable,ance to us; and (3) 

conveying a quota of information 

■sentences;: ■.' ' ‘■.■■'

Consider these three

1. Milk drinks bandersnatches.
2^ Bandersnatches milk drinks.
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3. Bandersnatches drink milk.

' These are hardly 'normal'; are they nonsense? In a 

broad sense the sentences are grammatically acceptable, because

they conform syntactically to a subject-verb-object arrange

ment which is predictable in English. In a narrower grammatical 

sense they are not necessarily so acceptable, because we cannot

accept a string of items which collocates, for examples, the 

verb milk with an object noun from an inanimate and non-animal 

This unacceptability shades us into the question of 

semantic unacceptability, because until

class.

we are sure of the re

ferent or special sense relations of bandersnatch, we cannot

pronounce definitely on even ^^entence 3, which is the most 

likely of the set. If however we learn from a wider discourse 

or situational context that Bandersnatches are goat—herding 

nomads, we can accept the sentence as analogous to a wide 

variety of others, and could make a generalised table for them;

14. Scotsmen 
children 
calves 
Bandersnatches ^

drink milk/

We could also amend Sentence 2 to read;

Bandersna;tc^s milk goats.

The conditions under wkich.lexical items come together 

are therefore s tide ter than one mi ^t suppose 

. tac tic. and then of ^a gemantic nature can be establii^d fqr 

given synchroi^ in any language's drift through time. There

5.

■Norms of & syn-

a
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is a sense in. which such an item as bandersnatch is special 

without being in any way metaphoric or metonymic or anything 

else. It is special due to rsority of occurrence, a purely

statistical matter which'is not by any means irrelevant at 

this stage in our inquiry, 

metaphoric.

It is so rare that it might be 

As it transpires, however, the items belongs, 

despite its rarity, to a set of animate human nouns which

acceptably collocate with the verb drink in one context and 

the verb milk in another.

Lyons discusses this situation in his statement of 

general semantic principles, noting that the grammatical rules 

of a language create certain sets of elements which 

together and be grammatically acceptable, as in:

can occur

6. John drinks milk.
7. John eats milk.

But, although grammatically acceptable. Sentence 7 

is not semantically acceptable, and Lyons observes; •The sets

of elements which can occur and have^meaning as the verb and 

object of these sentences are far smaller sub-sets of the 

elements whose occurrence is permitted by the rules Of grammar'. 

Syntactic acceptability is therefore far more generous than 

semantic acceptabjllity,au>.4/e may see the problems that this 

raises when we consider the followljig two sentences in

.isolation:'-:

• Jphii drinks, alligators. 
John eats love.,

. 9

10.
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Apparently unacceptable, these sentences can however 

be provided with discourse contexts in which 

acceptably:

they function

11. ^ the town of Seminole Springs, in the Florida 
Everglades, a particularly potent cocktail is 
produced. Its bite is so powerful that residents 
have dubbed it an 'alligator', 
drinks alligators.

Our friend John

12. John is a pretty selfish sort of fellow, 
attention and the more attention he gets, 
ly from girls, the more he likes it. 
shouldn't expect too much in return, 
take and no give.

He likes
especial-

But they 
It's all

John just eats love.

Analogy is lurking in the background here. A trans

fer has occurred in each case, where alligators and love have 

moved in from other contexts, other discourses, and mapped

themselves on to sets to which they do not normally belong. 

This procedure, whatever its mechanism, allows these nouns 

to adopt the special features of the set which normally pro

vides nouns in that slot of the sentences. This is usually 

called re-categgrisation. and we 6an say^ that alligators.

trstwhile with the feature of <^+animate^ 

necessary feature of c^-am'mate^

has now the

' in order to follow drinks.9

while love had the feature ^-concrete )> and now has the 
feature <^concrete'^>--^n

order to follow eats. The reality

or otherwise of ^ligator cocktatls and a love-hungry John

does hot enter into the matter.

Ip the .avera^ .speaker of; En^ish, Senteni a 9 and
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10 in isolation are imacceptable because they are highly 

likely.

wider discourse in which they occur, he might remark that he 

wasn't to know that, and to safeguard himself in future he 

would begin to ask for the context before committing himself. 

Certainly John drinks alligators may be highly likely in 

Seminole Springs, KLorida, but it is wildly imporobable in 

Auchendinny, Scotland. As Aristotle observed, what is normal 

for one may be special for another, and Bickerton (1969) 

makes a cogent comment which is invaluable at this point;

un-

They violate his expectations. When told about the

'When we say we have "understood the meaning of an 
utterance", what in fact are we saying? That in the 
light of our linguistic competence, plus co-text and 
context (if any), we have given it an interpretation. 
In many cases, our interpretations will differs little, 
if at all, from those of others, which nourishes this 
illusion of 'meaning'; sometimes, however, it will 
not. Then our only appeal is to consensus; grammsors 
and dictionaries are merely this consensus at a far

ther, more depersonalised remove. Moreover, should 
.... ' 

the consensus change, the right wfll be wrong, and
vice versa. To a Colombian, le provoca un tinto? 
"means" guiere Yd xm cafe?. ,"wpuj.d you like a cup of 
coffee?", but to a Spaniard it means le hace pelear 
una copita?. "does a glass of wine make you fight?" 

right?^The question is ridiculous.'
Which is

Bickerton’s cbhsensus and pxu* requirement of a 

•likelihood' hire complementary; If the number of Colombians

situation,"greatly outwei^s the number of Spaniards -in. a 

then the 'meaning' of le provoca un tinto? will be ea^dic-

:VJ

'

I
I
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able in Colombian terms. This will apply even if a Spaniard 

spoke the words, and he might have to re-phrase his remark

in order to put across the message he originally intended.s

Individual Colombian interpretation and general Colombian 

consensus would be against whatever the Spaniard thought he 

was saying.

The Spaniard, however, chose the iremark in accord

ance with the norms to which he was accustomed; 

reminds us of Lyons' contention that meaning implies choice. 

In selecting items, the speaker recognises the existence of

his action

alternatives, which, because of the systemic nature of lang

uage, are arranged in sets. Innumerable choices form a system 

of statistical relationships, so that some are more highly 

predictable in given contexts than others, and their probab

ility of occurrence will affect the ease with which the listen

er interprets the message, 

ing' diagrammatically;

We may present this view of 'mean-

Speaker
Writer

^ Listener(s) 
Reader(s)

CHOICES IMTERPHETATIOM 1

INTERPRETATION 2 CONSENSUS

INTER?RETATiONS

J

This schema applies both to lan^age at large and to
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the special processes among which we count metaphor, 

system of encoding and decoding abetted when it falters by 

such devices as _ _ _

Is.fehat what he means,., and We think he means,,,

Bickerton improves upon his initial assertion about

It is a

What I meant What does he meRTi • • •

interpretation by pointing out that we need not refer directly 

to situational context when considering special usages, because 

'situation plus role plus topic' produce their own rule-bound 

mode of discourse formally distinguishable on one or all of 

the three language levels. 'If we say that the language, or 

rather sublanguage, of scientific journals differs, and differs

formally in a riile predictable manner, from that of, 

hippies, we can say that the theory of relativity is blue is 

an unacceptable utterance in the first, but an acceptable 

(almost, on account of an LSD trip, a predictable) one in the 

This merely means that our linguistic expectations 

adjust themselves to the mode of discourse we are receiving',

This observation moves us from a simple consideration 

of acceptability and meaningfulnehs to a/more complex area;

-the appropriateness and the effectiveness of an utterance. 

Choice and interpretation are the two sides of this coin, be- 

ihe speaker makes his" special choice —^ which could 
lipHr^horic

the system so..that he can interpret and evaluate the message.

say.

second.

cause

be/analipgical and the listener has to operate

Freguehcy and Predictability.2.6

The.basic principles of information thebry become useful at 

this point, because we have entefed into the domain of
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statistical frequencies» probability and information content 

as opposed to simple meaning.

Let us suppose a context C.

X and y, are equally probable in that context.

We find that two items, 

They carry the

same amount of information, whatever it may be, and each there

fore can be said to have a probability of i. 

however, the only probability, then it would be 1, 

status would be certainty, 

y in C would give it a probability of 0.

If X were alone, 

and its

Conversely, the total absence of 

The more probable 

an item is, however, the less information it carries, because 

it is moving towards redundancy as it moves towards 1. An

example of this total redundancy is the ritualisxtic reply of 

a bride when she says 'I will’.

Unequal probabilities are of more interest in lang- 

If X occurs in C twice as frequently as y, then 

say that x has a probability of 2/3 while y has a probability

uage. we can

of 1/3. ihe crucial point is that x is twice as probable as 

y and therefore half as meaningful. Such a relation of inverse 

proportion is fundamental to inforihation theory and highly 

siiggestive concerning language in general and 

uage in panticular. -

I special' lang-

Lyons makes a brief comment while describing inform

ation theory which great interest in our study, although 

he does not follow it up; 'This^-principle is in accord with

the commonly-e:!q)ressed view of writers oh stylev that cliches 

(or "hackneyed -expresbions't and: '^dead metaphors^) ar%lesa

effective than more "original" turns of phrase'. The sug-
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gestion here is that effectiveness of metaphor is not only- 
related to the an^ogy behind it, but also to the low probab

ility of its occurrence. It is unpredictable.

Such (un)predictability is a diachronic matter, in 

that it depends upon the length of time 

currence of any item, 

over

'rules' or 'norms'

certainly create the phenomenon known 

as well no doubt

and frequency of re

combination and re-combination of items 

a long period of time will affect the strictly synchronic 

governing a language at a given time, and

as semantic change (6.4),
as syntactic change.

Leech (1969) specifically relates this 

information theory to literature, 

comes a poem, and x a highly original phrase:

aspect of 

For him the context C be-

'"Information" in this sense can be equated with the 
communicative weight of each linguistic choice, 
pendent of what meaning is conveyed.

inde-

The amount of 
'information* in a piece of language is related to 
the predictability of one linguistic choice from an

other An actual violation pf a rule of language, 
however, belongs to a dimension of choice for which 
information theory makes no provision

• • • •

By the stand
ards of the accepted linguistic code, any selection 
which is not one of the selections allowed by the 
rules has a null .^pr^abili ty: 
occurrence within the language is impossible. But 
for a poet, the question of wliether to obey the niles

in other words, its\

Of the language.or not is itself a matter of choic^. 
This is shown vi^liy in the "special paradi^** of
figr -^elow/as opposed to the "nbrmri iiaradi^*^df 
fig* (a)» which illustrates the set of possibilities 
re^arly available in the language The example is
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a famous case of linguistic deviation in poetry, Dylan ‘ 
Thomas's phrase 'a grief ago':

XmdFig. (a) NORMAL P IGM

minute
day
year

etc.

a ago

Fig. (h) SPECIAL PARADI®!

minute
day
year
etc.

NORflALa ago

grief DEVIANT

'The poet in this phrase has gone beyond the normal 
range of choice represented in fig. (a) and has 
established, for the occasion, the paradigm repre

sented by fig. (b). The wor4 grief, being placed in 
a position normally reserved for nouns of time- 
measurement, has to be construed as if it were a 
noun of time-measurement.' -

Leech demonj^rates how an alien item has been mapped 

on to a set of items with which|it is riot in normal paradigmatic 

contrast* A transfer has’ taken place:and in syrichronic terms 

the effect is considerable and the collocation'very ' special' 

indeed.
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2.7. Extrinsic Influences upon Metaphorirsed Language.

So far we have found useful pointers towards the nature of 

metaphor in the following areas:

U) The concept of analogical transfer.
Normal and special situations in lainguage contexts.
The normalising of special usages through their 
frequency of occurrence.
The apparent re-categorisation of transferred items.
Unpredictability heightening the effectiveness of 
the transferred item.
Th.e transferred item mapping itself from one para- 
di^atic set to another.

(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

In making full use of these pointers, and particular

ly in accepting the insights offered by Bickerton and Leech, we 

must move carefully on several points;

(7) item, phrase and sentence. We should recall that

one of the inconsistencies 
of the earliest of all metaphoric theories was Aristo

tle's confusion of onoma and rhema and his neglect of 
the logos, Both Bickertpn and Leech work with meta

phor and transfer on the item and phrase level rather 
than within the sentence frame Since the sentence 
offers the most viable stretch of language known to
linguists, we shall consider metaphor only at this 

tbe^ierarchy.level in

(8) violation and deviattoii-. Leech, like a nxunber of
others engaged

linguistic analysis of li terature and - style in gen
eral, wbl^s .outwards frbm the assiimptipnl^t at 

any given time a language Is a closed systeni or 
finite set Of systems, and that any alteratioh in
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I
’the standard code* is a violation or a deviation. 
This is an echo of the rhetoricians' contradiction
that metaphor was a natural thing yet broke the 

' natural and proper order. we shall examine the 
whole problem of mapping or set transfer and ana

logical processes at work in language from the 
standpoint that (a) since it happens regularly it 
is not a violation, and (b) that the sets involved 
have a quality of open-endedness' which permits 
not only temporary mapping on to but also per

manent membership in new sets.

19) confusion of process and product. We should be 
careful to

distinguish between metaphoric sentences and the 
cess by which they are created, that is, between the 
product and the means of production, 
sentence may therefore be metaphoric or metaphorised, 
but metaphor as a term is best reserved for the whole 
phenomenon.

pro-

items in a

Having said this we may now attempt to assess the 

importance in metaphor of such things as predictability, 

frequency of occurrence, normalisation and^discourse context. 

We'inay 8^, for example, that the basic condition for any item 

or utterance being classed as 'normalV is that,it should 

either be itself statistically frequent in .the experience of 
the listener, or shoulT^long to a syntactic 

pattern which is ,statistically frecent
or semantic

This factori cleao'ly

i8 immensely important in the everyday performance of langua^ 

skills, but is net direc.tly- related to the actual comp^ence 

of ai^r user in either creating or interpreting ’special' items.
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The mechanism is quite divorced from any frequency count, how

ever large or small, and therefore we must reject any argu

ment which insists that metaphor — in order to be accepted 

as metaphor — must be vivid and fresh, 

freshness will be affected by statistical considerations, 

but not its mechanism, 

extrinsic factor.

Its vividness and

This then is the first important

We may go on from there to observe that unpredict

ability will no doubt heighten an effect already likely to be 

interesting because of the analogical force or load behind 

metaphor, but that diachronically — and especially if the 

metaphor is successful — increasing repetition will tend 

towards the normalisation of the metaphoric items, 

lead to what we call 'dead' or 'faded' or 'decayed' metaphors. 

Again, however, none of this affects the original mechanism 

nor indeed the impact the device may have on new learners of 

the language or young people or speakers from other parts of 

the world. We must consequently reject any argument which

insists-that such a dead metaphor'is no longer a metaphor _

jinless of course the items involved have moved away wholly 

from any setting which would indicate the originai analogy.

This will

Effectiveness of this kind is important, but it is not essent- 
should %e^lassedial, and so as the second important but

l.extrinsic factor.

It should be noted however at this point that normal 

isation may of course be, the intention of the .creati:^ Of a

particular me‘■aphor simply beOause he wtots a new term for
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a new purpose, as with the Dutch physicist and his light waves.

This highlights the third important but extrinsic factor, 

that the mechanism of metaphor provides 

the range and resources of a language.

Discourse, however, is not extrinsic, 

setting and perhaps in part the motivation for

a means for extending

It is the

analogy. Be

cause many metaphoric results are in isolation unacceptable 

(as we have seen), we must assume that the process and its

end-product are discourse-bound rather than discourse-free, 

and that this is what we mean when we say that a metaphor is

particularly •appropriate'T

We have cleared the ground for a strictly linguistic 

analysis of both the process and the product, but before we 

can proceed.to it one important modern tendency remains to be 

examined, a tendency which has often moved a discussion of 

the subject away from language into philosophy.

2.8. Metaphor Conceived as 'Tmaxrei.
/ . .

What might be called a tendency to confuse process with by

product has led to a comparatively modern habit of equating 

metaphor with 'images'. This habit may well ha.ve been 

inforced by the morpjiolo^cal and semantic relationship 

be tween image and imagination, so J:hat .commentators have

since metaphor jLs fpund;abundantly in works of

re

assumed that.

imagination, its products 

••■ly imagistic

or occurrence are therefore special' 
Wheelwri^t; (1954) ^ is' a modern Ciftia'^fi^^:^ ■
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strong imagist inclinations:

'In both the Archetypal and Metaphoric Imagination 
a certain blending and semantic fusion takes place. 
In the one, the Archetypal, the fusion is between 
Image and Idea, between concrete and general, indiv

idual and type-form. In the other. Metaphoric, the 
fusion is between two or more concrete images, each 
perhaps carrying certain emotive and ideational 
associations • • • •

'What is metaphor? The familiar textbook definition, 
descended from Aristotle and Quintilian, is based 
upon syntactical, not semantic C'onsiderations. Both 
these masters of rhetorical theory regarded metaphor 
as little else than abbreviated simile... The essence 
of metaphor consists in the nature of the tension 
which is maintained among the heterogeneous elements 
brought together in one commanding image or expression.'

Wheelwright belongs firmly in that field of critic

ism which considers aesthetic effect primary and the language 

by which it is achieved secondary; he is philosophising a.bout 

ideas and images rather than discussing stietches of language. 

We^ust however carefully consider^his cmteiTfioh fhat“me^ta=

phor is essentially image + ima^e = commanding image. That

he considers this more than just analogy becomes clear in:

'The same (intellectual reco^ition by analogy) may be 
said of m^y tropes which have the grBunmatical form of 
me taphor, hs when Ae sdhylus c^l s a harbour . the s tep- 
mother of ships-. This miiior piece of wit is nol^f 
metaphor in the essential and semantic sense of the ' '
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word, for it makes its connection by analysis and 
labored comparison rather than by the "sudden 
ception of an^objective relation", 
perhaps call it tabloid simile.'

per-

One might

In this comment we see the daingers of introspective 

evaluation, of an attempt to establish subjective rather than 

objective criteria for judging and defining a phenomenon, 

result is an unhinging even of 'the grammatical form of meta

phor', followed swiftly by a new applicaHon of the term

Nothing is safe, and if a grammatically identifiable 

metaphor does not fit into a private conception of 

and semantics, then it is simply not a metaphor at all, despite 

appearances.

The

simile.

essence

What however of the 'commanding image'? We know

very little of the individual's capacity for pictorial thought 

in relation to language. Caricature, cartoon and farce are 

likely to emerge as a resiat of 'semantic fusion' such as

Wheelwright suggests,, just as easily as high drama, great art 

and private aesthetic stimulation.^ What commanding images 

^ght not emerge from? —

1. John drinks alligators.
Hamlet took up arms against a sea of troubles.
Smith fough4^n in the teeth of the gale

The head came dpra the istairssmd invited 
to dinner.-
Morning in the Bowl of Night has flung 
the Stone ,that put the Stars to'flight.

2.

5. • .

4. us

5

Imagery there is, and itmay be enteftainihg or
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edifying or appalling or quaint, depending upon our tastes 

and predilections, but none of it affects the metaphoric 

The use of the term ’image' is sin unhappy one, 

because it leads us away from language before 

begun to analyse the medium in which metaphor 

makes the perilous assertion that language items 

with the mental pictures they evoke, which is only another 

avatar of the old fallacy that items have 

with the things they are considered to represent, 

of the image is a strong one, however, and it affects 

semanticists like Ullmann (1964):

process.

we have even

occurs, and

are at one

a 'natural' link

The pull

even

'The high esteem in which the image is held by most 
writers is matched by the prominent place it occupies 
in stylistic research There are three questions in 
particular which have importeint implications for the 
aims and methods of research in this field:

• • •

the form
of the image-; its inner structure; lastly, its funct

ion within the wider context of an entire literary 
work * ♦ ♦ •

'What is an image? The termafimage" has several 
ings which must -be earefuHry distingufshed from each — 
other. There is in particul^ a certain danger of con

fusion between "image" in the sense of "mental 
sehtation" and "i^age" in the sense of "figure of speech 
expressing some similarity or^analogy".'

mean-

repre

He admi ^s y the di ffi culty of maintaining this di^

_ tinction, but hot the .dubiety of creating the problem using 

the term to mean 'figure of speech'an expression already 

subject to considerable confusion His own special definition
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is confounded when he allows metonymy into the gallery 

of images, stating that relations of contiguity as well as 

analogy must be included.

matter, additionally obscured by an odd situation: 

are

however

Image’ is then an associative

that 'there

many metaphors and comparisons which cannot be regarded 

as images'. He offers certain criteria which 'in a very

rough way' help to distinguish between genuine imagery and 

other analogical expressions, and these are:

(1) 'there can be no question of an image unless the 

resemblance iteexpresses has a concrete and 
quality';

sensuous

(2) 'there must be something striking and unexpected 
in every image';

(3) they must produce an effect of 'double vision';

(4) they must have 'a certain freshness and novelty'.

With the exception of (3), which is analogical, 

we-may note that these requirements refer (as we discussed 

in the last section) to performance, personal interpretation

-and-^frequency^-o-f-oeeurrence rather ■ than'“to the^comp'e'tence'

which allows the process to occur. Like Wheelwright's com

ments, they are too subjective and vague to be of much balue 

in systematising our understanding of metaphor, metonymy 

; or even the na,ture of pictorial thought) which slips into 

the discussion hqwe-yer much one may be warned aghinst relat-

^ to. 'picture in the mind'

: /Fortunately the tendencylingu^ 

istic terms (however indeterminate they be) with sueh-words
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as 'image' does not have imiversal support, 

inveighed against it in a comment that has considerable re

levance here;

Richards (1936)

'The words "figure" and "image'! are especially and 
additionally misleading here, 
stand for the whole double unifand sometimes for

They both sometimes

one member of it, the vehicle, as opposed to the 
other. But in addition they bring in a confusion 
with the sense in which an image is 
vival of a sense-perception of some sort, and so 
have made rhetoricians think that a figure of speech,

a copy or re-

an image, or imaginative comparison, must have some

thing to do with the presence of images, in this 
other sense, in the mind's eye or the mind's ear.

No images of this sortBut, of coiirse, it need not. 
need come in at any point.'

Richards considers that 'whole schools of rhetoric' 

have wandered off in pursuit of this red herring, and his 

observation seems well supported by the earlier quotations, 

which suggest that the wanderers have not yet returned. The

term 'image' cannot escape the sense of representational or 

pictorial thought, and servffl a pernicious purpose if at'

^ ..

one

moment it is the' 'double unit' (in Richards' e:q)ressive ' 

phrase) and at anoth^|^j> represents his 'vehicle' 

logons items brought into the normal discourse

the ana-f

Little harm

might be done if 'image' had been retained for those pictorial

associatibns likely to arise referentially from the use of 

analogotts material> but; it' has been cafried bver tcf i:

the double .tmit» and so ha.s produced Wheelwright

nide- -

s
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•commanding image'. The whole subject is a red herring, and 

we may safely leave the last word 

when she observes:

on it to Brooke-Rose (1958),

'There is no objection to the use of the word 'image' 
in the wide sense of all pictures evoked (as in C.Day 
Lewis' The Poetic Image, where it includes metaphor, 
comparison, myth and literal description), providing 
it is not used interchangeably with metaphor.'

2.9. Lexical Transfer and neologism.

At this stage it is legitimate to observe that, whatever the 

status of 'pictures evoked', no problem of fusion or blending 

or commanding or evoking would arise if Aristotle's primary 

condition of transfer was not fulfilled: 

item in a normal context, we saw this

an alien lexical

hippen in such sentences 

as John drinks alligators and in such phrases as a grief

The lexical items transfer from sets to which they normally 

belong, (speaking synchronically) to new sets dsf which they 

are not normally members, and of which they may or may not 

become normal members (speaking diachronically). We can call 

this situation lexical transfer, and 'from this point onward 

use the phrase as a strict term in our theory.
Its foremoat-^tribute in performance terms is its 

unpredictability, but it is by no 'means the only process of 

vbrd-formation and word^adaptation that can be called unpre

dictable. Ullmann;v(i964) hhs pointed to three maih 

which the motivation of new expressions may occur, 

of these neologising processes is the phonological,'-where

iaS in

The first
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the process tradi tionally knovm as onomatopoeia or echoism 

has its origin and is wholly or partly responsible for items ' 

taradiddle, flibbertigibbet, cock-a-hoop, kersplat and 

zing. The second area is morphological, where compounding 

and derivation can produce items like; 

reactor, Vietnamisation and de-escalate, 

and it is here that the trainsfers reign supreme, 

however that interplay is highly likely among these 

even to the extent of each providing one or more connotation 

for a word in a specific context;

like;

snowscape. tbreeder-

The third is semantic, 

One may note

areas,

He accused the Prime Minister of embarking 
on an expensive and meticulously organised 
Snark-himt.

Here we can find;

a) echoism (phonological); snark — bark — hark 
snarl — snort — sniff

b) compounding (morphological);

c) analogy (semantic)

snark + hunt

(i) sn'ark = snake + shark 
(ii) snark-hunt snake-hunt 

shark-hunt

(iii) Prime Minister
in Carroll's The Hunting 

"of the Snark,

leader

(iv) A metaphoric relationship 
between snark-hunt and 
imatever item it might ; 
have supplanted in a 
predictable dispourse 
(e.g. fiasco, soheme, under
taking) 1 This -is of-^purse 
a question of set menraership' 
and is lexical transfer.

more
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This example helps us to recall that, while 

separate the threads in language, 

afterwards which consists of 

We may however formalise the 

I mean that process through which 

well as specific new coinage ) as follows:

we may

we shall always find data 

new and interesting entanglements.

neologising process { by which

special usage may occur as

MEOLOGISM

via

phonology
via

morphology
via

semantics

echoism compounding
derivation lexical transfer

(NOTE: This presentation may not exhaust the possibilities 
particularly in the semantic area. Ce?taS form^of
nos?oxymoron, paradoxical juxta
position, punning and zeugma do not appear to fit^enSntf anf

-Lexical transfer- and its inclusive term neologism 

between them cover much of the territory traditionally 

to -'figures of speech' and ^figurative 

to the more mundane morphological 

advantage of greater pr^^sion

assigned

language', in addition 

procedures.. They have the 

and are applicable whether the 

or permanent, random or

I

neologism or the,transfer is temporary 

planned.^ Lexical transfer is also a transparent term deafly 
indicating-its :owh; funcWon, ; and sub es^lishsd; 

synec-devices, processes or products as: ■metaphor, metonymy.
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doche, hypallage or transferred epithet, hyperbole, personific

ation, allegory, antonomasia, euphemism and certain jokes and 

ironic substitutions. It does not include simile, because of 

the explicit and syntactically distinct nature of the form.

and this is an important point in establishing the distinct

ness of metaphor and simile, while accepting that they have 

a common principle behind them. The range of lexical trans- 

fer is wide, and it is an area of great richness and complex- 

This study is only concerned with identifying sufficient 

aspects of lexical transfer as will distinguish metaphor from 

types of transfer most likely to be confused with or related

ity.

to it. It is not an exhaustive study of the whole phenomenon, 

and much will remain to be said no doubt on metaphor in 

particular but certad.nl/ on transfer in general.

2.10. ContiCTlty and Similarity.

Once we accept the existence of a widespread phenomenon in 

language.called lexical transfer we are ip a position to

separate out some of its important constituents, which might 

otherwise have remained difficult to identify. We may

immediately say that when Aristotle talked of metaphora he 

was discussing JtranafsS^' in all its possible forms, but

that later analysts, limited the term to one particular type, 

and often contrasted it with another type called meton; ly.;--.;

Traditienal textbooks mch as Barclay, Knox and, Ball^tyne 

(1938) could therefore list their figures of speech^^def — 

among othefs — the heads; IIgure s of Resembjahce. with
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metaphor as the prime form; and Hgures of Contiguity, 

with metonymy and synecdoche as the leading forms.

Ullmann (1957) takes up the question of resembl

ance and contiguity from the standpoint of semantics and 

literary criticism, observing;

•Such associations may, as we already know, work 
either by similarity or by contiguity, 
of the bonnet of a car because we perceive some 
resemblance between the two objects, 
talk of "the cloth" in the sense of "clergy”", or 
of "town and gown" in the sense of "town and iini-

We speak

But when we

versity", there is no resemblance between the two 
ideas: they are part of the same complex experi

ence, and the association works-by contiguity.'

He discusses the two types of expression as 

'images' and therefore diverts our attention away from 

lan^age processes as such. 1 would like to suggest that 

metaphor and metonymy as technical terms should be confined

to language, and when reference is made (and rightly) to 

non-linguistic situations, then similarity or analogy 

b^ used oh the'one hand and contiguity on the other, 

while association can be retained as a generic term for 

This may then be formalised diagrammatically

can

them both.

as:

ASSOCIATION.
PHENOMENAI.

AH ALO GI CONTIGUITY

metonymy ' 
synecdoche

metaphor
simile

LINGUISTIC
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This enables us to distinguish between associations 

and transpositions of all kinds in the phenomenal world — in 

symbolism; art; religion; magic; myth; science etc. 

those occurring specifically in language, 

to re—align Aristotle's two main types of metaphora with 

analogy on the one hand (=proportional metaphora), and with 

contiguity on the other hand (=generic-specific transfer).

His original examples of genus and species are not very help

ful in allowing us to make this equation with complete 

fidence, but a traditional assumption that he 'meant' 

onymy (see 1.2.2; 1.4) and synecdoche when he talked of 

genera and species, backed by the specific contention of

one.

— and

It also allows us

con-

met-

Brooke-Rose and Nowottny that he lumped them all into 

makes it possible for us to simplify the whole complicated 

historical problem in this way. The work of Jakobson and 

Halle (1956) liowever adds the linguistic weight and insight

which confirms this inclination and turns it into a valuable 

conceptual tool. ^

^ In analysing the nature of the disease known as 

aphasia, these writers conclude tl^t-the language defects 

exhibited by its victims fall into two broad and distinct 

types; similarity dlBoi4er.and contiguity disorder. Suf

ferers from the first of these hayte difficulty; in producing 

and aq)precia:tihg ssieotibnal, substitutional 

processes in language;

or psa^adigmatic

sufferers from the seoon.d diso^er 

have difficulty in producing and appreciating combination^

or syntagmatic processes in language. ThiS; crucial discovery
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highlights the particular 'axis' in language towards which 

similarity and contiguity tend to move:

similarity
analogy

S contiguity

P

where P = the paradigmatic relationship 
and S = the syntagmatic relationship

Of this axial relationship, Lyons says:

'By virtue of its potentiality of occurrence in a 
certain context a linguistic unit enters into re

lations of two different kinds. 
paradigmatic relations with all the units which can 
also occur in the same context... and it enters 
into syntagmatic relations with the other units 
of the same level with which it occurs and which 
constitute its context.'

It enters into

^ Aware of the importance of these relationships in

any study df the language of both aphasics and normal speakers,

Jakobson and Halle developed the logical implications of 

their thesis:

'The development of a discoWse may take place along 

two different semantic lines: one topic may lead to 
another either, through their similarity or their con

tiguity. The .metaphoric way would be tjhe’ mos.t ^pro-^ 

priate term for the first case and the metonymic way 
for the secOiidj since they find their most cbndehsed 
expression in metaphor and metonsnny respectively • m •
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In normal verbal behavior both 
tinually operative, but careful observation will 
reveal that under the influence of a cultural 
pattern, personality, and verbal style, preference 
is given to one of the two processes over the other.

processes are con-

A1though the authors use metaphoric and metonymic 

in a very wide sense here, they accept that the terms be

long in an area of 'condensed expression', that area which 

we specifically identify as a process of lexical transfer. 

To use an example which they provide, we may say that a

response to the stimulus of a particular lexical item may 

be either paradigmatic or syntagmatic. 

hut out of context to

If we offer the item 

a variety of native language speakers 

we may get, as Jakobson and Halle demonstrate, such responses

as den and burnt out. From this it is possible for us to

create a simple table;

den 
hut 'the was burnt outS

P

The argument here, when developed, is that if 

(i) the sentence the liufe^as burnt out occurs in a discourse 

, concerning humans and their habitaitxons, then it is a normal

sentence, and if (ii) the sentence the den was burnt out 

occurs in a discourse concerning-animals and their habitat- 

ions, then it is also a hofmal sentence, but if (iii) the 

sentence the den was burnt out occurs in a human discourse
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it is metaphoric, because has been paradigmatically 

selected to replace but is likely to be anomalous in a

human context. It is nonetheless obtained through a relation

ship of similarity between den and hut sind between their re

ferents. The interesting assumption which the writers make 

however is that some people incline towards this kind of

association while others — selecting items like burnt out _

incline towards the syntagm. The development of a distinct 

case of metonymy or synecdoche however would need an initial

enlarging of our syntagm, and then a deletion of redundant 

items;

.1
/den
1The hut with its walls leaning together was burnt outS

P

S The lean-to was burnt out
=>

The effect on the original paradi^atic position 

of hut is striking, as is the syncopation and nominal!sation 

of with its walls leaning together, but the result is met

onymic transfer and a compete absence of analogy.

As this present study deals with metaphor, I do not
■ . ■ '■ ■■■ ■■ l.v ‘ .

propose to examine any further the mechanics of the metonymic 

.process^ although the subject is worth ihvesti^tion. We 

have progre ssed far eiiough. even so, however, for us to- 

able to use this technique- to help distin^ish between
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special uses of the same lexical item, as for instance with 

hands;

(a) metaphoric extension (analogical)

clock

the hands of the children
S

the hands of the clock
S

P
V

(t)) metonymic extension (contiguous)

the men were working with their hands
S

the hands were working S
^ -

P

Two distinct forms of extension, multiple meaning

or polysemy can be accounted for by this contrastive method.
/ . ...

J

If their detailed mechanics are not fully explained, then at

least their fundamental typological difference isdearly 

described. For the moment that is suffieient. Having

established the impor.t^^ of such a concept as lexical 

transfer, ha''^iug outlined the paradigmatic and syntagmatic 

nature respectiyely of the two niost important forms which 

lexical transfer takes, we may now proceed to the' central aim

of. this study; the elucidation of thi^ paradigmatic me&hinism' 

by which * condensed* analogy becomes possible in language
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3
Metaphor; A Transformational Process.

5.1. The Problem of the Double Unit.

Richards C1956) has made a contribution towards metaphoric 

theory which not only attempts an analysis of how the process 

works but also provides critics and teachers with a useful

conceptual tool when discussing metaphor together 

students.

or with

The analysis however is not a linguistic one,

but hovers in a limbo between language, philosophy and 

psychology. Richards accepts this, when he observes that 

metaphor is not just a 'verbaLmatter, a shifting and dis

placement of words' but 'a borrowing between and intercourse 

of thoughts, a transaction between contexts. Thought is

metaphoric, and proceeds by comparison, and the metaphors

of language derive therefrom'.

Richards sees metaphor as identical with analogy, 

a supra^linguistic phenomenon that should not be tied down 

to mere words. Consequently, aware of this, we can approach 

his work in the‘'hope of obtaining some useful insight but

not with any e:q)ectation of jreclse, formalised techniques. 

With Richards we can move from the subi^ime Md unsubstantiated

of philosophy to verbal matters;

'It is time to coine r^wn; from these hi^ speculations^ : 
steps in analysis which may 

mak® the translation of our skill witl^m^^ 

explicit science easier. A first step is to ihtroduce
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two technical terms to assist 
from one another what Dr Johnson

us in distinguishing 
^ called the two ideas 

gives us.that any metaphor, at its simplest, 
call them the tenor and the vehicle, 
est of the many odd things about 
that we have

Let me 
One of the odd-

the whole topic is
no agreed distinguishing terms for these 

t«o halves of a metaphor - in spits of the immense 
convenlehce, almost the necessity, of such terms if

confusion.'we are to make any analyses without

So Richards presents the 

event called metaphor is made 

till that point been graced with

theory that the single 

up of 'two members', which have

such vague labels as •the 

'the borrowed idea' (=theoriginal idea' (=the tenor) and 

vehicle). In presenting these new terms, Richards makes the
perennially valid point that metaphor is sometimes seen 

the totality of the two (tenor
as

+ vehicle) and sometimes as
the vehicle only.

It is interesting that such a confusing use of the 

occurs in an able critique of Richards'term ' me taphor

position. Brooke-Rose (1958) considers the 

and vehicle a destructively
theory of tenor

over-emphatic approach:

'This concern with domains of thought and 
to an over-ifiun^asis

senses has 
of the ssparateness ofled 

metaphor.

• • •

Dr I.A.Richards' 
metaphor into '"tenor'' (the

now ifamous division of
3 real br- pirose meaning) and 

» ib logical con-^'vehicle" ( the way of saying it) 
elusion of such ^Pbusis. It. seems tb be peffec^ 
ly obvious that a met^hpr consists of two terinb/ tlj'

replaces,

a new entity^ more Or less success-

an:

“®!^hpric ;tem andpro 
But the result is
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fully fused according to how it is 
Professor Richards is not specifically 
with the domain of thought from which 
is "smuggled in", and in 4he later book 
certainly at pains to stress the unity of metaphor 
and the "interaction" of tenor 
very terms destroy it.'

expressed ... 
concerned 

the "vehicle" 
he is

and vehicle, yet the

We can see the inconsistency of part of Brooke- 

Rose's observations by a simple diagram of the metaphoric 

form that seems to her perfectly obvious:

METAPHOR

metaphoric term proper term (replaced)

It is possible to ask how a replaced term can exist 

if the only item present in the text is the metaphoric term,
and how metaphor can consist of a metaphoric term and some

thing which is not considered metaphoric. Nevertheless,

Brooke-Rose emphasises the unitary nature rff metaphor 

provides a useful counter-weight to Richards' emphasis of 

the dual nature of metaphor.

and

The essence of her proposition

is that 'the result is a.new entity', and this entity is 
neither the tenor nor-'lrii^'

vehicle which came together as its
parents.

^^^*;^a^^^rs;mCst with the theory which.Richards 

pfesents is the coveri/na^ of the tenor 

overtness of the vehicle 

be assumed because of the' relationship

in relatipn^o ;the 

The tenor or “original idea' must• ■

of the material to the
..
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context in which it occurs, whereas the vehicle that has been 

'smuggled in' is open to direct inspection.
In some way the 

or behind it, to have beentenor is considered to lie beneath

supplanted or suppressed, and this 

metaphoric process, 

and vehicle in terms of

supplanting is part of the

It is difficult however to discuss tenor

specific language items, because they 

are philosophical ter-ms rather than procedures
for identifying 

we examine 

sentences 

same time considers the 
'two terms' which Hichards and Brooke-Rose agree upon;

stretches of language. We are on safer ground when 

Mowottny's delineation (1962) where she discusses

in which metaphor occurs and at the

'In a metaphor, the usual syntactical frame of a 
sentence is at some point filled up with a figurative 

The resulting impression must be 
plex, since two sentences are implied.
"The ship ploughs the waves" implies The ship does 
something to the waves and The plough ploughs the 
soil

word or phrase.
com-

The sentence

I have said that these two sentences 
"implied", because of course neither of them is act- . 
^3j.ly written when ihe metaphbr is used.

• • • are

These im
plicit or unwritten sentences function simult^eously 
to provide a parallel action or reflected image.'

Nowottny's cita^ation is valuable because 

: introduces a discussion of syntax into what has tended to be 

amorphous de.bate upon ideas

she

an and from her standpoint it 

bee ernes possible ; to consider the mechanics :of the; proems 

. and not just the elements which may- or may not contribute to

f

It is, I think, particularly noteworthy that she talks
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of 'implied sentences 'as having a function although they 

not actually written, and also that she speaks of them as 

'parallel' in some way.

are

iThis apprdhc^highlights the double- 

and gives that re- 

or at least the possih- 

that it has not previously 

us something like:

ness and yet the singleness in metaphor,

lationship a structural description _

ility of a structural description _

received, so that Mowottny offers

METAPHORIC SENTENCE

implied sentence No 1 implied sentence No 2

The whole three-fold relationship is set in a known 

discourse, so that presumably one of the implied sentences is 

a 'natural' part of that discourse, while the other has been 

■smuggled in', as Richards put it. 

this is done.
We may now ask just how

3.2. Deep and Surface Structure.

In the previous section 

talk usefully about
we arrived at a point where we could 

an explicit metaphoric sentence resting 
:i-nfe%^horicupon two implicit non sentences In such a state- 

to me^ the actual audiblement we understood • explicit
or

the string of language items chosen by

speaker-writer and- offered for; ihtetpretatibn
reader

the

the

sentences areNpwottny has no ted; that the 'implied 

not actually used, not observahle

,

and yet in some w^ theyf
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function and contribute to both the production nnH the inter

pretation of the metaphoric senten^. Can we justifiably

postulate the existence of such tmderlying sentences? If so,

For our purposes in this studyin what sense do they 'exist'? 

the psychological validity of such sentences may be a matter 
too complex for discussion; but we may be satisfied if we 

can demonstrate the need for such sentences to account for
the structure of known metaphors and the 

not already known.
creation of others

If such a condition were satisfied, it 

would be some indication of the value of the theory in stat

ing the necessary conditions for metaphor to

To help us understand how such an implicit-explicit 

relationship may be conceived and described

occur.

we can turn to
modern linguistic theories of transformational-generative 

grammar and the attendant concept of deep and surface 

the foremost exponent of which is Chomsky (1957;1965).

Dinneen (1967) offers a succinct statement of the deep-surface

structure.

yrelationship;

•It is assumed that sentences are understood in terms 
of (1) their leaical items and 2) the grammatical 
^tl^ions among the^le^cal items, not merely in the 
surface presentation of an utterance but especially 
through the processes by which the surface sehtence

has been formed; 'this formational process operating
^ on lexical items, and the s^tactic relations into 

■ which they enter, ■ is'referred to s

t

_ as ths Vdeep struct
^9^^1’^strate, Chomsky notes the distihctioa 

that the Port Royal lo^cians made tetween"what we

lire".
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think" and "what we say", 
can

Citing their example, we 
say "The invisible God created the visible 

but we understand this sentence because 
the following judgments: (1)

(2) God is invisible, and (3)

world"

we have made 
God created the world, 
the world is visible.

We may say that any sentence is the realisation or
end-product of a sequence of processes deriving it from 

Such processes are ordered

forms with which we

passive, reflexive, interrogative etc.

a

highly abstract 'base' form.

transformation' leading to the surface

are familiar: active,

Lyons (1968) provides 

process which is useful to us here:

an example of such a transformational

•The Latin phrase amor Dei, like its English trans- 
.lation, is ambiguous (out of context), 
grammars of Latin would

Traditional

say that the word Dei ("of 
God") is either a subjective or objective "genitive".
This is a transformational explanation 
guity;

of the ambi-
it implies that the phrase amor Dei is re

lated to, and indeed in some sense derivable from, 
(i) a sentence in which Deus 

'^he subject of the verb, amare ("to love"); (ii) 
sentence in which Deum

two sentences:
is• • •

a

is the object of. the verb 
Similarly, the love of God la related to

* • •
amare • • •

two sentences in Ehglfsh: (i) a sentence in which 
God is the subject of the-verb love (cf. God loves- 
mankind) ; (ii)- a sentence: in which-God is the object 
of the verb love (cf. Mankind loves endV.'

%
We can express this relationship by/consideriul the

follov/ing sentenceH:
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■

(1) The love of God sustained them.

This ambiguous surface sentence can be viewed, 

ing to Lyons, as resting upon one or other of two deep relation

ships expressible as two sentences:

accord-

(2) as having an 'objective genitive'

The love of God sustained them

They loved God This^ love sustained them

(3) as having a 'subjective genitive

The love of God sustained,them

God loved them This love sustained them

Each of these examples proposes two underlying 

sentences offered as an explanation^of one ^surface sentence. 

In ^ome sense they 'pre-exist' the surface sentence, and that 

surface sentence in some sense 'derives' from them. They 

represent part at least of its deep structure, 

formational processesXjdl^^h allow the realisation

The trans-

are sub-

, Ject to obligatory and optiphal ad«Litions, - deletions ^d 

r includi:^ substitution

re-

,, arrangements 

surface sentence; emerges 

that amount of Syntactic and semantic information which the 

user considers mecessary for communication/ ^d in all

-until the chosen

This surface sehtence will^arry
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likelihood will be a compact statement of factors existing in 

Any ambigruties, synonymy, representation 

of one lexical item by another (e.g. nouns by pronouns), de-

the deep structure.

letion of otherwise necessary items will depend upon the dis

course context and the assumptions the user makes about the

interpretation his listener will place upon the sentence. 

This means that the speaker has assessed the •interpretability 

of his statement, or, in other words, that the implications

of his surface sentence, in ideal conditions are apparent to
his audience.

An examination of metaphor does not fit snugly into 

the theory so far presented. Chomsky's model deals with the 

derivation of a representative sentence in language from all 

the deep levels which contribute syntactically to its exist-

. Metaphor, however, is in this sense poBt-derivationaT. 

because if any implicit sentences pre-exist or lie beneath

ence

the explicit metaphoric sentence, they, are already as capable 

of surface realisation as their metaphoric offspring. We 

shall examine this in more detail shortly, but at this point 

it is necessary to make it clear that the mechanics of meta

phor, though post-deriv^i^al

than anything which is considered as ipcourring within the 

framework so far deseribsd
. . . .  4 . ^

'V: ■■.■'here.;-' . .V'

are no less transformationalf

A comment by Lyons is hel^^^

•The term "tr^sformatlohal" has unfortunately 
gendered a good deal of unneoessary coritroverBy and

en
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confusion in the recent literature of linguistics. 
If we use the term in a general and rather informal 

sense, rather than in the particular sense in which 
it is defined in any one theory, we can say, quite 
reasonably, that the "deeper connexions" between 
sentences which "cut across"the surface grammar" 
are transformational relationships.'

« • •

It is hoped that we can show here that the process

“ which produces a metaphoric sentence occurs by means of a

transformation of two-other sentences which, for this 

particular occasion, serve as the structural index, while 

the metaphoric sentence serves as the r esultant structural 

change, or in other words it is the transformational product 

which could not have been acceptably formed in any other way.

3.3. Matrix and Anetlogue.

Consider Blake's well-known lines:

Tiger, Tiger, burning bright 
In the forests of the night

For analytical purposes we may extract from this 

complex verse form a relatively smple sentence;

A tiger biwas^in the forest(s)

. : :v,. ^ ^
The syntactic structure of this sentence can be

= • V

,, e^^ressed as;

prep phrase ■^ NP ^intr

In this there is nothing remarkable, but we 

should generally agree that the combination tiger + bitrn
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is worth remarking upon, because that combination 

the selectional restrictions 

whether we judge such restrictions from 

semantic standpoint, 

separating the items:

violates

normally placed upon both items, 

a syntactic or a 

can be highlighted byThe violation

A tiger in the forest (s) 

in the forest(s)

Since the Prep Phrase remains neutral 

we can regard it as dispensable, and are left with:

A burns

in both cases

A tiger

A burns

Having creating two co-texts in this way, it is 

possible for us to consider a range of lexical items paradigmat- 

xcally related to each other, which could serve acceptably 

in the slots which have appeared in our syntagma. The sets
of such items are extensive, but we maj!- complete our two

senteinoes' somewhat as follows;

A tiger prowls 

A fire burns

Prom one metaphoric sentenc4 we have worked backwards

e. sentencesto obtain two; acceptable 'normal' sehtencesv i 

which would not be co'nsidefed metaphoric 

, pose that they in some

If we were to;.;^p-; ;; 

sense pre-existed the metaphor, that

they were necessary for its occurrence, then we might postulate
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two conditions:

(1) that for Bentanoas of this type (at laaat) the 

underlying sentenoes must be ayntaotloally equivalent.

(2) that a 'splicing' transformation 

items from each sentence 
metaphor.

two

extracts lexical 
in order to create a

This splicing process might crudely be represented £
as:

1. a tiger prowls

^ 3. a tiger burns2. a fire burns

_The process operates along the 'cuts' of the immed

iate constituents of the sentences,

express the actual lexical items as abstract letters:
and this allows us to re-

A B1. • A
a tiger prowls

3. a tiger burns
a fire burns

2.
X Y Y

• v.-v •

or simply: j

A B
A Y

X Y

the only drawback being, as Richards observed regarding his 

needs, that no terms exist for the two sentences 

by AB: and 'XY

own

now represehted

We: cannot refer‘ to them: as 'tenhr 

because they are-not 'original idea* >nd ^borrowed idea''

t and Vehicle'

They

one of which is presumably closelyare hypotheticai. sentences > '
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related to the general discourse, while the other has been 

brought in from elsewhere. Since Blake's discourse 

the topic we may assume, in the example we have chosen,

that our sentence AB is discourse-linked.

concerns

in consequence of 

which I shall call it the Matrix Sentence-.-’ insofar as it re

presents a combination that might have acceptably 

the discourse.
occurred in

What however best describes the 

Aristotle can help us here.

second sentence? 

In terms of his theory 

of metaphora, we can express the relationship between the

sentences very succinctly as;

A ; B :: X : Y

= A ; Y ;; X ; B

i.e. a tiger : prowls :; a fire : burns

:: a fire : prowls
•A,

a tiger ; burns

This relationship is the original analogon or pro

portion that we discussed above (1.1.g) and virtually identical 

with the reciprocal metaphor proposed by Donatus (1.2.4.).

It is capable not only of formulation in terms of an Aristotel

ian ratio, but also in terms of algebraic equation;

A X

1;B ■ X

A X
. sz \

Y ■_ B-'

In linguistic terms, tMs algebraid equation
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emphasises the paradigmatic interchangeability 

and the analogous items, 

of the sentences the immediate

of the matrix 

Because of the syntactic equivalence 

constituents enter into a con

dition of identical distribution; 

logons, for the occasion of the metaphor

they are equated,

at least. Pree ex-

or ana-

change becomes possible and the phenomenon traditionally 

labelled 'transfer* is achieved, 

ratio requires a splicing not only of AY but

It should be noted that the

also of XB
(= a fire prowls), a product which might, under certain dis

course conditions, be called metaphor. That only one splicing 

process is permissible however only serves to emphasise the 

importance of the discourse context in which 

occurs.

any metaphor

This temporary equation or analogy is demonstrable 

in another and very traditional way. 

talked of metaphor as condensed simile 

metaphor.

Rhetoricians have often 

or of simile as expanded 

as the one we have 

we may test it by relating the 
two se'ntences by -means of those connectives which normally

If a metaphoric procedure such 

just discussed is analogical.

link explicit analogies;

1. Juflt as a fire bxirgs, so a tiger prowls.
2. A tiger prowls like a fire burns.

A tiger prowls as
4. A tiger prowln like a fire hii^

A tiger prowls like a burnihg fire

Here we see simile as one means of realisation in

and metaphor as another 

¥e shall consider later (.4.5.) occasion^^n

3 a fire burns

, -^ 5:.

iangu^ for the an^o^cal process, 

distinct means
• : ■'
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which a simple l;l 

demonstrated between the two 

The most

equation, analogy or 

and for this

as the Analogue Sentence, 

being drawn from-^ hypothetical 

normally occur, but

relationship cannot however 

processes, 

important point to

always be

emerge however is

two sentences, 

the second sentence

comparability between the

reason I propose to refer to

This sentence is conceived as 

discourse in which it would

we shall until later any discussion of 

entering into this
the reason for the two sentences 

relationship (6.1-2). 

with accoimting for the

special

we are concerned primarily 

process, 

index

a tiger burns, and 

this proportional transformation

At this point 

strict mechanics of the
We now have a statement of the structural 

underlying such a metaphoric sentence 

the pre-conditions for
are:

1. matrix -sentence 
an analogue sentence 
syntactic equivalence between 1 and 2 .

The diagrammatic

a

2.

3.

representation of the process can
now be;

type
a tigei^Q

matrix prowls 

• a fire ' burns

A B

analogue -•XT—,

a t^er''■ - 3. burnsmetaphor AT

The process so f^ desorliied deals only Vith the
structure OT see vhether it

can ^rve

S
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with other sentences.

3.4. Generative Potential.

It is often difficult to trace the growth of proverbial 

idiomatic usages, whether those 

metaphoric or not.

and

usages may be considered 

The next example in this study has been 

more fortunate than most, because we know that in 1548 an

Englishman called Udall observed;

1. Pamiliaritie bringeth contempte.

And this remark may be compared with Minsheu’s in

1599:

2. Much familiar!tie oftentimes breedes contempt.

And with Evelyn's observation in 1667;

*3. Familiarity creates contempt. ^

We.can re-express this rather trite observation 

in a compact form which allows us to indicate the distribut

ional equivalence of the. three^transitive verbs; '

brings I i. 
■: breeds 
- .creates

4. Familiarity contempt1
Some kind of s^on^y exists among these verbs

f

and yet it would be reckless to state that tl^y 

(a) strictly synonymous in these
were either

examples, or (b) generally
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interchangeable in a wider 

most fundamental difference between 

the following sentences;

range of possible contexts.

the verbs can be seen in

The

5. The north wind brings 
The north wind breeds 
The north wind creates

snow.

snow.

snow.

6. Farmer Jones breeds pigs.
Farmer Jones brings pigs.
Farmer Jones creates pigs.

A playwright creates characters. 
A playwright breeds characters.
A playwright brings characters.

7.

Examinations of sentences like these have led 

argu-e that metaphor is virtually universal 

area into which I do not at

commentators to 

in language, but this is an 

sent wish to enter.
pre-

Sufficient to 

above possibilities only these sentence? 

from the suspicion of metaphor;

suppose that out of the 

are entirely free

8. Farmer Jones breeds pigs.
Farmer Jones brings pigs.
A playwright cry.tep characters.

We can say cerl^n thinga abdut these 

certain things which iridicate

iree^. takes; -an animate humah^ houh subject, that it 

verb and requires i

sentences-, 

®^ectttipns, such as that'

is aToaus- '

an animate noun- object which can be 

also; human' (preferably) animal but

breed

So we can accept pigg

as one, intransitive form and Farmer Jones breeds nl^ ^
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as another, causative and transitive form, 

happy with contempts breed or contempt breeds in the

We do not feel so

same in

transitive form, and yet we are quite willing to accept —

through long acquaintance — the sentence familiarity breeds 

We know from the historical specimens above (allcontempt.

^^)taken from The Oxford English Dictionary’!

have been presented, but that this form became

that alternatives 

xmiversal,

idiomatic and banal, so that the collocational oddness has 

ceased to affect us. 

subject and object.

vVhat we have however is abstract 

V/e may separate the anomalous items in 

much the same way as we did for a tiger burns*

noun

familiarity contempt

breeds

The slots can be filled up as before in some 

ceptable selection from the range of possible items:
ac-

Familiarity causes contempt

Farmer Jones breeds pigs

Again, the 'splicing' process can be roughljr shown as:

Familiarity caueask^ contempt

\ breeds\Farmer Jones pigs

Familiarity -breeds contempt ,

%

i^ the stricter terms of matrix and analogue sentences:or.
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A B C
^matrix familiarity causes contempt

^analogue Farmer Jones breeds pigs

X T Z

A C
g
metaphor familiarity breeds contempt

Y

rhe proportion or analogy in Aristotelian terms

one, operating as before along the 'cuts'

HP V NP;

is now a three-fold 

of the constituents of the sentence type

A ; B : C X ; Y ; Z

The algebraic treatment of such a ratio or equation 

is to resolve it into simpler binary relationships:

A ; B = X : Y

= B . C. = Y ; Z

which, using the lexical items, is;

familiarity : causes = Farmer Jones breeds

= breeds pigscauses :•contempt .

If we make the same ^gebraic transformations as before ^

A : Y >= X ; B

B ; Z = Y : c'
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realised lexically as;

familiarity ; breeds = Farmer Jones ; causes 

causes : pigs = breeds : contempt

and this gives (asoone of its outcomes);

A ; Y = Y : C

familiarity ; breeds = breeds : contempt

The inference here is that the splicing transformation 

rests upon either a single set of binary relationships, 

a number of overlapping binary relationships, 

general purposes one would not need to specify the whole

or on

While for

range

of ecLuations (because they would possess one common element; 

it is nevertheless valuable to note that the repetition of a

common element indicates where the transformation might or 

might not occur. We can propose two legitimate transformations;

(1) familiarity ; breeds = b^
Farmer Jones : causes = causes ; pigs

; contengjt
(?)

but not

(3) familiarity ; breeds = causes ; pigs 
Farmer Jones ; causes = breeds ; contempt

because acceptable sentences cannot bei_formed from equations 

whichdo not have a shared element. Haying noted this, how^ 

ever. We may^simplify matters by considering the transfoitiation- 

al process for NP V HP: sentences as resting upon a' three

fold formula rather than a two-f old -one, as long a,s we be ar 

in mind that the three-fold formula is a syncopation

(4)

The

■ ■'■V'.v-*'... :
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only other point of importance is 

accept as a potential metaphor the
that we are required to 

sentence Farmer Jonaa
causes pi^s, because it is produced 

our initial metaphor.
by the

We have no dicourse 

and therefore it is functionless, 

but a metaphor nevertheless.

same process as 

context for it, 

a metaphor in isolation

It may be argued that such a process would gener
ate any sentence if we only brought together parent

of syntactic equivalence, 

emerge, because we would be treat-

sentences
fulfilling the simple requirement

Certainly something would

ing the parent sentences 

logue sentences.
as though they were matrix and 

This however is
ana-

a criticism which ignores 

a pre-existing discourse in which the 

the creator's choice and motivat-

the prime importance of 

metaphor may occur and also 

ion when seeking out an analogue (see 6.1-2). 

There is little doubt however that if a mechanical 

and can he consideredprocess of this kind underlies metaphor, 

as part of the language competence 

it does provide
of native speakers, then

a generative framework for (a) the analysis 
of metaphor occurring in literature.

and (b) the development 

e3!plicit,,^J§^hing technique forof a controlled and
making

students aware of the whole phenomenon,

3.5 Set IntenaretatiriTi

Qne objection likely to be k 

is that
raised against the foregoing theory 

exact form of the ana-

structural index for metaphor^

we have no way of knowing the 

logue sentence in the
and that
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we do not even have any guarantee of the constituents of the 

matrix sentence. By the very procedure for developing this 

theory we have leaned heavily on the supposition that vacant 

slots could be filled by certain items simply on an assumption

If such an assumption is permissible, then 

all the rest may indeed follow, but can one permit the initial 

assmption?

of predictability.

The reason so far advanced for separating out the 

items in a metaphoric sentence has been that the combinations

in some sense violate our expectations, or the selectional 

restraints placed upon certain nouns, verbs etc. This might

justify the separation of the items, but what justifies the

insertion of others, apart from intuitive preferences? 

answer here would appear to be that any intuitive preference 

must still occur within certain paradigmatic limitations —

The

that is, in attempting to 'work back' from the metaphor to ^ 

some other structure we can only select items which belong to 

a finite set possessing distributional equivalence, 

for selection is limited.

The scope 

Let us consider for example our

attempt to reconstruct the analogue from;

/V, b

, What we actu^ly do is silppiy a'set -identity to the
slot preceding- and the slo t following. breeds;

set X breeds set Z

Each set is then characterised by certain features

i
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which delimit the items which belong to that set, 

example;

as for

X be 'C+concrete^<+animate^^+human^<+agent'>' 
<^concret^^animate^<^anima]^ <^domestic'^

This may be restated for the whole sentence

Let set 
Let set Z be

as;

X breeds Z
<C+concrete^
<+animate>

<'+human>
<^+agent^

<’+concrete>
^+animate)>
<;+animal'^
<+<iomestic'>

These features successfully delimit the possibilities 

to such an extent that ^e cannot accept such sentences as:

1. The sh^ bree^ guns.
The squirrel breeds flowers. 
The baby breeds aardvaarks. 
Farmer Jones breeds fences, 
etc.

2.

3.

4.

We can however accept such sentep.ces as:

5r ^lajokind breeds livestock. 
Farmers breed.cattle.6.

7. Farmer Jones breeds pigs.'
8. Scientists breed white rats. 

Enthusiasts breed9. ain species. 
Prendergast breeds aardvaarks, i.10.

- Even Sentence 10 is permissibleassume that; 

for the situational context -aardvaarks is'.rendered <+domesti^ 

because of a special Condition operating for Prendergast.

From these examples we see that the selection of an 

analogua sentence is not as capricious as it seemed at first
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Purely as a test of such a proposition we can relate 

our original matrix sentence to these six sentences by 

of Just aa — SO!

glance.

means

5
6

Just as J11. so familiarity causes contempt.
8

9
10

(If the appropriate sentence is inserted 
slot in turn, it will be 
ceptable.

in its parddigmatic 
seen that they are analogically 

Some are more acceptable than others.)
ac-

Basically the analogy will hold good between the 

nouns of the matrix and the sets of 

logue, sind it is only necessary to 

order to illustrate this.

nouns possible in the ana-

select one specimen in 

Such analogues are implicit in the 

contextual features, in this instance of the verb breeds. The

result however is of the first importance. What this process 
of set interpretation means is that the metaphoric process

permits'ljhe mapping of one set on to another?! the transfer of

one item from its predictable set membership to a new member
ship, either for the limit^d^casion of the metaphor, or 

through adoption and frequency of occurrence as a permanent 

The process therefore a.ccohn*s;fd traditionalphenomenon

semantic areas known as extension and polysemy, at least 

as analogy is■concerned

schematically lay paxadigm tables for the

discussing:

as far

This process/can be demonstrateh• ;

example we have been
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(a) matrix sentence ran/ro

causes 
brings 

creates 
produces 
leads to

familiarity- contempt

(b) analogue sentence raggo

mankind

farmers

Farmer Jones
scientists

enthusiasts

Prendergast

livestock

cattle

pigs

white rats 
certain species 
aardvaarks

breed(s)

j

Ifhen, however, we are given the metaphor 

familiarity breeds contempt we get the mapping or transfer 

that Leech was discussing . (^bov^, 2.6) for the phraSe

a. grief ago, and we see the mechanism which permits its

occurrence;

■- w
■ «»■
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(a) range ariaing from matrix side of metaphor;new

causes 
brings 

creates 
produces 
leads to

familiarity- contempt

breeds

(b) new range arising from analogue side of mfitaphr^r.

mankind

farmers

Farmer Jones
scientists

enthusiasts

Prendergast

livestock

cattle

pigs

white rats 
certain species 
aardvaarks

breed(s)

familiarity- contempt

The implications .of^ibis process may not be immed

iately apparent, because of the example we 

The application, hpwe-ver, of this analysis 

phoric Situations helps- to explain the otherwise inexplicable

hsve been using, 

to other meta-

presence of •^ieh'itemef^^^

and Still providing information, and how such 

may become so
alien items

normalised' that they are, automatically intef= 

though they were 'really the items they original-
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ly supplanted, as in;

(1) Prendergast blew his top
(2) She pulled my leg on the telephone

etc.

There is nevertheless a great degree of complexity 

One of its

the possibility of a grid

left unexplained by the theory at this stage.

interesting by-products is however

by which individual lexical items 

extension or polysemy, at least as far
can be assessed in terms of

as metaphoric-analogical 

This grid suggests certain
transfers are concerned, 

operating on words and phrases
conditions

and offers a re-interpretation 

•normal* and fspecial';of the whole question of

current or 
•normal' set - 
membership

I special' or 
metaphorised 

set membership

1 + +

2 +

3 +

4

■ t.:

grid c^ be interpreted •• ■' 'as;

lexical.items esast .which have meiibership
areas, e.g. bonnet ^of car and of lady^ ■

in both

. Lexical items exist which have not- been metaphorised 
orat least not persistently metaphorised

3. Lexical items exist which 
metaphoric contexts

are only used in 
Syachronically:this would
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st

knorrL‘So‘i of ^i-
-ei. ‘X-

4. S°Stei“?° rfSt'L“°‘ asssstis e=dst.

s°CLr
3.6. Pual Categorisatinn

We must consider the 

closely than 

exist. This

matter of set transfer 

simply assuming that two
somewhat more

distinct relationships
assumption is 

re-categorisatinn, to which 

It was suggested that 

of its features, as in the

already implicit in the
concept

we have already referred (2.5).
a lexical item can change one or more

alligators in the 

.where the item
sentence

Jo.hn drinks alligators.

categorised from <+animate> 

ion is the idea 

Grid Wo. 3 in .the.

was presumably re-

This assumpt- 

purelst fornr (as with 

the item abandons all

to ^-animate^ .

of set transfer in its

last section), where

connection with previous, 

absorbed into
sets and contexts and becomes wholly 

This assumption-may however be both 
premature, and^_^ r have

new ones.

simplistic and 

a diachronic matter.

iet us consider 

laamdrit:#'^breeds

suggested, largely
,, 1:

specimen once;

We may state "the: matrix ;;

its most important

contempt
.aud the

analogue, each equipped:this: time with

noun features:
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matrix familiarity 
<-concrete >

causes contempt
<.-concrete')>

analogue Farmer Jones
<[+concre te> 
<^+human >

breeds pigs
<^+concrete> 
<+animal > "'i f

If, as we have averred, the two sentences are im

plicit in the metaphor and essential to 

must accept that the features 

to its interpretation.

its structure, then we 

are also implicit and essential 

This means that a contradiction or 

paradox is created, because all the features co-occur;

me taphor familiarity

<^-concrete ^
+concrete 
+human

breeds contempt
<^-concrete^

~+concrete ~ 
+animal

The opposing features do not 

nor does one dominate the other.
cancel each other out.

They co-exist, and probably

account for what Wheelwright has called the /mental tension* 

inherent in the phenomenon. Without inquiring too far into 

or 'tension' we may agree that we arethe nature of 'mental

aware of both the old set relationships ^d of 

lonships which the syntagm deiSang^. The npuns are re-categor- 

ised only in the sense that they are double categorisedr 

^^® °<'pasidn of t:he metaphor have the feh^urp (i^ this 

specifih instance) of <t -ah^ 

may force us to place 

sentence

new set relat

analogical interpretatioh oh tha

In newly created metaphors the paradox will be

an
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sharp and insistent, but in well-established 

metaphors it may have lost much of its 

We may test this

sentence which is less well-known;

or 'normalised'

force.

proposition by examining a metaphoric

I will make you toys out of starlight 

If we supply the predictable features
to the nouns,

we get;

I will make you toys out of 
<[+concrete>

starlight 
<-concrete>

Simple re-categorisation would require starlight

feature <+concrete>, which is intuitively 

no special semantic effect, 

may be better served, in;

to be given the new

unsatisfying and achieves 

poet's intentions however
The

I will make you toys out of
'+concrete' 
-concrete

starlight

-concrete"
+concrete

4

Here the referents and sense relations of both toys
and .^tarli^^ are affected in mutual contradiction, without

probably wished
however impairing the message Jiha^ Stevenson 

to convey in a poem entitled Romance, the ^

astic offer a promised: Iraid -where the familiar and J the 

familiar blend in' strange harmonies;
lUl-

'I will make you brooches and toys for 
delict:

Of hird-song at morning and star-shine 
■ ■■ at'/night;,:-;

I will make a palace fit for yon and 
Of green days in forests and blue

, '"-'.'at - sea.:'

your

me,
days

:f'
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There is a distinct 

nouns in English exist in 

caught between the features of

possibility that a number of

an indeterminate condition, perhaps 

one set and another, perhaps
for some other non-linguistic 

which are known to 

phorised collocations

reason, i am thinking of nouns 

occur in a number of 'normal' and meta-
connected with + or -animacy . flame

is typical of the group, occurring in such phrases as the 

flames danced, the flames flickerfid 

flaming rage, inflamed 

about this item is that it 

judged referentially 

however for 108 boys and girls 

range 15/16) to state their preferences

hungrily, leaping flames. 

My own assumptionpassions etc.

would be permanently -animate , 

on some biological criterion. I arranged

of an Edinburgh school (age 

for the 'alibeness'

The results are given 

now given

groups, both adult and children, both 

British and foreigi. I shall ho.sTsr only giys tha findings 

for this one group:

or 'not-aliveness' of 15 such items, 
here, and compare very well with similar results 

to a number of other

Item <r^+animateS <^-animate'>

1. flame
2. fish
3. electricity 
4> wind, _
5. thunder 

03rster 
roses 

8- ’ river 
9* radio 
10. time

50
106

1.70 38.
35 75

..'1236.
6, m 19'.
7. 84

39; 69
30 77 +1 (undecidedj
32 76
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11. rain 18 90
12. man 107 1
13. shadows

14. fountain

15. eggs

28 80

35 73
55 53

ifhen confronted with the findings afterwards 

people in the tested groups would debate 

or otherwise of particular 

others could hold

, many

vigorously the animacy 

nouns, and express disbelief that

a different opinion, and apparently think

ing always of phenomenal objects 

words' as such.
or occurrences rather than 

In many cases, however, although 

might have put one noun in a <+animate> position, he could ap

preciate Why it might be re-c^ssified as <-animate>. Some

times collocations of a metaphoric nature would be cited

I

a person

as

'proofs' or 'explanations', while at others mobility in the 

referent appeared to be what mattered for animacy, 

people proved on reflection to be
Many

unsure just how-to categorise 

a word, and this leads one to suppose that the-most accurate

statistical expression for these nouns would/be:

1. flame 8. radio etc.

+animate
-animate

+animate
animate J

^3^® feason(s) behind this phenomenon j rit

is similar to the state of; dual-,categorisatidn iv^hich: we^:i^

®’^tlined as part of the metaphoric 

whether at this point we have exhausted by

^®""®®^®Soi*isation or dual categorisation

process, it is doubtfia

any means what can
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in metaphor, hut this survey, brief as it is, should be 

sufficient to iddicate the importance of the 

in the whole process.
feature element

5.7. Dummy Elements in the Matrix.

Ifowottny revives an Aristotelian observation and 
a very significant pofAt when she

also makes

says;

•The poet is not 

experience when he is in search of
wholly free‘to go to any area of 

a metaphor; he can
choose only from areas which provide language 

capable of meeting all-the technical necessities of his

• • •

resources

poem.

•However, even with these restrictions on his scope in 
using metaphor, the poet will find it the best 
using language to cover the unusual situation and

means for
the

unnaiiied phenomenon, for the simple reason that metaphor 
frees him from the necessity of referring via 
ions of reference; i.e.

convent-

via the names already establ
ished in common language. Metaphor pe'rmits Mm to 
if ncvt any, then almost any area of the whole system 
of our language

■ ■ ■!

■I

use.

"I

Howottny's 'unusual situation hnd unnamed pjienomenon'
are Aristotle's ’missing onoma^n one part of Ms proportional

metaphora (1.1.2) He did not specify,: bii-t he argued that 

. X in the ratio in no way invalidated the metaphora

an

We may

add that an X in the -ratio is not: only a problem fir poets
■ ■ ■■ '.k.

f

but also for scientists, engiheers i. _ and every other per^n ever

at a loss for a new term to cover a new:areh;Of experience.

It is natural for a new term to be sought analogically rom
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terms already in existence, and we must see how 

ate this neologising process within
we can accommod— 

the matrix-an^ogue theory.

first

the movement of light 

dea on the 

analogy, the movement of light and 

could now say;

Huyghens, a 17th century Dutch physician, 

made the analogical association between

and sound on the

Until he made the 

sound had been undescribed, but physicists

one hand and the movement of the

other.

Light travels in waves

If we separate this sentence into matrix and

analogue, we get;

r S
matrix Light tnavels in 

Water movessanalogue in waves
Q

metaphor Light travels in waves

The item waves has been metaphorised into 

represented here by the zero token .

ratio fully by including the verb, but for convenience let us 

express it as follows; . -

a 'vacuum•,

he could ej^ress the

light ; jrf ? ^ter ;

= light ; waves = water ; y
'I-

waves

We may ask however what exactly 'the ^ represehts 

terms of language. It^ is not a full 

rather the token o f

in

zercj; or va;auum, ■ but 

a set of indeterminate or relatively empty

items, such as we may list^ Pa^a<ii@aatically in this table;
'.c *

is;a
iil]
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matrix range something 
a movement 
this manner

Light travels in

a certain way

=

These NPs are 'dummies' 

independent reference, unlike the
insofar as they lack specific 

analogue waves. For later
generations of physicists the analogy might

to have any importance _

no longer carried

well have ceased

or we might say that the metaphor

a significant analogical load — but it is 

interesting that the physicist Sullivan in the nineteen-
thirties could say;

'We are no longer confident that
between a wave and a particle _

is any difference.

we know the difference
or even whether there

In our modern laboratories we have
particles that behave like waves, and waves that behave 

And light behaves like both.'like particles.

Sullivan accepts the analogical basil of his 

technical terg waves (although we 

he has the
may not then suppose that

sea in mind when using the term) but moves beyond
the analogy of Huyghens, 

ion.

aware thatit is ndt a final .descript- 

able writers using waves 

of phylics and accept

We could however quote inm

^ in discussing the electromagnetic 

■ , that the transfer: has beeii
area

a very useful one indeed.» '

:
3.8 Summary

In moving from a cohsideratiori of tke definitiotts offered by
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The Oxford English Dictiona'py aiK^ 

through to a linguistic theory of 

and adapted a range of 

Jakobson and Halle, Richards,

Aristotelian foundation is inescapable 

is laid upon the modern linguistic

syntagm, and tha analogous deep-to-surfaoa models employed 

by Chomsky et al.

The .gncyelopaedia tiri tann-i

metaphor_i have developed

converging viewpoints. expressed by 

The

but particular stress 

concepts of paradigm and

Leech and Mowottny.

Underlying the surface 

metaphor, which is best
realisation which we call a

considered within a sentence framework, 

one of which is the matrix andare two distinct syntagma, 

other the analogue.
the

The matrix and analogue are functions 

could occur in their 

as fully realised language strings.

occur in the dicourse to 

analogue is drawn from 

of a deliberate choice made

imposed upon two sentences which 

discourse contexts

matrix sentence could legitimately 

which the

own

The

metaphor belongs, while the

a distinct discourse because 

the speaker-writer, 

be discussed.

by

His motivation for this choice is yet to 

Matrix and, analogue ca,n underlie the realised
metaphor (igee they 

only if they are syntactically equiv-^ent.
can permit the creation bf a metaphor.)

Because of this 

they permit their consti-tuents to' syntaetic equivalence 

enter into 

exchange can 

a strict ratio.

speeial paradigmatic:reltion8hips so that free

; This free^exchange occu in-terms of 

propertibn or analogy -which c^' be expressedf
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as an algebraic equation, 

between lexical items which do

The result is to permit collocation 

not normally combine, producing
a phenomenon best described 

related to the transfer of items 

to another, and leading to 

diction, which Ullmann has 

.vheelwright 'mental tension', 

this initial matrix-analogue 

can occur, and that the 

variety of further, 

be specifically considered

as dual categorisation, closely 

from one paradigmatic set

an impression of mutual 

called 'double vision'

contra-

and

It is angued.here-that without 

exchange no metaphoric transfer 

process provides the basis for a

'secondary transformations which 

stylistic'.

can



_Styll3tic Variations,

4.1. .Secondary Transformanr,c

The foregoing theory is intended 

mechanism by which metaphoric 

language;

could not directly account for

as a statement of the basic

usage occurs in the English 

it was developed with a full awareness that it

a wide range of metaphors 

repertoires of writers andoccurring in general and in the 

poets, 

but we

We must account for as many varieties as possible 
shall attempt to move towards them from the initial 

premisses of the theory rather than 

The assumption made is that
work back from specimens.

stylistic variations in metaphor
derive transformationally from the initial 

and are therefore
transformation,

secondary embellishments, much in the way 

a nominalisation like baldness derives
from such a base as

X is bald and Y is aim hais

We must therefore re-examine the basic materials

possession In order to see ho« secondary transformationsin our

may be set up. We have;
■

(1) a matrix sentence
(2) , V ^ analogue sentence 1

^^^ ®y?*^*i° ®guivalehce between U) and
( 4| specif; paradigma4;lc9^
45}—paradi-^atic exchangs^basM^;TlDb^tBe~?kf5v^fio^a-ra-s-- 

of a ratio upon me re-e;q)ressiqn
( 6} : a neV ehti ty, t^^^ metaphoric

y sent ence.

A recollection of the in which the actual
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splicing tr^sformation occurred however 

possess a 7th factor: 

analogue.

reveals that we also
the unexpressed remnants of matrix and

we showed how, if it 

lated metaphor could be created as the
were necessary, a second iso-

reverse of the one

In fact, by manipulating the analogiesactually used.

as equations we could create 

so far attempted to do, but that is not

expressed

many more metaphors than we have

so important as the 

that was not overtly re- 

the suppressed 

new dual categorisation of the 

tenor the unexpressed 

But perhaps not out of mind, 

suppressed material —

simple 'existence' of extra material 

quired.
-V

Certainly, some of the features of

nouns have entered into the 

expressed nouns, but like Richards 

material remains out of sight.

I should like to suggest that the 

particularly that of the analogue — 

and importance.
is of immense potential

4.2. Allegory.

Let us consider the following Bunyanesque sentence;

1. Giant Despair attacked the pilgrim Christian.

Allegory is ms^lly defined as the presentation of

one topic as though it were another^, or some blend of two

topics so that a straightforward tale is told and yet a less 

explicit homily is\delivered at the sffle time. Allegory is
-^Iso usually seen 

Joimsoh' s words — 

is the double imit

as a form of metaphorj insofar

get t^^ one. This

once more, arid we are justified in^—

as — ,n
we
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separating out the parts of this 

into two distinct levels
simple allegorical 

or flows of information;
sentence

2. Plot;
3. Homily;

A giant attacks 
Despair troubles

a pilgrim 
a Christian,

There is already a 

analogue situation, because 

(the verb troubles) into 

Again, this postulated 

set of possible verbs

similarity here to the
matrix and 

a new item 

homily sentence.

we have had to insert 

the V slot of the

verb serves as the representative of a

with thelikely to collocate
preceding 

we may agree that there 

two topics, express-

and following nouns. At the same time 

is an analogical
"1

relationship between the
ible as:

4. Just as a giant attacks 
despair troubles

a pilgrim, so
a,Christian,

5. A : B ; C = X : Y : Z

The allegorical sentence
can therefore be interpreted 

but it contains 

we have s6^ far 

ah^^g^e verb;

as the r esult ^ a
metaphoric splicing,

lexical material than the examples

. In fact it

more

examined.

contains all but the

S ABC a pil^grimmatrix a giant attacks

^analogiio XYZ despaif- .troublea a-ehri-stian^

The splicing gives

a pilgrim a nhr-i or-i
a crude sentence;

- • The analogue

us A giant
despair atteniro

nouns enter
as nouns in apposition to

into the final metaphoric sentence
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the matrix nouns. Transformational refinements delete un-
neoea.ar, maefinite articles, the general discourse 

providing definiteness and
context

charac terisation. 

very interesting, because dual 

surface^in syntagmatic form;

The effect upon
features is however 

ion comes fully to the
categorisat-

6. Giant 
^+human^ ^-human'^

Despair attacks the pilgrim Christian

whereas in the following 

categorisation is paradigmatic;
more predictable metaphor the dual

7. Despair
-human"
+human

attacked the pilgrim

This suggests that one of the necessary conditions
for allegory is 

immediately after the first
a secondary transformation (whethe^r occurring

or in some sense simultaneously 

point) bringing apposi.tional nouns 

This is of course syntactically accept-

is not important at this 

out of the analogue-i- 

able. Jlist as we 

oi" Smith the apothecary^ 

Despair the giant, each

may have a phrase such

so we can have the giant Despair or 

paradi^a-yrcally e3q)ressed as;

S-S Jones the farmer

■■■■ ■

ploughed his' fields ^
8. Jones

The farmer ,■

9..--:-:smith:;.v
.The apothecary

The giant 
Despair

} close^d Ms shdp : - 

attacked the pilgrim
iQu

in formulaic terms, this allegorical transformation
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is:

Q

matrix ABC

^ ^analogue X Y Z

q
^ allegory (AX) B (CZ)

»a have been ooSlderl^l'^ s«htenoe
appositional arranhemsnt a however that theeo'that the ..»ltb (XA) anh (zo),

- S'p“:S?e"?“-3n^h*r“^

We may test this 

previous example familiarity hrooHc 

all the stages

supposition by applying it to 

contempt.

our

Without stating

, we may simply arrange to .-appositionalise* the 

suppressed nouns, and obtain such a crude form as:

11. Familiar!ty the farmer breeds
contempt pigs.

OR

12. The farmer familiarity breeds pigs contempt^

Allegory, as-we have seen above, possesses certain contextual 
as definiteness and characterisation.requirements such 

we may refine the
so that

sentence^ s) tj^sformationally to: '

13. Familiarity the farmer breeds the
pig Contempt

: AND.-
14,::Farmer Familiari.ty :bfeeds the pig Coin

specific requirements of 
discourse, this kind of

an allegorical 

appositional transformation is virtu^ly_
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f
obligatory. In the two specimens we have studied it is a 

double transformation, because it operates upon both the NPs.
In more widespread and less allegorical 

kind, however, the appositional tsansformation 

single occurrence.

expressions of this

is usually a
Consider;

15. That whirlwind Prendergast blew through the office.

The structural index for this sentence is;

Q

matrix ABC Prendergast rushed through the office

Q

analogue XYZ A whirlwind blew through the air

where we assume (i) that rushed represents a verb set B,

(ii) that we can treat a Prep Phrase as a unitary constituent, 

when the preposition is likely to identical in both matrix and 

analogue. None of these ^assumptions affects the argument, 

but each has its own interesting implications. We assume
however that an initial splicing transformation 

follows;
occurs as

^ Metaphor Prendergast blew through the office

followed by a secondary appostli^al 

the constituent X from the analogue;
transformation drawing

1.

Prendergast a-whirlwind blew through the office.

The possibilities at this stage are very interesting, 

this order need not necessarily be the way in which the

PlBstly,
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transformations are realised. The initial metaphor may have
been XYC, giving;

17. A whirlwind Prendergast blew through the office.

In either case a definite determiner must be added to 

the analogy, so that we get such forms as;
emphasise

18. Prendergast, that whirlwind, blew through the office. 
That whirlwind Prendergast blew through the office.

It seems possible, however, that the appositional 

relationship can be realised in another and rather 

camouflaged as a simile.

nective like into Sentence 16, and an optional permutation, 

we can get these sentences;

19.

surprising 

By the insertion of the con-way;

20. Prendergast like a whirlwind blew through the office. 
Prendergast blew through the office like a whirlwind.21.

The effects of such a possibility upon any discussion 

of simile are of course considerable, because they indicate 

that many sentences which appear to be similes are in fact 

metaphors in a secondary stage.

4.3. Further Appositional Variations.
1.

One of the fea,tures of allegory, as we have indicated, is the 

-char-aetBri-sation-n^f-abstraotions;r-“Giant-Despalrr,™»r-Val-i-ant- 

after-Truth, the Demon Drink, Death the Grim Reaper etc. Of 

course, allegory exists in forms; where actual apposition of 

character + abstraction does not occur overtly, as for ex-
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ample the roles in which the animals are cast in Animal Farm 

(see 5.5.3) and the function of the boys in lord of the Plies, 

but even there we have the occasional lapse into the mediaeval 

taste for such juxtaposition and suggestion, as with Napoleon 

pig (= the pig Napoleon, with the abstract qualities implied), 

in the one, and the boy Piggy in the other. Characterisation 

of the allegorical kind (sometimes referred to simply as per

sonification) seems to be only one of a pair of alternatives 

by which writers have made their analogies. The other method 

can be called representation or depiction, because the feature 

of <+aniniacy)> is missing, as with: The Slough of Despond, 

the Apple of Discord, the Seeds of Time, the Horn of Plenty, 

the Wine of Astonishment etc. The feature <[-animacy)> seems - 

to dictate the particle of, which expresses a genitive relat

ionship which is not expecially possessive. Compare the 

following;

1. The (riant of Despair attacked the pilgrim of 
Christian.

2. The Slough Despond (or Despond the Slough) 
endangered the pilgrim Christian.

3. The farmer of familiarity, breeds the pig of 
contempt.

4. - The goddess threw the Discord apple into the
banqueting hall.

V.
■

None of these is acceptable, suggesting that 

._<^-feanimaej^requxreB'"a~simp.e appositional -transformation, 

while ^-animacy^ demands the insertion of the particle of. 

The mechanism however appears to be the ^ame for the actual 

formation of the metaphor. Such metaphors are common in
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X^3Jc>tc-i Persian and the north Indian 

ini_,ience upon Kipling i-or the following
languages, with sufficient 

to occur in Kim;

5. ofpr^caiSon"^ the stick

The structural index for this sentence would appear
to be;

;

^matrix ABGD Kim confused the inquiry with his precautions
Q

analogue XYZO A man muddied the well

(Here the rather empty a man and the verb confused 
ing a verb set B,_are the only constituents left

with his stick

, represent- 
unexpressed)

What we get initially is the crude form;

6. Kim muddied the well inquiry with his stick precautions

One again, however, refining occurs according to the 

rules of the discourse, and Sentence 5 emerges, 
form is not

This double
common in English, any more than the double form 

for animate noun appositions was cocmon outside allegory, but 

— again like the earlier examples — the single form is very

common indeed, as illustrated by this metaphor adapted from a 

speech by the British prime minister Harold Macmillan;i.
O'.-

-A-wind-of- change-is'Broiahg^Tirough Africa.'

This metaphor is separable, into;

c:
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G

matrix ABC Changes are occurring through/in Africa 

is blowingXYZ^analogue A wind
through the trees

where are occurring and the trees
represent sets B and Z

respectively, and where the 

and analogue are sufficiently close 

ed the same.

prepositions occurring in matrix

semantically to be consider-
What actual items could have 

be known only to Macmillan, but, 

remain unspecified and

occurred there may 

as I suspect, in many cases

exist quite acceptably in set form when
the metaphor is being created.

The basic conditions are ful- 

and we get as our
filled for a <^-animate>’ transformation,

metaphor, with refinement^ appropriate to a political dis

course, the sentence in No 7 above. This can be compared with
Sentences 4.2.18/19, where the 

in relation to the 

and not a genitive form.

noun Prendergast is <[+animate)> 

noun w^rlwind, resulting In an appositional

Both the following would be quite
unacceptable;

8. That whirlwind of Prendergast blew through the 
change is blowing through Africa.

office.
9. A wind

Not all metaphors using of need necessarily be 
products of this particular

the

process, but many of th^m appear
to be amenable to this analysis and certainly the mechanism,

of discourse and selection, can 
gene^;^guch metaphors. • We gave allegoficai examples above 

of this, kind of genitive transformation, 

uage abounds in such virtually idiomatic phrases

under the rigltt pre-condi tions

but the common lang-

as; the
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ship of state, a pillar of wisdom, 

picture of misery etc, 

normally re-formed with the 

ship, wisdom's pillar, learning

a light of learning, a 

Significantly, these phrases are not

possessive apostrophe; the state's 

's light, misery's picture, 
which implies too great a degree of characterisation.

This
would bear out the non-

possessive nature of the of connective, 
and emphasise the feature of <-animacy> which

the apostrophe is usually a token of <+animaey> .

Like all good rules, this one appears to have its

a subtle and intricate 

the exception should be

they share, since

exceptions, reminding us that metaphor is 
web. It is not surprising either that 

in poetic form, when Swinburne says:

are on winter's traces. 

With lisp of leaves and ripple of rain. • •

Ihe metaphor has ah additional complexity here be- 
cause the poetic discourse

items tounds and tfhces normally collocate 

essive nouns, which in Atalanta might be;

concerns a hunting theme, and the 

with animate poss-

The hounds of Atalanta are on the boar's traces

- Consequently the apostrophe form is acceptable
-----_add44idnr-however7~t^o--the--praral.ie;

sentence,

, !
In

.asm o: such a non-metaphorJo' 
we have a matrix-analogue index as follows: .
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^matrix
Spring comes after winter

^analogue The hounds follow the traces

^ ^metaphor (i) The spring hounds follow the winter traces
OR

The hounds spring follow the

(ii) The hounds of spring follow 
winter

(iii) The hoimds^of spring follow

(For poetic purposes or as part of a hunting discourse 
verb as follow will be re-lexicalised as be on.) ’

traces winter

the traces of

winter's traces

such a

The matrix—analogue associations 

the stanza are extremely difficult 

of the complex syntax, partly because of 

(e»g. liap) that elIso

of the second part of 

to work out, partly because 

the metonymic material
appears to be involved, 

the relationship as a ratio or a transformation, 

ate the apparent matrix from the

Instead of giving

one may separ— 

apparent analogue as follows:

matrix material analogue material

months

meadow/plain

fill(s)

shadows/windy places 
leaves/rain

mother -

lisp/i^ipple „

____(______one is right in interpreting liap„and_xiPDle,-as- ______
having a metonymic association with'children, so that li^ = ■ ' 

children's vn-inaQ „hile ripple' = 

analogy emerges:
children's laughter, then an
di I
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Just as a mother fills her home 
and laughter of childrenwith the voices

the months fill the shadows 
places with leaves

so
and windy 

and falling rain

Such a relationship could be 
ial matrices and analogues could

sifted until the essent-

be paired off, but the effort 
would be self-defeating, as the analogical basis

seems to be
sufficiently clear as it stands. 

The important point here is that
once the metonymy is accepted, 

we can now see the process by
mother of months, lisp of leav»R 

come into existence
ripple of rain

as viable phrases within their
can

context.

4.4. Mapping; Moun to Verb.

The suppressed 

oT stylistic variations, 

phoric form that initially 

analogue process so far described.

area of the analogue appears to be

It may be invoked to explain 

seems far removed from the matrix- 

Consider;

a rich source

a meta-

1. Misfortune dogs that family.

A traditional approach to this sentence would be to
expand it into;

Misfortune follows that family like a dog.
3. Misfortune follows that family much ks a dog would.

Just as a dog follows somebody, so Misfortune 
follows misfortunes follow) that family.

4.

An analogical ratio emerges of ABC ; XYZ, and this' 
can be,expressed as: •/
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^matrix
misfortune( s) happen(s) to that family

^analogue
a dog follows somebody

The initial metaphoric splicing is; 

5. Kidfortune(s) follow(s) that family.

Kisfortune is characterised however 

Mg in the allegorical vein and is therefore :
as a singular 

refined into;

6. Misfortune follows that family.

Depending upon the discourse 

ment the following appositional and genitive 

formations can

or situational require- 

secondary trans-
occur;

7. Misfortune the Dog follows that family.
The dog Misfortune follows that family.
The dog of misfortune follows that family. 
Misfortune's dog follows that family. 
Misfortune like a dog follows that family. 
Misfortune follows that family like a dog.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

1 suggest that there is a tertiary process possible, 

noun ^g is not used (terminally) as genitive orby which the

appositional or with like. Instead it is mapped on^to the 
verb set to which follow belongs, taking on the'^'tense, aspect 

-—andriitMr-at-tHSutdi of the >erb:”“"wi^elatively'i^ilative and
.4:uninflected nature of the English language facilitates such a

transfer, and the motivation improbably a stylistic'intensi

fication of the verb set. The result is Sentence No 1;
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Misfortune dogs that family-

This verbalising transformation helps to explain 

the large number of verbs in English which 

phorised nouns: 

fired etc

are simply meta- 

hounded, badgered, needled, foxed, shadowed.

. They pass into general usage, where they 

longer xest upon a matrix-analogue base.
may no

Some highly sophi

sticated metaphors can be created by this 

they verb is formed 'forward 

■backward* from the object

procedure, whether 

from the subject noun or

noun, as in:

14. The moths meccaed towards the flame.

This sentence rests upon:

Q

matrix The moths flew towards the flame
Q

analogue Muslims turn towards Mecca 
travel towards

V S
^ "metaphor (i) The moths flew towards (their) Mecca 

(ii)^ The moths flew towards (their) Mecca the flame 

(iii) The moths meiccaed towards the fline

This metaphor has an additional subtlety in that 

+ sacrifice is a common Islamic r^resentation

Again, turning to entirely different 

area, it is possible ,to create, a somewhat Joycean metaphor by

moth + flame

of the devoted follower.

applying this tertiary process to a sentence which we have '

already examined:
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15. Prendergast, that whirlwind, blew through the office.

By harmonising the 

can produce a verb which 

in an eccentric play on words:

noun with the verb wind, we

possesses the implications of both,

16. Prendergast whirlwound through the office.

It should be noted that 

tertiary transformations 

they already occur in

all these secondary and 

are possible in metaphor because

uon-metaphoric areas, where no matrix-

One need only think of 

formed a club and they clubbed

analogue juxtaposition is involved.

the relationship between they 

together in order to see this. Metaphor consequently only 
linguistic material already availableUses the

to it, as part

English language (and probably lang

uage in general), but it uses the material in its

of the resources of the

own peculiar
circumstances to achieve very special effects, 

seen particularly with the forming of metaphoric
Phis can be

nouns and
adjectives.

4.5. Mpminalisation and Ad.iectivisation.

Consider these sentences:
i.

1. His insight into the matter astonished us.
2. Oui:. enlightenment followed. . .

The nomin^isations insight and enlightenment 
metaphorically based, deriving from

are

some such sentences as
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he sees in and he sees the light. It would seem reasonable 
to suppose lines of development somewhat as follows;

(1) insight

Q

matrix He xmderstands the matter
o

analogue A man sees into a room (etc.)

(i)g
metaphor He sees into

has a sight 
into

the matter 
the matter(ii) He

(iii) He has (an) insight into the matter

(2) enlightenment

'■ g
matrix The thinker the solution

g
analogue The man the lightsaw

g
metaphor (i) The thinker 

The thinker was enlightened 
The thinker gained enlightenment

the lightsaw
(ii)

(iii)

These tables are not perfect, because they 

simplify a variety of complex phenomena, but for the moment 

they may serve as guidelines to the 

following sentences with metaphor-based adjectives;

over

process'. Consider the

l.

3. . i'.' ,You've lost a golden opportunity.
. Bictators are usually power-hungry.

John drinks alligators. .(=alligator cocktails)

Each is representative of a different kind of 

modification; golden is simple; power-hungry is compound;

5.

noun-
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alllgators is a noun at first modifying another 

and then subsuming the syntactic markers of cocktails, 

may be analysed as follows;

noun cocktails

They

(3) golden

^matrix
the opportunity

the ripe corn 
(etc.)

is excellent
^analogue is golden

g
^ metaphor (i) the opportunity 

the golden opportunity...

is golden
(ii)

(4) power-hungry

smatrix the dictator is eager for power

g
analogue

g
^ metaphor

the beast is hungry for meat

(i) the dictator 
the dictator

is hungry for 
is power-hungry 

the power-hungry dictator.

power
(ii)

(iii) • •'

(5) alligators"

g
matrix that codktail has an effect

3^ analogue that alligator has a bite
l.

S'
^ metaphor (i) that cocktail.

(ii) \^t alligator cocktail has a bite 
(iii) alligator cocjjtails...
(iv) alligators...

has a bite

■ ...

Once the original metaphor has been created from the
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matrix and analogue and Is followed 

formations, the new collocations
by the appropriate trans

can break free from their
original relationships and perform independently, 

much of their analogical load in
often losing 

the process, as for instance
when we talk of a Jaguar car and then Smith drives a Jaguar.
without relating the 

produce such sentences as Stop monkeying
new referent to the old, until we finally

about with mV .Tagiiar 

be formed by some such 

case of examples 3 and 4 
while 5 is basically the appositional 

have already discussed in detail.

The phenomena appear however to 

as this, which in the
process

are permutational, 

transformation that we

4.6, The Status of the Simile^

It has usually been agreed down 

two kinds of overt
the centuries that there 

the 'literal’

are

comparison in language;
comparison on the one hand, and the simile on the other, 

was then easy to proceed from 

that metaphor is

It

simile to metaphor by saying 
a condensed form of simile.

Logicians have been able to separate simile from
'literal'

comparison by examining the things 

. succinct statement which Harris and Jarrett 

analogy in general holds

compared. The 

make concerning
good for simile;

. b'.-
'Normally however we do not use the word " 
for that resemblance between objects 
lumps them together

analogy" 
or events that

as members of a single class, 
word for. the resemblance 1.. 

or relations between things which are

but reserve the
in certain

attributes
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quite definitely different in kind, 
out an analogy between wisdom
life and a journey or between sub-atomic structure 
and the solar system.'

as when we work 
and light or between

The word normally is important here. because there
is nothing to stop us making analogical relationships between 

members of the same class or set. The following observation 
by Margolis (195J) while discussing the logic of simile, meta

phor and analogy inadvertently makes it clear that the divid

ing line between what is conveniently understood 

and as analogy is not drawn with
as simile 

any degree of clarity any

where;

•The relationship between a figurative analogy and a 
literal analogy is essentially the 
fore, as that between

same thing, there-
a simile and a literal comparis

on. As the crucial terms in the comparison 
towards the same class.

converge

the comparison becomes literal.'

Omitt^g any further consideration of li teral 

----_2» we may express Margolis* position in this way;

a figurative analogy = 
a literal analogy

and
figurative

a simile 
= a literal comparison

1.

This tells us very little, 

point to emerge from both statements is the 

or distance between the classes to which 

belong. We have established 

concerned here with classes

The most important

matter of oloeehess 

the compared objects ' 

some^ time ago that we are only 

or sets to which lexical items
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belong, and not with 

we have anothe^traditional

simile is an imaginative

real' objects in the world. and luckily

approach to simile which simply 

comparison introduced by
like, ^ or so. We are referred to lexical items

says:

and so an
element of formal description strengthens this definition. 

The introduction however of the imaginative 

into an uncharted
faculty takes us

, although of immense importance.

and consider three

area
We

may begin with this formal description
sentences:

1. Jones works like a fiend. 
Jones wriggled like 
Jones erupted like a volcano.

2. a worm.
3.

Each of these would be 

meaning we may attach to each 

decide

accepted as a simile, whatever 

and whatever set membership we 

It is worthwhile to askupon for the constituents.

however how the NPs relate to 

ship a syntagmatic 

is the verb

one another: Is their relation- 

or a paradigmatic one? Or, in other words, 

common to both or is it related only to the first 

second MP has been deleted? {^eNP, while the verb of the
the following acceptable? —

1.
Jones 
.A fiend

5^ /Jones 
LA worm

g T Jones 
LA volcano

4. works . L^.

wriggles

erupted

cC

They appear to be related paradigmatically. If
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however we express the simile in 

have a new problem;
just as — so terms, we 

do we repeat the verb and so make it
common to both sides of the proportion, or do we place the 

verb with the NP with which 

and attempt to supply another verb where
we might expect it to collocate

necessary? —

7. Just as a fiend _______
Just as a worm wriggles,
Just as a volcano erupts, so Jones

so Jones works, 
so Jones8.

9.

It will be noted that the 

be in the same part of the analogy each time, 

an interesting element of choice, 

supply acceptable verbs in the empty slots 

that the hPs are syntagmatically related:

vacant* slot need not

which suggests 

If nevertheless we can

we may conclude

10, Just as a fiend behaves, so Jones works.
Just as a worm wriggles, so Jones squirmed.
Just as a volcano erupts, so Jones became angry.

11.

12,

These explicit ^alogies are based upon a common 

formula of A ; B ;; X ; Y. We know however that such a ratio 

expresses the matrix-analogue relationship in metaphor. We

know that the matrix-analogue is paradigmatic, 

required to conclude that
and so we are

an analogical relatibnship-in lang

uage can be expressed either syntagmatically or paradigmatical- 
we would probably have beeh willing to ■ 

'Simile* is an-adequate

ly, something which w

accept quite early in the argument.

title for the one, while 'metaphor* serves for the other. 
This would permit us to refer to 'anaiogy* as the principle
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behind them both:

AMALOGY

me taphor 
(paradigmatic) (syntagmatic)

By this stage in the study this is 

but the point worth stressing is
almost a truism, 

that each type of linguistic
analogy has a tendency towards the 

ations of analogy incline towards 
bringing

other. Metaphoric realis-

extending the syntagm by

more analogue material into the surface string, 
through appositional. genitive or other transformations, At
the same time analogy expressed as simile shows a tendency

of one of its constitu— 

not always).

as indicated above (4.2.20/21),

Phoric secondary or tertiary transformation which introduces 
like

towards the paradigm, by omitting part

ents, usually the analogue verb (but 

however appear to be.
There does

a meta-

as a kind of truncated 

already metaphorised.

• to be such a metaphor;

or pseudo simile, but.with the 

Our present example No 3 wouldVerb

i.3. Jones erupted like a volcano

derived from:

Q

matrix

3
analogue

Jones became angry

The volcano erupted
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snetaphor ti) Jones erupted
Jones, a volcano, erupted
EITHER

Jones erupted like a volcano

(ii)

Uii)

OR

That volcano Jones erupted

Ii’ the second alternative for (iii) seems un

likely, one should recall that ruch statements are often 

hedged in with certain socially valuable extra items, to

emerge finally as;

14. That old volcano Jones was erupting again 
last night.

Whether the simile in (iii) is a derivative of

the matrix-analogue process, or can be equally well ob

tained from an overt syntagmatic statement by means of 

permutation and deletion is not important. In the latter
case one would still have to explain the process which

permitted the^permutational device, and the process would 

still be intimately linked to the syntactic equivalence 

This would meanof the overt sentences in the simile.

a paradigmatic relationship and so we would be very close 

once more to a matrix-analogue index. i.
,V/e can see . from.

this how closely associated the forms are, and how, with

in limits, metaphor may be regarded, as a condensed form 

of simile or simile as an expanded form of metaphor, 

should not forget however that'^transformations
One

are possible
in metaphor which are not available to simile, and that
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these transformationa may move lexical items 

1:1 relationship with items in overt simile.
away from any

Consider:

15. The head came down the stairs.

Our discourse context tells 

digmatically equivalent to principal teacher.

US that head is para—

It would not
however serve the original analogy behind the metaphor very

well if we attempted an expansion into simile such as:

16. The principal teacher came down the stairs 
like a head.

How the original analogy may be expressed in meta

phor is aimatter of opinion, but it can be shown as:

A B X •5T

principal : school 
= principal : body

:: head : body 
:: head' ; school

A Y X B

giving us;

metaphor;17. the principal is the head of the school
the principal of a school is like the 
head on a body.

18. simile;

These observations may help to clarify tW. syntactic 

differences between the two re'alisations 

sentence frame. Metaphor is the more complex form,
of analogy within the

hnd it is-
probably safer to categorise simile in terms of metaphor. 

Consequently I should like to amend our earlier diagram in
this section to the following;
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ABALOGY

metaphor 
(paradigmatic) (syntagmatic)

o thers metaphoric 
simile

(part paradigmatic 
part syntagmatic)

others

It only remains in this 

the difference between 

is not only a matter of the

section to point out that

'literal* and 'figurative* analogies

closeness and distance between
^sets but also a matter primarily related 

analogy rather than the nature of either 
These two

to the nature of

metaphor or simile.
processes are specific means of incarnating

Each process has its basic mechanism
ana~

log y in language.
and

secondary forms. 

tle*£ *eye for resembiannes
The *gap' between sets is related to Aristo- 

' .and therefore to the choice of 

of the listener-the speaker-writer and the interpretation

reader. As such — why set X is used and not set 
irrelevant to the mechanics

Q — is

of the processes, although it is 
irighly relevant to the whole issue Of interpretation., (s7e - 
6.1-2)..

We c^ however at this stage ..(iistinguish between 
two very significant forms of analogy necessary for both 

metaphor and simile ‘to

analoj^ and semantic analogy.

ci

occur. These may be called syntactic 

So far we have spoken only of
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the syntactic equivalence of the matrix 

logue sentence in metaphor.
sentence and the Ena-

This equivalence, however, is
nothing other than the analogous relationships between 

syntactic categories of Sentence 1
the

and Sentence 2, the kind 

said was not 'normally' 

objects' were too close. The

of analogy that Harris and Jarrett 

drawn, because the classes of 

equivalence can be shown as;

19. NPl : 

ra*! : Vi ;

:: MPg : Vg

:: NPg ' ^2 =

(intransitive)

20. (transitive)

Only wheh this basic syntactile., analogy is present 

All the sentences contributing to

are analogues one of the other, with 
their formualaic representation (or 'rule') as a master 

analogue.

Predicate pattern 

only variations of

can exchange occur.

pattern 19 or pattern 20

If we reduced them all to a simple Subject + 

we might argue that functionally they are

one essential sentence analogy. 

Beyond that however comes semantic analogy, where
the selection and interpretability of items limits the 

of equivalence possible.
range

It is on the level of semantic 

any attempt to account for the why of meta,phor 
must be made, but should only be made once we have ftllly 

satisfied ourselves of the extent

analogy that

to which metaphoric 
phenomena permeate language. And that requires that'we 

should look beyond the sentence. ,
--



5 Metaphor Beyond the Sentence.

Analogue Penetration.5.1.

So far we have regarded metaphor as occurring within a single 

sentence, and not even a sentence with any complexities of 

subordination or embedding. From Aristotle onwards attent

ion has readily been given to short metaphoric events of

this type, but very little time has been devoted to what has

sometimes been called 'extended metaphor', where matrix and 

analogue material might presumably be spliced over consider

able stretches of language.

The term 'extended metaphor' has one important de- 

it implies that the metaphoric norm is a short area in 

which splicing can occur, and that this area is enlarged de

liberately, so that discourse metaphoric phenomena are in 

some sense derived from sentence phenomena, 

suppose this.

cuss short metaphors, and in this study it has also been

feet:

There is no reason

It has been convenient in the past to dis-

methodologically convenient to work within the sentence frame;

this however does not imply any primacy for sentence metaphor, 

but simply that sentences are cO'nvenient language units within 

which to work.
l.

At the same time, while working with the sentence, 

and proposing a structural index of two underlying sentences, 

we have acted as though matrix and’anilogue were in some-sense

It. is .now necessary to ask whether there
r- Ci '

paralleland equal.



is any sense in which one might he said to dominate the other. 

In seeking an answer to this question, we may also find an 

answer to the point raised just above about the real or likely 

nature of 'extended' metaphor. Three points should be con

sidered;

(1) Matrix material is part of the greater discourse in

which the metaphor occizrs. Part of the matrix is sup

pressed, although the whole could have occurred meaningfully 

in the discourse. It was suppressed presiunably because the 

speaker-writer considered that a metaphoric sentence would 

carry a greater load of information (part of which we have 

labelled the analogical load). This suggests that, since

the full matrix sentence was more probable in the discourse 

and therefore less meaningful, it is weak in relation to the 

analogue sentence.

(2) Analogue material brings additional implications with

it, whether emerging through the splicing transformation 

as one or as a^number of lexical items. Since the qiatrix 

material is assimilable to the discourse at large, and the 

analogue material is alien or transferred, we may say that
4

the analogue items penetrate the discourse by means of the 

metaphoric process, and can penetrate it at oAe or more than 

This would reinforce the conclusion that theone point

analogue is strong while the matrix is weak.

c:
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(5) If we accept that analogue penetration is an inalienable 

attribute of metaphor, and that this penetration can 

occur at more than one point in the simple sentence, then it 

is reasonable to suppose that complex sentences and the dis

course generally can be penetrated in the s^e way, and that 

analogous material might penetrate in sentence form or in 

sentence-group form and dominate the discourse at some length.

Such a consideration will form the basis of our study of

metaphor beyond the sentence.

Prom these points we should conclude that, as a

metaphoric stretch of language carries as a rule a heavier

load of information than its fully realised matrix would, and

as this greater load is achieved by an analogical element.

then the analogue is strong while the matrix is weak, 

looking only to the possibilities suggested by the logic of

We may.

the theory, conclude also that a hierarchy of metaphor exists.

related to the extent to which analogue penetration dominates 

at sub-sentential level, at sentential level, at supra-sentent

ial level, iid at discourse level itself, 

the analogue material could so dominate the discoixrse as to 

make matrix items minimal, and reader-listeners would be re

quired to look beyond the discourse itself to something in 

their situational context which would-enable them to make a

This suggests that

suitable interpretation.

,• This likelihood, I would suggest, is fulfilled by 

oral and literary genres which have traditionally gone under
■ 2
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such names as parable (as in The Mew Testament), fable (as 

With Aesop).allegory (as with Animal Farm) and certain forms 

of myth, drama and novel.

Mon-metaphoric Analogy in the Discourse.5.2.

We have already considered the relationship between simile 

and metaphor as incarnations of analogy in language. We saw 

that the simile was essentially a syntagmatic presentation 

while metaphor was a paradigmatic presentation, and that each 

had certain tendencies toweirds the other, simile by deletion 

and metaphor by addition. There should be a corresponding 

situation in larger areas of the discourse. Speakers and 

writers are able to make their analogies in a great variety 

of ways, overtly or covertly, with or without exegesis, but 

a full syntagmatic presentation, using connectives in the same 

way as with sentence simile, is a popular procedure. The

speaker or writer states specifically that he is going to make 

a comparison, makes it, and then says that he has made it,

The following excerpt fromand may go on to explain why.

Wood's (1965) discussion of the use of analogy is useful in

The analogical material is heredemonstrating this procedure, 

presented in italics so that its relationship to the rest of

the excerpt is clearly seen; l.

cC

■
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'An analogy is a cjomparison, or parallel, used for 
purposes of illustration. In the First Epistle to 
the Corinthians St Paul compares the Christian 
Church and its members to the human body and its 
members (ie.ethe limbs and organs). Just as 
there can be no body apart from the, various members
that compose it, ho it is with the Christian Church 
and the individuals of whom it. is composed. In the 
human body each limb or member has its particular
function to perform; hone is superfluous and none

If all are healthycan do the work of the others.
and perform their function properly, the whole body
will be healthy; but if one member is diseased or 
useless it will affect the whole body. The body is
to that extent poorer and its life and activity are

so, again, it is with the Church.'impaired.

The characteristics of the fully explicit analogy 

a direct syntagmatic presentation of matrix and 

analogue material alternately, with suitable connectives.

At no point are the two discourses spliced in any way.

however that already a kind of dual categorisation 

exists, based jipon a simple equation;

are clear;

We

may say

individual people = individual parts 
church = body

which in turn resolves into the proportion;

people ; churCh ;; parts ; body

This provides, incidentally, the origin of 

ancient metaphor members of the Church (Latin, membrum, a

the -
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limb) but it also implies;

(a) when reading body understand Church 
when reading Church understand body 
when reading people imderstand parts 
when reading parts understand people

(b)

(c)

(d)

This leads to such a potential dual categorisation as;

(b) Church(a) body

"+animate 
^+concrete

^concrete^ "

^^-concrete'>

^ r+concrete~ 
•fhuman

(d) parts(c) people

<^human'^ - ^ human'^

human" " " — ^+human^

The extensiveness of the material produces this 

affect, which is probably minimal in sentence simile, 

gests that interchangeability of items at the sentence level 

may be facilitated by the jvixtaposition of what amounts to 

matrix discoiirse and analogue discourse within the greater 

whole, and it is not surprising that such analogies are often 

followed in the subsequent text by actual splicing, 

ity of categorisation is not the specific mapping of features 

, which occurs in the metaphoric transformation,^- but i^ is in 

some sense a preliminary form.

The explicit discourse' analogy sets the stage for- 

subsequent metaphor, and the particular analog Wood gives to 

illustrate his point has, as wl^ suggested with the item

It sug-

This, dual-
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members, been highly productive. One need only think of such 

established metaphors as the following, some of which occur in 

what are no recognisable secondary forms; members one of ain- 

other; the body of the Kirk; a limb of Satan; membership; 

body politic (by extension); in a body; the members of this 

august body; a fine body of men etc. We move into an area of 

extension which can only be called a 'metaphoric network', 

a topic to be raised again in due course (6.5).

5.3. Homogeneous Analogue Material.

It is reasonable to ask at this point whether we can find 

specimens of metaphoric material comparable to the analogy 

of Church and body, similarly homogeneous and conveying ana

logy without the use of connectives, 

ing for is a massive penetration by the analogue material, 

probably'dn sentence-group form, while the whole metaphoric 

setting would be a vmit at the next stage beyond the sentence. 

Although such a unit is difficult to establish in speech, 

we have the convention in writing of the paragraph, and so 

I propose to call such a phenomenon paragraph metaphor.

Ihe three following passages represent just such a 

situation, where extensiveness and

What we would be look-

homogeneity of analogue 

' material is the outstanding characteristic. Each passage

has the matrix realisations in roman script and the analogue' 

realisations in italics.
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(1) Prom 'The Black Death', Philip Ziegler, 1969.

'Mediaeval man, in sober fact, had more than enough 
to worry about. Now his imagination ran riot. Per

haps the factor which contributed most towards his
■' ;

demoralisation was his almost total ignorance of the 
workings of his world.5 Severe though the limitations 
may be on modern man's ability to control his destiny 
he now has a rudimentary understanding of the way 
in which the forces which dominate him achieve their
irresistible effect. Once a danger is understood 
then half its terrors are gone. Prom the tiny patch 
of fitful light which played within the circle of

10

their comprehension our forefathers stared aghaht 
into the darkness. Strange shapes were moving, but
what they were they did not know and hardly dared to

15 speculate ; strange sounds were heard but who could
say from where they came? Everything was mysterious, 
everything potentially dangerous; to stay still might 

■»be perilous, to move fatal. The debauchery and in

temperance of which we have spoken was the protect

ive device of frightened men who drank to keep their 
spirits up, who whistled in the dark.'

20

Here the analogue material is so compact that it is 

very close to a fully explicit analogy, with the one inter- 

• eating metaphoric feature, the genitive transformation in 

the circle of their comprehension (lines 11/12)^.

. 'in lines 16-18 is indeterminate, insofar as it ma!^ belong in 

either matrix or analogue or be common to both. Additionally; 

the material in line'21 may not'belong to the. s e ahalogue - 

group but to a small metonymically related group of its own 

with the contiguous association of dark.

Tiw matter
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(2) From S.E. Rasmussen, 'Experiencing Architecture', 195y.

'The architect remains anonymously in the background. 
Here again he resembles the theatrical producer, 
drawings are not an end in themselves, a work of art, 
but simply a set of instructions, an aid to the crafts

men who construct his buildings.

His

5 He delivers a number
of completely impersonal plan drawings and typewritten 
specifications. They must be so unequivocal that there 
will be no doubt about the construction. 
the music which others will plav. 
order to understand architecture fully, it must be re

membered that the people who play it are not sensitive 
musicians interpreting another's score — giving it 
special phrasing, accentuating one thing or another

He composes
Furthermore, in

10

in the work. On the contrary, they are a multitude
of ordinary people.15

Here the change from matrix to analogue material 

is sharp, achieved anaphorically through the pronoun he 

(line 8), so that the whole subsequent sentence is analogue. 

The penetration occurs in one complete sentence and then 

appears again, two lines later, with another anaphoric use, 

in the pronoun it in line 11 and line 12, while' the final 

noun of the analogue (work) could belong in either area.

We are left Ijowever with a basic set of .metaphors: (i) An 

architect composes music,, and (ii) Some beopie play-archi

tecture. in both of which the splicing is graphically de

monstrated and the logical: inter-dependence of the two 

points of penetration vividly displayed.

'

.4-,^... A.....
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(3) From 'US Publishers Book into Britain', in The Sunday 

Times of 9 November 1969,

'(In book sales) it is the fiction and the general 
books that provide the .1am. But it is almost cert

ainly the dictionaries, textbooks and reference 
books — the bread and butter end of Cassell — that 
has attracted Crowell Collier, whose output of general 
books and fiction in the States is tiny — 
than 4 per cent, of its turnover,'

no more

Here the Einalogue material has penetrated minimally 

into the commercial discourse, but at important points in the 

paragraph and in each case operating within a sentence so that

we have two sentence metaphors deriving from the same analogs 

discourse on food. This variety is apparently very different 

from the massive penetration in Example (1), butiit shares 

the important factor of homogeneity. There is no doubt in

each of these e xamples that only one strict analogue discourse 

is involved. This is not true of the next set of examples.

5.4. Heterogeneous Analogue Material.

. In the next fodf examples, we are ..forced to move away from the 

simple assumption that only one analogue can penetrate a dis

course through the metaphoric process.

(1) From 'The Hero with a Thousand Faces', Joseph Campbell, 1,949.

'Throughout the inhabited world, in all times and under 
the myths of man have flourished;every circumstance, 

and they have been the living inspiration of whatever
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else may have appeared out of the activities of the 
human body and mind. It would not be too much to say 
that myth is the secret opening through which the inex-

5

haustible energies of the cosmos pour into human cultur

al manifestation. Religions, philosophies, arts, the 
social forms of primitive and historic man, prime dis-

10 coveries in science and technology, the very dreams that 
blister sleep, boil up from the basic, magic ring of 
myth.'

The analogue material has penetrated at scattered 

points in the paragraph but is not as homogeneous as bread, 

butter and .1am. which belong in the same semantic field. 

Items like secret opening, pomr into, blister, boil up and

ring are not regularly in collocation and so are unlikely to 

have identical analogue sources, but at the same time they

are not alien to each other. A kind of shifting from one

analogue in one sentence metaphor to a contiguous analogue

for the next, and so on, would accotuit for the movement from

pour through an opening to boil up from a ring, indicative 

of a geyser-jsr a volcaiuc subject matter, 

as I have suggested, contiguous, then we have "a metonymic 

relationship between analogues, expressible as:

If this shift is,

Let A = analogue material
C = contiguous, metonymic links'-

An ■ .h.h Ag s.!

; ^2Cl C3

cC
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(2) From 'My Fair Lady', by Alan Jay Lerner, 1956.

HIGGIMS: (Calling for help)
(Mrs Higgins enters)

MRS HIGGINS; What is it, Henry? what has happened? 
HIGGINS: (more to himself)
MRS HIGGINS: (gently) of course, dear, 

you expect?

Mother! Mother!

She's gone!
What did

HIGGINS: (bewildered) 
MRS HIGGINS:
HIGGINS;

What am I to do? •

Do without, I suppose.
(with sudden defiance) And so I shall! 

the Higgins oxygen burns up her little
lungs, let her seek some stuffiness that 
suits her. She's an owl sickened by a 
few days of my sunshine! Very well, let

I can do
I have my own soul! My 

own spark of divine Sire! (he marches off) 
(applauding) Bravo, Eliza! (she smiles)

her go! I can do without herj 
without anybody!

MRS HIGGINS;

The heterogeneity is so pronounced in this 

that we must accept the existence of several distinct 

each operating within its own sentence

passage

analogues 

area. The metonymic

nature of the association between analogues is dharply de

lineated. The analogues are not different ±n kind and 

. easy to understand, carry an analogical load thatiis shared

are

among them.

♦metaphor in this passage.

We may .speak quite confidently of metonymised

... v..
• 5

cC
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(3) From 'History in English Words', by Owen Barfield, 1962.

'These are some of the ways in which words can be made 
to disgorge the past that is bottled up.inside them, 
as coal and wine, when we kindle or drink them, yield 
up their bottled sunshine.'

The material here is very condensed and complex. 

Yield up and disgorge are contiguous, but not in any sense

synonymous in relation to bottle (insofar as we are unlikely 

to predict The bottle disgorged the winel. We should also

be surprised by Coal bottles sunshine, a sentence strongly 

implied in the passage, 

may separate out the following elements:

The metaphor is intricate, and we

(a) Words bottle up the past
Words can be made to disgorge the past
Coal and wine bottle sunshine

(b)

(c)

OR

Sunshine is bottled in coal and wine
Coal and wine yield up the sunshine bottled 
in them.

(d)

Additionally, there is an explicit analogy between 

the first two and the last two lines, expressible as:

words : disgorge : past :; coal/wine : yield up : sunshine 

■ while both pagt and sunshine are modified by bottled.

V* .4From this we can see that'-two metaphors are linked

together proportionally, while each has a third (identical) 

metaphor biu-ied within it.
cC

That embedded metaphor is:
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words : bottle ; past coal/wine ; bottle ; sunshine

This complexity can be resolved as follows;

(i) bottling

Matrix bottlemen liquor

coal
wine

Q

analogue have energy (^sunshine,
metonymically)

( coalQ

metaphor bottle sunshineI- wine

leading to

(ii) yielding up

■ coal 
wine

Q

matrix emit bottled sunshine

Q

analogue people yield up their treasures

■ coal 
wine

q

> metaphor yield up bottled sunshine

The collocation of bottled + simshine may be

achieved transformationally before the creation of the second 

metaphor, or may be a syncopation of Coal and wine bottled 

sunshine and then yielded that sunshine. The example, how-
t'

ever, shows the nature of metaphor in depth, with metonymic
l.associations. j

(4) Prom '£lm to-come as Hod^ pulls down, his Pyramid', in 

The Sunday Times of 13 July 1969. ‘ '

'When the Hodge Group made that £7 million bid for 
the "outside" shares in Anglo Auto Pinance on Tuesday
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evening, neatly conoertinaing the company pyramid
that Cardiff financier Julian Hodge ^ _ _ _

takingly erected, the event was greeted by a rather 
muted fanfare on the City of London trumpet, 
a sensible move, somewhat overdue and nothing to make 
a fuss about as Hodge already had the bulk of his

corporate belt.

80 pains-
5

It was

post-1966 profits recovery under his 
Such was the general concensus (sic) of opinion.
And like much hastily-concensed opinion, it was way 
off beam. For Hodge still had around £1 million 
worth of recovery to come.'

10

The heterogeneity of analogues in this passage is- 

something like

Ho uniform analogue discourse is 

discernible, and re-constructed metaphors like He heantlv

so great that one can find indications of 

nine sentence metaphors.

cpncertinaed the pyramid (with or without company) in line 3

suggest a parallel simile of He did something to the pyramiA 

much as he would squeeze a concertina. This is of course 

as a passage an eotample of what has been called 'mixed

metaphor', a phenomenon in its own right, 

ations apart, it would seem that
Aesthetic consider-

some analogue items, have 

moved away through frequent use from their original analogical

load, while others such as cohce'ftinaed the company pyramid, 

trumpet fanfare, corporate belt and way off beam derive from

analogues which have either no metonymic association or a very 
minimal one. It is-reminisc'ent of the line’in which Hamlet 

takes up arms against a sea of troubles'. The speaker-writer 

may have elected to use such disparate analogues, accepting

that proximity of analogy is a useful stylistic device.
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whether or not the analogies are capable of asBociation ann^ 

logically or contiguously. 3uch a genre as business journal

ism may well demand such a style, often characterised as

The emotive term 'mixed' (like 'dead' and 'faded') 

is better avoided, and I would suggest multiple metaphor 

more objective label for the phenomenon.

racy'.

as a

5.5 Discourse Metaphor.

5.5.1. Analogical Load in the Hovel.

bo far we have seen analogue penetration occurring on a sub

stantial scale either as a sentence-group penetrating en 

bloc, or as a number of sentence analogues, sometimes met-

onymlcally related and sometimes without apparent plan. It 

is impossible to quantify the analogical load of such material.

but we may consider whether there is any direct relationship 

between the degree of penetration and the load borne by the 

metaphor. In other words, is a metaphor more effective if 

there is more analogue material present in realised discourse?

Such a question is perplexing at sentence and para^ 

graph level, because in both cases the factor of personal 

aesthetic response is also involved — 

analogy in this place', 

good occasion for extending'our.dioouesion to the full discourse 

metaphor, where we can consider a single unified piece of '

'I d9/don'tJ.ike this 

This provides us therefore with a

work which contains throughout its length the matrix-analogue 

situation. Since the problem is primarily in the analogue 

area, I have chosen two subjects which represent extreme
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forms; minimal analogue penetration 

analogue penetration in
in a novel, and maximum

a novel.

5.5.2. Minimum Analogue Penetration.

The example to be studied 

analogue penetration, 

this also

here provides 

and we have to ask
us with minimum

ourselves whether
means minimum analogical load 

Phor running throughout 

is Agatha Christie 

we have read the novel, 

relate directly to the

carried by the meta- 

The novel inthe discourse.
question

s The Rose-^d tho Yew Tree (1947). 
we realise that the title

Once

does not
plot, which concerns neither roses 

discourse we shall find
nor yew trees, and if we examine the 

only two references 

yew tree, 

ion at the

of a

There is however
very oblique nature to roses and a

an additional and crucial quotat-

the story starts, and tech- 

but inside the frake

very beginning, before 
nically outside the discourse

of the 

'The moment of the
novel. It is from T.S. 

rose and the moment of the
Eliot and runs;

yew tree are of equal duration*.
The reader must therefore 

which allows the 

Terences to

seek an interpretation of- the 
title and the quotation

novel

and the oblique re
equate in some way with the events and characters 

portray,!, rh, .xpoolallona darlvad lltia qaotatloa 

"•y h.leht,a th. oartala a.pecto of tto plot.

The plot itself concerns Isabella, a beautiful and
unself-consoioiis girl belonging: to the "c

old Cornish family of 

not speculate 

An ugly but

the St loos. She enjoys life imensely but does
about it or analyse her

reasons for loving it.
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sexually attractive man from a lower social background, John 
Gabriel, is chosen as the Conservative candidate for the local 

constituency in the general election following the second world
war, mainly on account of his excellent

has every chance of winning the election, but he perversely 

prefers to challenge the serenity of the girl, who belongs to 

a class that he envies, emulates and seeks

war record. Gabriel

to enter. She

should marry her cousin Rupert St Loo, biit, without reflemting 

on her behaviour, prefers Gabriel, and leaves with him.

They leave Britain. The narrator of the tale, a semi-invalid, 

meets them later in central Europe, in circumstances which

lead to Isabella's death. He hates Gabriel for what he has

Drought upon the girl, and yet has to accept that Isabella 

loved Gabriel and died because 

Years later the narrator discovers 

effect upon the cynical Gabriel and that

of it, accepting everything.

that she had a profound

he unexpectedly 

a remarkable series of redevoted the rest of his life to

fugee projects^ where his personal 

of human failings turn him into
courage and understanding 

a kind of 'saint'*. The 

narrator however only discovers this when he is brought

against his will to Gabriel's death-bed.

We may make, the following equations:'"

(a) rose = Isabella ",

(b) yew = Gabriel * , '

the moment of the'rose = 
the moment of the* yew;
(c) = (d) (equal duration)

' -A

(c)
Isabella's short life

(d)
= Gabriel's long life

(e)
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This interpretation is 

ation of the oblique references 
text;

fully borne out by 

to yew tree and
an examin-

roees in the

(i) beginning, chanter eight.

The weather remained fine. I (the invalid 
out on to the 

rose beds along it and

narrator)

sunny
spent much of my time pushed 
terrace. There were

a very 
fi'om there I couldold yew tree at 

look across to the 
Castle, and I could 
fields from the Castle to

one end of it.

sea and the battlements of st Loo 
see Isabella walking across the 

- Polnorth House.
(Mote. Polnorth House is the location 

and- garden) of the terrace

(ii) end, chapter eighteen

'You've got a lazy mind, 
know perfectly well if only 
think.' (narrator

Isabella,' I said, 
you'd take the trouble to

'You

speaking) 
'Would I? Very well, then. 
She sat there,
(And that, when I

I will think.' 
upright and serious, thinking... 

remember Isabella,' is how 
see her to the end of time, 
on the upright carved stone 
erect, her long narrow hands 

her lap and her face, seiTous,

I see
her — and always shall 
Sitting in the sunlight 
seat, her head proud and 
folded peacefully oh 
thinking of flowers.)

^ , She said at last,-. 'I think it is because they
as th ugh they, would be lovely to touch — ' - * • 4'

rich — like velvet.
all look

And because they have a love-• •
ly smell. Roses don't l^ok right growing — they grow 

A rose wants to be by itself, 
glass — then it's beautiful
in an ugly way.

in a
— but only for a very
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Short «„ _
and burning the stems and an t.u ^any «ood „ . and all those things don't do
any good — not to red roses
tho others, am solhlsg k„p,
I wish they didn't die.'

It was quite the longest 
ever made to
about roses than

— they're all right for 
roaea long _

speech Isabella had 
. She was more Interestedme

in talking 
she had beenln talking about Gabriel.

The metaphoric scope of the novel Is 

tenuousneas of the 

on the discourse at

Interesting 

analogue material, 

It can be

precisely because of the 

which hardly impinges 

argued that the 

of Gabriel, but this 

Uvea of the plants

all.
rose Is symbolic of Isabella 

symbolism Is achieved
and the yew tree

analogically; the 

of the two 

The penetration is minimal, 

the conclusion

are analogous to the lives
people unfolded in the discourse.

hut the analogical load
is great, because of

one must draw; that Isabella achieves 

as Gabriel achieves in his
the same in her short

life
long one.

5.5.3. Maximum AnalPgue Penetration.

Certain forms of 

overt
parable are. striotly speaking, similes or. 

as for ex^pia yjganalogies rather than metaphor.
parables of Christ in the-New Testament. . t'.- .

The Kingdom of 

less than
Heaven is 'like 

seed on earth, wheb it is
a grain of mustard-seed any

sown on earth; but once sown it
springs up to be larger 

evidently difficult
than anyj,lant' (Moffat), 

for Christ's listeners
It was 

to appreciate the

>•
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analogical load of his parables, 

them even to his disciples.

as Aesop's qf the Buddhist Jatakas 

end with a moral

because he had to explain

suchOther parables or fables,

are less overt, but may 

'This tale teachessuch as: 

practising forgiveness'.
one the way of 

conclusion of thewhich is the
Jataka which reveals how Buddha, 

went as King of Ducks to teach
in a previous existence, 

his doctrines in the city of 

the fowler who traps
Benares. In the tale the duck forgives
it, and refuses release.

This kind of fable 

as well as to
relates to the situational 

it might

con
text

any larger discourse in which 
• Certain modern allegoricaloccur

novels work in a similar 
''ay, and ^mal Farm by George Orwell (1945) is probably the 
best example. Nothing in this book, despite its political
matrix language, accounts for

his particular choice of char-
settings. All his analogue material isacters, events and 

however known to be 

although the^term is 

excerpt is complete enough in itself 

situation to establish itself:

expressive of his opinion of Communism, 

never mentioned. The following short 

to allow the metaphoric

Though not yet full-, 
?^®^9®-Iooking as wolves.

grown, they were hu^ dogs_ and as 
kept close'' to Napoleon, 

was noticed that they wagged their tails to him in ^ 
the same way as the other dogs had been used to do to ' 
Mr Jones. ' -

Napoleon, with the dogs following him, now mounted 
on to the raised portion of the T
previously stood to deliver his speech.

floor where Major had 
He announced
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that from now on the 
to an end. 
time.

Sunday morning Meetings would 
Ihey were unnecessary, he said,

In future all questions relating to the working 
of the farm would be settled by a special committee of 
pigs, presided over by himself.

come 
and wasted

These would meet in 
private and afterwards communicate their decisions to 
the others. The animals would still assemble 
mornings to salute the flag, sing "Beasts of England", 
and receive their orders for the week; but there would 
be no more debates.

on Sunday

In spite of the shock that Snowball's expulsion
were dismayed by this an-had given them, the animals

nouncement. Several of them would have protested if 
they ^ould have found the right arguments, 
was vaguely troubled.

Even Boxer
He set his ears back, shook his 

forelock several times, and tried hard to marshal his 
thoughts; but in the end he could not think of anything 
to say. Some of the pigs themselves, however, were more

Pour young porkers in the front row utter

ed shrill squeals of disapproval, and all four of them
articulate.

sprang to their feet and began speaking at once. But
suddenly the dogs sitting round Hapoleon let out deep, 
menacing growls, and the pigs fell silent and sat down 
again. Then the sheep broke out into a tremendous 
bleating of "Pour legs good, two legs bad!" which went 
on for nearly a quarter of an hour and put an end to 
chance of discussion.'

any

One may list the characters mentioned in this 

age and give them highly likely politico-historic^ inter

pretations (='matrix equivalents) :

pass-

Napoleon ■ = Lenin/Stali'n 
Major,
Snowball = Trotsky'^
Mr Jones = Tsar Nicholas

= Marx
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The Dogs 
The Farm 
England 
Boxer 
The Pigs 
The Sheep

= the secret police 
= the Soviet Union 
= the world
= the faithful (duped) workers 
= the Communist Party members 
= sycophants; the mob

The identification is outwith the text; the universal- 

ism of the allegory also aUows, instead of these matrix 

figures, any other appropriate politico-historical figures, 

although the strictly allegorical characterisations (Boxer, 

the Sheep) remain the same.

to deliver a speech; all questions relating to the

Matrix material still occurs in
the text;

working of; a special committee; communicate their decisions; 

to salute the flag etc. These indicate a discourse setting
of human politics and history.

Johnson's 'two ideas for one and Ullmann's 'double 

vision’ are graphically demonstrated by this type of discourse 

metaphor, and a comparison between Christie's novel and Orwell's

allegory shows that it is very difficult, if not impossible, 

to relate the amount of analogue penetration to the strength 

of the analogical load, 

even this political fable rests upon a very simple equation;

As with The Rose and the Yew Tree.

pig = Communist party member 
= human beingsanimals

and in consequence dual categorisation exists of tMa‘t^pe; ,

cC
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pig
r +anxmal' 
l-hizman .
<+huinan'>

5.6. Conclusion.

Aware now that metaphor beyond the sentence is a devious and 

subtle force, we may conclude our observations as follows;

(1) Matrix material is weak in relation to analogue 
material.

(2) Analogue material may penetrate the discourse at one

or more than one point, for greater or lesser stretches.

(3) There is a hie^rarohy of metaphor, from sub-sentential 
to complete discourse level.

(4) Dual categorisation of a kind exists in the implicat

ions of For X read Y.

(5) Analogue material may be uniform and homogeneous or 
may be heterogeneous and extremely disparate, as in 
the case of mtatj.ple ('mixed') metaphors.

(6) Heterogeneous analogue material may be related 
metonymically.

■ (7) Bepth metaphor can occur where one metaphor is set 
within another, and analogies can be drawn between 
metaphors. i.

.

(8) Analogue penetration of a discourse ranges from 
minimal to maximal, but this .continuum appears to 
have no connection with- the analogical load carried 
by any constituent metapho^.
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(9) Certain forms of discourse — fable and allegory _
may have virtually no matrix material, and the matrix 
must be sought in the situational context.

(10) As with Orwell's Animal Farm, no statement whatsoever 
need occur in the discourse metaphor to indicate the 
essential nature of the analogy. The r-eader must be 
aware already or equipped culturally so that he can
deduce the analogical load of the novel.

We have now travelled through five stages in this

study;, ythe'historical survey, the current review, the state

ment of a linguistic theory to account for the basic mechanism '

of metaphor, a consideration of secondary transformations, 

and now an analysis of metaphor functioning throughout 

various discourses. Such a study would be incomplete if 

it omitted a consideration of men's motives when setting 
the process in motion.

l.

cC



6 An Eye for Resemblances.

6.1. Ground, Link and Motive.

To present a theory of the linguistic process by which analogy 

is incarnated in language is hardly to exhaust the subject.

So many observers have discussed metaphor and analogy in terms 

other than linguistic that it is necessary to move from the 

strictly syntactic and semantic out towards those other areas

where the why of metaphor lurks. A satisfactory study of the 

mechanics of the thing should however make it possible to 

discuss the reasons for employing it with a little more con

fidence than one might otherwise have had.

-

When Richards made his essentially philosophical 

study of metaphor and analysed it into tenor and vehicle, he 

also considered it necessary to discuss the ground for its 

occurrence, by which he meant the reason for bringing tenor 

and vehicle together. He says; ,

•Let me begin now with the simplest, most familiar
case of verbal metaphor — the leg of a table for 
example. 
readily.

V/e call it dead but it comes to life very • 
Now how does it differ from a plain or 

literal use of the word,yin the leg of aihorse. say?
fS;

The obvious difference is that the leg of a^' table 
has only some of the'characteristics of the leg of 
the horse* A table does’ no-t walk with its legs; 
they only hold it up and so on. In such a case we
call the common characteristics the ground of the 
metaphor.

a
Here We can easily find the ground, but
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very often we cannot. A metaphor may work admirably 
without our being able with any confidence to say how 
it works or what is the ground of the shift. Consider 

If wesome of the metaphors of abuse and endearment, 
call someone a pig or a duck, for example, it is 
little use looking for some actual resemblance to a 
pig or a duck as the ground.'

This quotation from Richards helps indicate the 
problem, but also helps indicate how far w^have gone towards 

solving it by elucidating the mechanics of metaphor, 

read his observation and as we go through it adjust and 

(1) his 'verbal metaphor' as tautological.

We may

dispose of;

(2) his 'dead' as concerned with frequency of occurrence,

(3) his 'literal' as meaning non-metaphoric, 

cussion of objects as a problem of reference.

(4) his dis

cs) his equat
ion of 'how it works' with 'the ground' as confusing mechan

ism with motivation. The value of his remark Ire's however 

in two areas; (a) the discussion of 'common characteristics', 

and (b) in the consideration of whether or not we can always

'find the grouQd'.

Nowottny chose to call the ground by another name; 

This she describes as 'what makes the connectionthe link.

plausible' between tenor and vehicle, and she tries to handle 

the question of 'distance' between the terms oi'" a^met^hor by

talking of their extremes, -so that the metaphor has a literal

extreme and a figurative extreme Md these are linked together. 

She then observes; r •

c:
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In. conclusion, it seems proper to remark that the 
vast power of metaphor in poetry (and the fashion

able belief that metaphor is the language of poetry) 
should be set in relation with simple lingiiistic 
facts. One reason why metaphor is common in poetry 
is that metaphor vastly extends the language at the 
poet's disposal..,. A poet who wants to write about 
object X but finds its terminology defective or re

sistant to manipulation, can simply move over into 
the terminology of Y. By using Y-terminology to 
describe X, he opens to himself the linguistic re

sources available in connection with Y.'

t

The link in that case would be more than just a link;

Mowottny appears to accept this, adding thatit is a door.

'the importance os this.bare linguistic fact is inexhaustible'. 

(An evidence of its importance is that we are discussing 

metaphor 'meta-linguistically' by means of metaphoric material 

like 'link', 'ground' and now 'door')

Where the poet goes, logicians may however not be 

Wood (1965) states that 'there is always 

a point beyond which an analogy cannot be pressed, 

a resemblance between two things in certain respects only;

willing to follow.

It asserts

there are other respects in which they differ, and unless we 

•realise this the very device which shoiad help to clarify 

things for us may lead us astray and land us in^illogical 

.methods of thinking or reasoning.'

Having however established that a hierarchy of meta-' 

phor exists/ we may suppose that (a) with brief, sentence-type 

metaphors the analogy is unlikely to go beyond an initial and

... -v.:-: .' *
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simple *111111', buttthat with (b) longer paragraph or discourse , 

metaphors, the situations which Nowottny and Wood foresee 

(with different reactions) are likely to occur, 

suppose that Writer B may take up Writer A's metaphor and ex

tend the analogy in a way which A never intended; 

occurrence in rhetoric, in political discourse and on those 

occasions when a second author takes up the allegory ^Jhich a

We can also

a common

first had effectively manipulated.

It is necessary however for us to go back slightly 

before we can tackle this problem. In an earlier section of 

this study (2.5) we discussed meaning in terms of choice, 

interpretation and consensus, and we may apply the simple 

model evolved there to help us with Richards' observation 

that we do not always know the ground for the metaphor. Few 

writers in fact provide an explicit statement of why they have 

chosen certain metaphors and not others, but we can assume 

the existence of an unstated motive behind their choice, just

as there must be some kind of motive behind whatever they say. 

Fe>? readers caiuask a writer just what his motive was (in the 

way the disciples could ask Jesus why he adopted a particular 

parable), and yet each reader is compelled by the metaphor 

and its dual categorisation of items to make a reconstruction

Reader A makes his, Reader B-makes 

another and Reader C makes-a third, and if we are lucky there 

will be a consensus about,the reconstructed motive but little

of the writer's motive.

opportunity to test their interpretations. The consehsus
cC
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may cover certain, areas but not others; it may be minimal, 

optimal or quite unsatisfactory, and so we will complain at 

But what does he mean by saying "the swan oflast,

dissolution"?'

Shared Attributes.6.2.

Bickerton, in his assessment of phrasal metaphor such as iron

determination, considers that items of language possess

culturally important 'specific attributes' which lend them to 

particular metaphoric use, as for example when English uses' 

iron and Spanish prefers steel (acero) for semantically co

gnate metaphors. His theory of the specific attribute is 

referential, so that iron derives from its referent the at

tribute hardness. 'Natural as this may seem, it is in fact 

a fairly arbitrary process; hardness is only one of the at

tributes which iron may be supposed to possess (durability, 

weight, dark colour etc.) and it possesses it to a lesser 

extent than many other substances, such as diamond, or, for 

that matter, steel itself. But to diamond has been attached 

the attribute "value", perhaps also "brightness".'.

Three points require clarification here:
J

(1) If ,we believe-certain cultures and/or languages assign 
specific attributes to items, we cannot assume that this

assignment, preceded metaphoric use; it may just as easily, 
be the result of metaphoric use.

(2) It is always perilous to.assume that the fe'asoh for any 
linguistic assignment resides in the referent for-any
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item which has a referent. As Richards suggests, it may 
' : be difficult to find in the referents of 'pig' and 'duck 

the exact reasons why we use them for derogatory or 
complimentary purposes.

(5) It is difficult to work with material on the phrase level, 
as Bickerton does, and also dangerous to assume that iron 
collocates with determination because of an attribute 
'hardness', because hard determination w ,uld also be meta

phoric and woiad presumably need another attribute to 
account for it, while determination presumably has some 
kind of attribute of its> own which allows it to link up 
with iron or hard.

Bickerton's arginnent is useful in pointing the way 

to a resolution of the problem of what resides in matrix and

analogue that allows — not the metaphor as a process — but

the analogy that brings them together for the process to oper- 

Items in the matrix and analogue'^may be said to possess 

in common (as far as the creator is concerned) at least one 

specific attribute which has no necessary relationship with

ate.

any referent. For the occasion and duration of that meta

phor this shared attribute- is dominant over any other attrib

utes matrix and analogue may have, 

possesses three attributes 1, 2 and 3, while the analogue 

sentence A. possesses three attributes 3, 4 and 5, we may say 

.that they have come into this relationship becau^_ their, creator 

has detected the shared attribute'which,we have designated 3. .■ 

That is, without 3, A could hot. have.bbeen aligned with M. 

Discovery of this shared and. now dominant attribute 3 is what 

Aristotle meant by 'an eye for resemblances';

If the matrix sentence M



Taking up Richards on the question of pig, we may 

examine either the metaphor where American radicals call

policemen 'pigs', or the Orwellian metaphor where the members

If, when asked why 

'Well,

of the Russian Communist Party are 'pigs'. 

he employs such a metaphor, an American student says;

I equate pigs and policemen because they both have the same 

facial expression', we have an explicit statement of motive, 

and a dominant shared attribute 'facial expression', which in

this instance is referential. If another protester said;

'I call policemen pigs because hogs and the fuzz have the same 

kinda effect on me: I don't like them', then we-have another 

explicitly stated motive and another dominant shared attribute, 

'undesirable to me', which is not referential but subjective 

in some sense. Additionally, we see the complexity of the pro

blem, because the first .student can appreciate the analogy 

for a different reason from the second, and both be acceptable. 

This suggests that attribution of this kind is a set situation, 

rather than a wholly or permanently specific situation. This 

need not surprise us, as we have found that some analogue sent

ences require set interpretation (3.5). That there is some 

kind of generic relationship of attribution is suggested by 

the probability that 'facial expression' and 'undesirable to 

are compatible in the metaphoric event discussed above. 

■V/ith Orwell however we get an entirely different 

shared attribute or shared attribute set. He is believed to 

have chosen -pig/ because this species of animal was the near- . 

est to human in the farmyard context. Here we produce a

me

... v-



reconstructed motive for Orwell's choice, and an attribute

'humanoid'. That 'undesirable to me' must be ruled out is

evident from the situation of the pig Snowball, who is a

ggodie' while the pig Napoleon is a 'baddie'. We have an

additional problem because the sheep also represent something 

hximan, some condition of mindless submission, and so we must

humanoid' attribute an additional sub-at- 

This attributional range is very different

add to the pig's

tribute 'clever'.

from those we have assumed for the American students.

What we learn to avoid by taking this position is a 

simplistic assumption that policemen or Communist pariymembers 

are called 'pigs' because 'they behave like pigs'. Even if 

such a nebulous motive and process of attribution were justif

iable, it would be no guide as to what could then happen in the

I took the motive 'facialdiachhonic drift of the metaphor.

I would now likeexpression' from a letter to Time magazine, 

to juxtapose that letter with another which appeared in the
■N.. .

same magazine some weeks later:

(1) Letter of-~24 October 1969

'Sir — I have never before felt comfortable with the
word pig used to describe members of our police 

forces, but if the living caricature — nightstick and 
hippie in hand — shown with your article^is ^ example, 
I now can accept that appellation.'.

(2) letter of 9 March 1970' ' .

'Sir — You aren't going to like this, but your favorite 
whipping boys, the Chioago^police, now refer to each



The term is not used, however, in aOther as PIG.
derogatory sense since the three letters point up the
motto awarded them by a gratefiil public; Pride,

Integrity and Guts.'

Such adaptations or re-applications of derogatory 

expressions are not unknown in history, but this one illustrates 

Having found the metaphor and its implicat- 

mnsatisfactory, someone sought out a satisfactory attribr 

This attribute, which must be shared by policeman and

our thesis well.

ions

ute.

pig primarily as linguistic items, could not be found in the 

animal referent, but could be found neologistically (2.9) by

in three terms arranged forthe phonological process apocope
The result is an acronym produced by a kind ofthe occasion.

back-formation, allowing a new and more satisfying referential

Three attributes assigned to policemanrelationship for pig.

passed across to the lexical item pig.

may consider liowottny's point about the
are

Finally we
Orwell'sfrom X-terminology to Y-terminology.

In order to discuss the actions
poet passing over 

work illustrates this well.
Communist Party in Russia, he passed from the X-termino- 

and history to the Y-terminology of farming.
of the

logy of politics 

• If we take 

that dogs =

, ’string

the sycophantic

superiors,- while as the other dogs 

Mr Jones indicates that the Communist secret police are just

only the passage quoted above (5.5.3) we may note 

: secret police, and that in line 3 we have the

they wagged their tails, representative for Orwell of

Lc behaviour of the secret police towards their .

baa been used- to do for ...

cC



the same in this respect as their predecessors the Czarist

This and other equivalences are only possiblesecret police.

however because of an over-riding equivalence of farm = state,

because of a shared dominant attribute which we may label 

'type of organisation'.

A Study in Changing Attributes.The Fatherhood of God;6.3.

Bickerton has attempted to analyse his specific attributes as

This(a) elemental, and (b) arranged in binary oppositions, 

technique rests upon the originally phonological procedure of

and is identical to the binary opposit-' distinctive feajiures 

ions already used in this study for discussing re-categorisat-

Thus Bickerton sug-ion gjid dual categorisation (2.5; 3.6).

gests Jsome kind of multi—dimensional grid, with no fixed

so that such categories or at-rank-orderihg of categories 

tributes operate a system of binary oppositions, such as

+/-animate'^ or <f+/-evaluative y .

While it is possible and useful to propose a syntactic- 

,-seraantic arrangement of binary oppositions to cover thecum

'features' of such lexical items as nouns, so that we can talk

snake being predictably ^+auLmate'> , itpurposefully of a noun

is doubtful whether, in the case of shared attributes, we can

Firstly, no;t all ^tributespurposefully operate in this way. 

are reducible, to noun form,,— and presumably to noun form in 

relation to some context or,set of contexts which permit their

-I'.

Secondly, as Bickerton accepts, theacquisition of features, 

range of such 'features' is immense, and verging on the ab-



surd. We would not be very happy producing a feature or 

binary opposition for pig which was presentable as 

<^+facial expression'^ , related to <^evaluative'^ .

The elemental noun form is difficult to achieve

and perhaps is not worth the effort, while at the same time 

the assumption of binary oppositions may be simplistic. If 

we are right in assuming that 'facial expression'^and 'undesir

able to me' and 'clever humanoid' are shared attributes allow

ing the metaphors on pig discussed above, can we then asstame 

that these attributes are either (a) one side of a bi-polar 

opposition, or (b) even the best linguistic representation 

of the attributes? The unfortunate thing about such shared 

attributes is that they need not be expressed at all in 

language initially, and when finally given expression, may be 

sentential or phrasal rather than unitary.

In order to illustrate the difficulties in this area, 

and also to show how attribution may change through time, or, 

more arresting still, be very different for different people,

I would like to consider the development of a well-established 

metaphor; the Fatherhood of God, as expressed, for example, 

in Our Father which aRt in Heaven or any of innumerable other

>-

Let us take Wood's observation on this metaphorexaaiples. 

in its pure analogical form:
i.

. !✓.
'For instance, in the Christian religion God is thought 
of as a father,' and human baings as his •children, 
analog suggests certain aspects of the relationship' -

that the Christian bel-ieves exists between God and 
humanity.

The



This may be said to be a reasonable twentieth century

If we pose a metaphor such as 

God the Father loves his children (or any other variation 

possible from the matrix-analogue index) then we find ourselves 

in an interesting and ambiguous area when we look for the 

shared attribute that can bring together A Father loves his 

children and God looks after mankind.

statement of Christian belief.

Can the attribute be

'creator-sustainer' or 'naturalreduced to 'responsibility 

relationship' or is it a set of these and still more?

or

It becomesThat question is difficult to answer, 

even more difficult when we examine a short passage from the

New Testament (The Gospel According to St John, 5:17) where 

the metaphor is used:

•The reply of Jesus was, "As my Father has continued 
working to this hour, so I work too.". But this only 
made the Jews more eager to kill him, because he not 
merely broke the sabbath but actually spoke of God 
as his own Father, thereby making himself equal to 

(Moffat)God.

The shared attribute for the metaphor is very 

different here from Wood's — especially for the Jews.

to reject the metaphor-, the equation, out of

as

Their

reaction was

hand, because God as Father was blasphemous, whether 

an Individual claim or as a community claim, simply-be

lt represented to them (thereby making himself equal 

(like begetting like)^. The ’attribute .emerges as 

'biological equivalence', which enraged them, or perhaps

cause

to God'



'essential equivalence', which was some kind of spiritual 

pride beyond their ability to accept.

St Paul used the same metaphor, accepting a 

special Pather-Son relationship for Christ but altering it 

somewhat (Epistle to the Romans, 8:14);

■ 'Por the sons of God are those who are guided by the 
You have received no slavish spiritSpirit of God. 

that would make you rejjapse into fear; you have re-
And when we cry,ceived the spirit of sonship.

"Abba! Patheri", it is this Spirit testifying along
with our own spirit that we are children of God.'

St Paul means something distinct from what Christ

is reported to have meant (or been assumed by the Jews to 

mean) and very distinct from what Wood assumes about modern

St Paul is stating an elitist case, an

'received* by the new Christ-
Christian teaching.

adoptive child-father situation

The shared attribute allowing the metaphor must beians.

something of the kind: elite new spiritual relationship

(with God)'.
. ^ 
None df these-three conditions for permitting the 

metaphor (apart from any religious rights or wrongs) is easy 

to express, but eac^ exi^s 

must arise

attitudes in the users and spectators. In

distinct from the"other, and

from and in turn promote special psycho-social

this'- instance

assumptions behind the metaphcrs have produced the 

diversa and dreadful human,phenomena, as well as

Hone however is as arres%ng as the

the 

most

spiritual pinnacles.
between Western Christi^ity and the Hindu usecontrast



Initially, the representatives of East andof the metaphor.

West may assme

they are using the metaphor in the same way. 

stance is a Hindu statement (from Juan Mascaro’s translation

that, if they are talking the same language,

Here for in-

of The Bhagavad Gita. 9:17);

the Father of this universe, and even the source• I am 
of the Father.

statement however is not comparable with 

the Christian one, because at another point he says (14:4);
Krishna's

•Wherever a being may be born, Arjuna, know that my 
mother and that, I am the Father whoMature is his 

gave him life.'

The Motherhood of God is involved in the Hindu 

metaphor, alongside the Fatherhood, and as Danielou points 

Hindu Polytheism (1964) the•relationship is a very 

First he quotes an original metaphor and then
out in

simple one 

gives his comment;

'"Like a mbthef and a father, principial Nature and
In thePerson give birth to all forms.

fecundate women, and
the Supreme 
world men desirous of progeny

desirous of progeny, of 
multiplicity, fecundates Mature" (Karapatri, Linga-

« nasana-rahasya, p. 153)•

■ likewise the Supreme Being,

i.

A
•As we have seen with respect t’^ the bull of Siva, 
it is the function,' the organ, jlha,t, is important and 

The individual carrying the organ.is but 
The tendency to replace the 

is the organ of proceeation by the

permanent.

its temporary serv^t.
symbol that



figurative image of the father ms a substitute which 
brings in unnecessary anthropomorphic elements and a 
lowering of the degree of abstraction of the deity 
represented.'

This accounts for the presence in certain. Hindu 

temples both of an anthropomorphic father-figure and the 

simple stylised symbols of the male organ (the linga).

God the Father is more properly God'the Phallus, a view-

rather than charm Christian minds.point likely to oppress 

The shared attribute emerges as 'procreative power', and the

social relationship of father and children is secondary

to this.

Here we have a clear example of the social, and 

anthropological overtones that operate at this level of

This can be strikingly illustr- 

in vfhich traditional assumptions may be

metaphoric interpretation, 

ated by the way 

attacked by wilfully altering the metaphor in a purely

attributed to Emmelinelinguistic way, as in the cry

Pankhurhfe:

'Have faith in God — She will protect us!'

proposition of the Motherhood of God was a

ait the turn of the century,

SituaticJn and discourse

The

startling one in Western Europe a\ „ 

and has not had any permanent impact.
however provided an excellent rallying cry for

U* •

contexts

^suffragettes, especially when set against a dominant male ^ .

metaphor that, in their opinion, had militated against



This question of short and long 

range sociological influence, like the parallel area of 

symbolism, still needs a great deal of study.

We may conclude however that once a metaphor is 

established as successfully as this one, the users may do

women down the centuries.

with it much as they choose. The poet or logician may pose 

his analogy and e3q)licitly state that the shared attribute 

is X, but as the analogy (particulary in metaphor form) 

spreads out into the world, others may aver or assume that 

the attribute is Y or insist that it should be Z. Others

constellated' condition.still may be happy to exist in a 

allowing the metaphor to be justified first through X, then

through XI and'^finally through XYZ.
V,

Semantic Change through'Analogy.6.4.

In noting the changes in motive and the differences in 

assumptions about the shared attribute in such a metaphor 

as the fatherhood of God, we move towards the influence of

In this instance we havemetaphor on semantic change, 

dealt with an example of what etymologists call 'extension'.

where the use of an expression widens in scope,; in this case 

individual (Christ) through group (Paul's Christies) 

to mass (humanity).

but metaphor is .an; important ;onev/^--- -

and shared attribute can be very effective. We can illustr

ate this by considering the following series; '

from

Many factors imfluence semaiftic ch^ge, • 

and alteration in motive



Thisitem was already metaphoric when it 
from Latin into English via French.

came(1) Surface
It de

rives from the original super + facies ('onpthe face'),
It has becomemuch as we might say 'on the face of it'.

to ignore the ancient metaphor so that the 
these sentences is not considered metaphoric while

normal however 
first of 
the second would he;

(a) The surface of the sea was smooth 
(h) The face of the sea was smooth

When referring to the varieties of fish in the sea, 
of Englosh might say;a user

the surface (OR the surface fish) 
stream-lined, hut those deeper down tend to 

he flattened.

{&) The fish near 
are

relation of antonymy exists here between
in other contexts such a relationship 

A metaphoric sentence having the

The sense
suifaige and deep, whereas 
might he shallow and deep, 
above sentence (c) as its analogue could he;

the surface to he very(d) That fellow appears on
agreeable, hut deeper down he's ruthless.

has been used by builders andThis item
architects since the 15th century to

■Structure(2)

In recent decadessignify something raised above ground.
transferred by l^guage specialists to. the term has been 

refer to the systemic nature of language, so that two phrases
structure of the build^ing ^d t^

In the initial stages^.of Ung-
thenow acceptable;are

structure of the language.

research the analogy satisfied the logician
in a comparable

/because
uistic
forms of language appeared to be built up 

to the erebtion of physical buildings. The shared at- 
acceptable to all, so that

way

tribute 'shape and system' was^ai 
the original analogy was not even very important (cf.



light waves). A structurhliat approach in both language work
A change in the theorising,and architecture was poasihle. 

however led to a departure from the position of the logician
and an approach towards Nowottny's poet, as linguists moved 

into the Y-terminology of some subject like marineover

biology.

If language levels 
extended 'downwards' 

rather than 'upwards' then deep structure contrasted with
This new metaphor, derived from two dis-

Deep and surface^ structure(5)

surface structure, 
tinct soiirces, remains at present the sole property of the 
linguists, as architects do not consider that their foundat

ions rest upon ever deeper and more mysterious levels that
they had constructed unawares.

It showsThe metaphoric extension is invaluable, 

how human beings cope with highly abstract conditions and how 

what is apparently contradictory in terms of earlier colloc

ations can be perfectly acceptable under new conditions.

This suggests that Mowottny's supposition about passing from 

X to Y terminologies is a more accurate picture of what hap- 

ih language than the logicians strictures about whetherpens

or not such things shoizld be done.

An additional advantage in studying this phrasal , 

metaphor is that it shows semantio change at work on a level 

higher than the 'word'. Lexicographers by the very nature of 

■ their work have cbnbentrated on change iii individual items, 

but here we have an example of analogical influences at'^orjc 

on'^ word-groupings.

in which the changes could oocur^was the sentence.

' t %....We have to note however that the fliilieu



6.5. Metaphoric Networks.

One of the implications of Nowottny's insight regarding X and

Y terminologies arises from her comment that the poet can 

simply 'move over' from one to the other. This 'moving over'

is just another way of saying transfer', hut we can ask

whether, when we have analysed sentence, paragraph and dis

course metaphor we have exhausted all the existing forms.
'\

There is also, surely (as we have suggested by saying that 

Writer B may adopt the metaphors of Writer A) an associative 

extension whereby one metaphor used on one occasion may give 

rise to other metaphors on other occasions, by contiguous

association.

This contiguous or metonymic association we may call 

One example already touched on (5.2) 

was the extensive use of member/body/church etc. luitil it was

a metaphoric network.

possible to apply the item member to any society, whether re

ligious or secular, 

single novel, is tiite farmyard and animal terms in Animal Farm, 

so that dog/tail-wagging/master belongs within the same network. 

So, presumably,- outside Orwell, does boot-licking, coming to 

heel, unleashed etc. Such networks .extend outward from spec

ific discourses and situations into language at large, operat- 

i^ metonymically or in new metaphoric ways, or by ,the other 

neologising processes unt^ they-become. culturally significant • 

for a particular language. An example-of'this for Eiagllsh is .

the network called 'cricketing expressions'having as its
-

generic or master metaphor 'life is a game of cricket'.

Another example, but confined to a

...



The following list gives a range of examples, moving gradually 

from the more to the lees apparent;

(1) His behaviour just wasn't cricket, my dear fellow.
(2) I was st^lmped by his attitude.
(5) Prendergast was clean bowled when he tried to argue 

with Jones.
(4) He was out for a duck as far as winning her was 

concerned.

(5) You see, he just couldn't bowl a maiden over.
Smith umpired the dispute between prendergast and 
Jones.

(6)

for six in the school debate.(7) Smith knocked 'em
(8) The Prime Minister whent in to bat at three p.m 

confident that his side would lick the Opposition.
• f

(9) Prendergast was caught out soon enough, when the 
money was counted.

(10) Jones won the prize for pedigree pigs. It's all 
the more remarkable really, because he did it all 
off his own bat.

(11) The old chap's done well. It's his birthday ii®xt 
week. He always said he'd manage to knock up his 
century.

prendergast tried to slip in through that little 
door at the side, but it turned out to be a sticky 
vicket. They turfed him out.

(13) The English may well be perturbed one day to dis
cover that Gfod does not play cricket after all.

(14) They fielded the best team at the Conference —
^ ^discov^ed that the other side had scratched

at the last minute. ' -

(15) The old general said that he hoped, when they 
thought about him after death-
played the game according to ■the rules, and had 
a good innings.

(12)

and

Such'networks are common; life is a game''-(of _

cricket)(of golf)(of chess); life M a racei a hattle, a ^om- •

petition, a gamble, whatever form the; first metaphor might- . ^ .

have taken (generic or specific) it allows a move from



a wide range of X terminologies to a specialised Y termino-

Ihe register or sub-logy, which is registral by definition, 

language is implicit when we talk about 'political metaphors',

'Legal English', 'a military comparison' or 'medical analogies'. 

One of the best examples in current English is a transfer from 

the register of medicine to that of politics, so that Members

(presumably for their ’patients').

Such items and eollocations can occur so frecjuently 

that the original analogy loses its load, and the metaphor 

(from such a source as, say, the military) can co-occur with 

one from another source (say, sport) and produce; We must 

march .forward shoulder to shoulder towards our common goal.

of Parliament hold 'surgeries

This 'mixed' or multiple metaphor derives from two indices 

and, whatever one's aesthetic responses, is apparently a

valid form in itself (see 5.4.(4)).

There is ample evidence to indicate that such net

works are tokens of a community's histdircal-development.

The Latin ofwhether they are 'fossilised' or still active, 

the Empire possessed (and passed on to English) many meta

phoric expressions derived from agricxatural origins; 

promulgate was formed from a phrase 'to squeeze- every drop

our

■».

of milk from the ud^er', while emolument was 'a quantity of 

Engli-sh in turn abounds in shipping an(^
<*

ground flour'. 

sporting metaphors. As with-our consideration of the gather-

. hood of God, we find ourselves Moving once again into the ' _

sociological significance of metaphor.



6,6. Gonclusion; Metaphor in Society.

'Grammarians have often busiedWeller-Embler (1954) remarks: 

themselves defining what a metaphor is. 

ingful in our day to find out what a metaphor does.' 

argues that 'a whole philosophy of life is often implicit in 

the metaphors of creative writers, the philosophy of an entire 

generation, indeed, even of an entire civilisation'.

But it is more mean-

He

He

= insects.gives the example of Steinbeck's metaphors of men 

and the D.arwin-Tennyson view of 'nature red in tooth and claw

as opposed to the WotfBworthian position of 'let nature be 

your teacher'. More recently, he suggests, come the Spengler-

ian equation of civilisations an^" seasons, and the Freudian 

the unconscioGs (or 'sub'-c.macious)equivalence between 

mind and the cellar of a house.

in coming (almost inevitably) to a discussion of the 

potency of metaphor we have arrived on the ground already 

trodden by generations of literary and social critics, but 

arrive with, it is hoped, some fresh insights drawn fromaa

Only one additional point re-formal study of metaphor.
quires making, because of the very interesting coincidence 

and that point not bniy helps to close thisin terminology, 
study, but adds something worthwhile to the remarks of^

I-'.-

structure' ofWeller-Embler. .Kuhn (1962) has studied the

scientific revolutions', as for instance from the. Ptolemaean ^

the Newtonian to the Einsteinian. 

to metaphorci and there is no apparent
to the Gopernican, or

He makes no reference
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reaaoh why he should, but he considers science and scientists 

as moving from one old 'paradigm' to another new ' 

Additionally, the standard scientific assumptions of any 

historical period he calls the 'normal' science of the time, 

while the new paradigm is 'extraordinary', until — and this

One cannot

;^^radigm'.

is the rub — it is in due course normalised, 

help seeing the close similarity of Kuhn's terminology and 

that which we have used here, and also may risk the suggest

ion that he is in fact talking about new metaphors or analogies 

for science to work with, comparable to what Weller-Embler 

mentions for Darwin and Freud.

Kuhn's old and new paradigms include all the philo

sophies, theories, methods and 'facts' connected with their

It Is from our point ofown specific period of development.

kind of master metaphor, generically dominating all 

contiguous metaphors of its network, 

the case of science — as our logician might remind us — 

no analogy is absolute, and so dissatisfaction with a partic

ular paradigm sefS in and it is discarded or enlarged, 

recall in this instance the light wave analog which we dis-

view a
Inthe successive or

We may

cussed C5.7)dB beginning with Huyghens in the 17th century 

and being adapted in the 1930s by men like Sullivan.

' These brief but important observations sqjve "to

in wh±cli~metaphpric splicing byindiaate not only the way 

means of a stored attribute is the 'door'- to whole, new ... v:.
linguistic possibilities and cultural assumptions,, but mark

c:



It does not mean that manythe culmination of this study, 

areas cannot be more fully sketched and analysed than we have

managed here, but it suggests that further elucidation may 

well have to take place in the sphere of inter-disciplinary 

Whatever the next stage, we may safely conclude 

here that Aristotle's supreme stylistic device has not de

served the cavalier neglect which it has received down the 

centuries, and whether or not it is, as Richarda argues, the 

omnipresent principle of language, its operation is a 

dominant colour throughout tha fabric.

research.

c:



7 Teaching Materials: An Application

of the Theory.

Introduction.7.1.

We have, in the course of this study, examined various 

attitudes which have coloured both the theoretical and the 

pedagogical approach to metaphor. Some have been rejected 

and others reinforced in the course of developing a 

linguistic theory, with the result that the following pro

visos emerge in relation to the development of teaching 

materials:

(1) In providing materials to promote an awareness of the
metaphoric process in language at large, no attempt will 

be made to relate lexical items to 'real objects in the world'.

(2) Although it is accepted that the expressions literal 
and figurative are widely used and are likely to con

tinue, they will not be used as a means of describing 
metaphoric and non-metaphoric usage.

(a) The term metaphoric is preferred to the commoner
metanhorical so as to narrow down the range of possible

It is hoped, for instance.connotations in the adjective.
• that the storter form does not have a ready ahtbnymous re

lationship with literal; and it is used as a distinct 
linguistic term.related only to the process dedcribed^bove.

The teaching procedure' of stating that a metaphor is
a condensed simile or :aisimile ; an expanded metaphor will 

not be used, although (as Exercise 5 shows) certain full
similes provide the matrix-analogue material for a metaphoric 

It is acceptediihat'both metaphor Mdv^-i

(4)
...

transformation.
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aimile are distinct realisations in language of the analogical 
relationship, hui caution is urged in making too facile a 
conne c tion he tween them. Secondary transformations upon the 
basic metaphoric process may well have been performed, making 
it difticult for any student to 'convert' metaphor into 
simile, as with;

1. The head of the family came down the stairs.
2. The dictator was arrogant and power-hungry.
3. A wind of change blew through the office.

ho^. Some textbooks which do invoke a facile relationship
between simile and metaphor provide over-simple examples 

of coptaar statements in which, like appears to have been 
omitted;

4. Simile; He was like a lion in the fight. 
5. Metaphor; He was a lion in the fight.

Such direct equation is only one of many metaphoric forms.

(5) Any suggestion that metaphor is inherently good or 
poetic or literary will be avoided, ^^ince bad metaphor 

is a matter of personal taste — since mixed metaphor is as 
likely in Hamlet's soliloquies as in a student's essays — 
and since the process is universal in language rather than a 
literary tool, all these assumptions may be considered as 
diverting the student's attention from the basic mechanism 
involved.

(6) This present study is restricted to metaphor and does 
not attempt any integrated course cont^ning material 

on metonymy, syliecdoohe or any other process traditionally 
taught at about the same time as metaphor.. If it Is u^ful 
however it may prompt investigations of the other phenomena 
and the production of appropriate material. . .

Aware of these provisos, we may move bn to consider 

the positive aspects c®-the proposed course-work;



Metaphor is one way of presenting analogy through
At some point in the course the analogical

(1)

language.

relationship has to be introduced, but need not be explicitly
presented until somewhere towards the middle of the course

as a(Exercise 5). The analogical relationship may emerge 
dominant condition in the material handled by the student, 
rather than in a bald initial statement of resemblances.
This avoids dependence on such words as ‘like* or '(just) as' 
in the early stages, essentially because these connectives 
occur in simile and are alternative expressions of analogy. 
This does not mean however that the students cannot in due 

be reminded of alternative possibilities.course

The course-work will attempt to i^uce awareness of the(2)
phenomenon without depending upon a definition^d be 

The course should make the studentsmemorised or applied, 
aware of a process which they already use unconsciously.

A balance is attempted between metaphoric material 
which is well-established in the English language

(3)

therefore highly predictable, and more original or
which requires an appreciation of the ana- 

The familiar material may prove useful in

and

restricted usage 
logical load.
assisting the students in performing the early substitution -*
exercises.

aim of the exercises is to lead the student 
appreciation of the matrix-analogue relat

ionship, underlying all metaphoric occurrences, and that this 
is best handled at the .sentence level.

(4) The primary 
towards an

This does
• occurrence
not preclude however the use of phrasal material rather than 

constant use of sentences, because collocational rei^tion- 
be better handled at the phrase level.

a

ships may

The methodological principle adopted is to move from 
production towards ‘interpretation.

(5)
I'his is hot entire-

that analysis and subtle ap-ly arbitrary, because it assumes
too demanding in^0 initial stages, and alsopreciatiph are



that the making of metaphors is as worthwhile as their inter- 
An element of inductive interpretation is howeverpretation.

present even in the earliest stages, which predominantly 
demand that the student actually do something.

Although the theory is not overtly taught by means of 
the exercises provided here, this does not mean that a 

teacher cannot at some point after'the half-way mark attempt 
abstract discussion with students able to appreciate

(6)

a more
the theory.

The System of Exercises.7.2.

Sufficient material is provided to permit either (a) a short, 

intensive course in metaphoric language, or (b) course-work

in metaphor that can be inter^spersed in more conventional 

that it cotud be a matter of days, weeks 

the needs of the students, the 

and the facilities of the institution.

This meanswork.

or months, depending upon 

nature of the course
physical presentation of the exercises is entirely de- .

circumstances of the teacher, but would pro-
The

pendent on the
bably be best handled as duplicated sheets available to every

it is not considered that the grad-individual in tht_ class.
in any way final, nor the 

set of exercises as absolute and
ing used here should be regarded as

inclusion of any exercise or
indeed that the (juantities offered here as specimensfixed, or

optimum likely to be needed, either for ^a) up^r
■ . . .

or (b) advanced learners of English 

The amount of assistance, extra
feel'required

are the

secondary native speakers,
ex- ■

as a second language.
.planation, examples etc. which the teacher may 

to provide in various types of institution are of_course im-

...

: i

possible to predict in advance.



A Specimen Graded Course in the Use of Metaphor.7.3.

7.3.1. CoHoeations.

4
These simple exercises are intended to give the 

student initial confidence in the course, while pair-
Aim;

ing words that are ^ready quite familiar in collocation or

The jumbling approach is a well-at least highly acceptable;'

It should however be noted that these phrasal-known one.

collocational exercises may 

intermediate or early-advanced foreign learners, who might 

start at a later exercise and attempt these afterwards.

confidence-builders might have the very opposite

not be the best introduction for

Idiomatic 

effect on non-native speakers. /

Specimen Exercise.

Take words(1) In these two lists the words are mixed up.
first list and put them in their correct placesfrom the 

in the second list;
of a rivermouthEXAMPLE

mouth of a riverss

of a table 
“ of the hill
_  of rock
_ of a clock 

of a needle

1. foot
2. ribs
3. eye

• 4. legs 
5. hands

i.
■' Mow try these; 

head
2., shoulder _ 
5. neck
4. teeth
5. fingers

I/.

of a bottle 
of a. gale 
of-mi St-.,. .
of the queue
of'a pass in ,the mountains

1



In these two lists colours have to he matched with
The first five are 

When

(2)

suitable words, as in the example, 
numbered twice in order to give you a good start.
you haye completed the exercise make sure you know 
what the phrases mean.

herringredEXAMPLE

= red herring

mood
fingers (3) 

heart
opportunity (1)
blood (4)
lining
mist (5)
study
press (2)

1. golden
2. yellow 
5. green
4. blue
5. red
6. brown
7. grey
8. black
9. silver 

10. white

lie

try these two lists, which bring bits of architecture 
contact with words you might not normally expect

(3) How 
into
to find them vith. The first three are numbered twice.

of wisdomEXAMPLE pillar
= pillar of wisdom

of hope 
of heaven 
of strength (1) 
of mind 
of God 
of time 
of honesty , 
of fire (^) 
of language 
of trust (3)

1. tower
2. wall
3. bridge
4. corridor
5. ' gates
6. avenue
7. structure
8. frame
9. fapade 

10. city

have completed the lists, practise ei_Uier 
forming sentences in which these

. (4)^ How that you
■ • orally or on paper

phrases can be used*



Acceptability.7.3.2.

This type of exercise provides an opportunity for
Aim;

the student to reflect on the metaphoric or ana- 

collocations just completed, withoutlogical nature of the 
too much conscious analysis. It suggests distinctions between

the metaphoric and non-metaphoric, particularly necessary in
Manythe fainilia:rity of the material, 

special complexities that can give rise^
cases because of 

of the sentences have 

to useful discussion. v

some

Specimen Exercise.

make r easonable sense, while 
like this (\/), the 

) and the puzzling or odd ones 
connected in some way with the

of the following sentencesSome 
others do not. Tick the acceptable ones
unacceptable ones like this

this(?). They are all
have done previously.

like 
lists you

of themother put the thread through the eye
(1)( ) His

needle.
in the teeth of theThe dentist put two fillings 

. gale. :
The clock's hands were dirty, 

rovided him with some 
es^

(2)C )

^3)( )

14) ( ) Shepr
. and li

white shirts, socks

bad frame of mind for) The quarrel put him in a 
some time.

(5)(

built out of prefabricated fsames,
“ hi.

n)( ) chase . S11.W rue •
Ib. paoMte ot ht» .pit had silver Woes.-

erected outside the main.' C8)( )
(9U ) The pillar of Wisdom was

-^ parliamentary Huimng.
of mist plucked-.e^t him he crossedas

ti'



Transfer.7.3.3

This exercise provides an oppoetunity for the 

student to operate a simple transfer, from a given 

collocation of a non-metaphoric nature to a new metaphorised

collocations will he familiar, and the 

transfer is semantically from Concrete to Abstract.

Aim:

Most of the newone.

Specimen Exercise.

In the first listIn this exercise there are two lists, 
are adjectives + nouns. while in the second list are hlanks

Take the adjectives from the ;firstfollowed by other nouns.
insert them in the blanks on the right so that you 

The nouns are jumbled and will
list and 
get ten acceptable phrases, 
need careful consideration. The first two are numbered twice

to start things off.
_ _ _ _ _  coincidence

= happy coincidence

_  laughter
_  stories

victories

happy girlEXAMPLE

(1) sad people
(2) vicious wolves 
(5) clean teeth
(4) forlorn

childrei^

(5) empty boxes
(6) hollow trees
(7) gripping claws
(8) resounding

drums

(9) beautiful
women

(10) lost pirhahs

__  departTires (l)
opportunities

___ hopes
___ promises

circles (2)
i.

break
.e:q)eriences

.....Mote There may be some di^ei^nces of opinion oh one or two ;
You might want to support your ownof the phrases, 

decisions by putting the pleases in sentences.



7.3.4.

These exercises draw attention to the way in which•" Aim;
lexicaa items are 'swopped' from one contextual

The procedure is mechanical and providesrange to another, 

a simple introduction to the matrix-analogue relationship,

without recourse 'to mentioning it, or simile or analogy.

Specimen Exercise.

(1) Examine each of the following pairs joined together
by brace brackets. Each phrase makes sense on its own, 

but you can make a third phrase from each and it will be what
AlwaysThe example shows how it is done.

You will notice that if you start
we call a metaphor, 
start with the top line, 
with the bottom line and work the other way, 
be unsatisfactory or uninteresting.

the result will

riron railings T _
i great determinationj

iron determinationEXAMPLE

r decayed vegetation"L 
\ old ideas J/bright light\ 

\ clever child j
(f)(a)

>C g) menacing weapons 
\bad news}{ keen knife 

eager student
sharp instrument", 
alert mind

(b)

}rflexible wires 
^changeable
r floating raft 1 
LUncertain vote J
steel blades 
strong nerves

try these sentences in the same way, following the

(h)(o) opinions

(d) rsolid wall^
{.total opposition

.(i)1
I(j)r poisonous fumes "1 

\ malicious gossip J
(e)

c:2) How 
example;

l.

f'Their hopes decreased 7 
YTheir ship sank . / J

EXAMPLE after the battle

'= Their hopes sank after the battle



v:
Flames vere moving rapidly . 
Hen were racing

The sky darkened 
The man frowned

He steered the boat"
He guided the group.

He weighed the sacks 
He studied the situation

{(a):. towards the village

}(b) ominously

(c) hack to safety

{ carefully(d)

Analogy.7.3.5.’

the students move from simple

behind them:
In these exercisesAim;

splicing transformations to the purpose
The analoi^^al nature of metaphor and simile is 

effort is made to show how the essential 

be contained in full similes, 

needed from the teacher, who may

the nature of analogy if he 

should be made to realise that 

outside of language; in geo- 

Nevertheless, we 

the analogical idea may be

analogy

clarified, and an 

material for metaphor can

Lengthier initial help is 

choose his own way of explaining

If possible studentswishes.

analogical comparisons occur 

metric shapes, symbolism, art, science, 

should note that in language terms

conveyed to students by;

(1) The use of Aristotelian proportion:

A ; B :: C ; D 
A : D ;: C ; B i.

A propositional use of Just, as.

farmer weighs sacks carefully, 
studied the Situation carefully.

'the concept of resemblance between

.. so;
(2)

Just as a 
' so- the man

A discussion of

.

(3)



oisparate situations l)eoause of a single shared at-
Vlth which the farmer and 

attend to their work in fa) above.
tribute, such as the care 
the other man

Whatever method is adopted, the teacher should avoid 

representing simile as the pre-ordained method of presenting

It is one of a number of ways. In these
analogy in language 
.»r<=lses th. .xpliclt -.loar 1= •• • P»«‘

could equally weU. be a means of•for creating metaphor, but it 
developing the interpretation of a metaphor that already exists.

We may not, for instance.The techniques are caaplementary.
farmer weighs sacks care-

dispute that the proposition Just as a

Htudled the situation carefullj is also ex-fiiily, so the man 

pressed competently and compactly ge weighed the situationas

to farmer or sacksillustrative referencecarefully» where no

is necessary.^

Rpgoimen Exercise.
in the 

Other words
based upon analogies, 

so are used.
sentences which follow are

sentences the words Just as 7_
All the 
first ten

take these words and 
the tense of the 
the same analogies

written in italics, and if youare however
re-arrange them, making small changes such 
verb, you can produce metaphors which express

as

in a more economical way.

Just as - so
Just as a farmer 
he studied the situation
He weighed the situation carefully

boat," so the man guided the

EXAMPLE
weighs sacks carefully, so

1.

^ '
(1) Just as a'pilot steers a 

c-rmi-n to safety.

c:
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(2) Just as Farmer Jones breeds pigs, so familiarity 
produces contempt.

(3) Just as a man frowns, so the sky darkened ominously.

Just as a ship sinks, so their hope decreased.
(5) Just as they dug to the root of the tree, so they got to 

; the nature of the problem.

Just as a tree grows, so his prosperity increased.
Just as a wolf devours sheep, so he reads books.

Just as some plants wither slowly in bad conditions,
BO his originally hopeful attitude diminished.
Just as a man yawns, so the graves of the cemetery lay 
open.

Just as torches shine down a passage, so their learning 
continues down the centuries.

(4)

(6)

H.7)
(8)

(9)

(10)

In the following five sentences the analogy is more economically 
expressed, by means of brace brackets. If you choose one level 
of the bracketed words, you will get a simple statement, but 
if you choose the other level, you will get a metaphor.

wounds
separation

(11) The pain of their showed on their faces. '

prospects of profit 
coils of wire(12) He saw in the new machine.

potato patch! 
problem J

(13) He dug into the an& unearthed

^ r turnip ■) 
solution J _

{ 1torches
learning(14) The light of their shone down

•
, passage 

centuhies
the

Iher. was so., roo. left for ((15) in

{ cellars
conferenceV-the
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ftiihati tutioDr and-Inser-tion.7V7.6:

In. this type of exercise the analogy is less explicit, 

but the change of lexical itm may encourage an 

of the dual categorisation essential to metaphor.

Aim;.

awareness

Specimen axercise.

list of words, followed by ten sentences.
words is in italics. It is 

italicised words by others taken from

In
Below is a
each sentence one or more 

possible to replace these 
the list, so that a metaphor is produced.

(1)

He dug into the ground
(list word problem) 

= He dug into the problem

EXAMPLE

OR

The gardener dug into the ground
(list word detective and problem)

= The detective dug into the problem 

The first three
list in order to start things off.

sentences have matching letters in the
HOTE

problem 
matter 

(c) brains- 
decisibn 
convictions

system
(b) supplies

politicians 
solution 

‘ institutions .

(a) disaster 
inquiry 
elebtion 
convention

• tale

^ (a) He had to face up to the burgle whether he w^ted tn or not.

(b) . ' water flowed easily into the city.
The fellow -racked his victims ruthlessly.

(d) They could feel the'strength of his 
(a) The noise sounded eerie in 1:hat old house.
(f) The man got to the root of the £3^^^careful di^g.
(g) The visitors stood uncehtainlySn the threshold of the 

flew in the face of its assailant.

(c)
when.he set to work.arms

! ■'

^T^ hawk(h)
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m "He 6aid~frhat once they climbed over the last ridge they 
woxad see the lake just ahead.

The settlements were destroyed and the entire conn try 
seriously weakened.

(3)

Here is another list and set of ten sentences. This time 
however no substitution is required. Simply insert one 

word in each blank space and a metaphor will automatically be 
created. Only one airrangement of words suits the whole set 

The first two have matching letters.

(2)

Ox ten sentences.

(a) thoughts 
pain 
success 

xpropaganda 
prosperity

ambitions 
mountain 
discord 

(b) hopes 
plague

(a) His raced to find an answer.

(b) Their died after their failure.

(c) The stabbed through him.

(d) gripped' the whole city.

(e) grew when trade increased.His

(f) He went on holiday and left behind a of work.

(S) 'blossomed when he was offered theNew

chance of starting a business of his own.

(h) He sowed the seeds of 
of the dispute.

They fed him with _ _

, 'join the conspiracy.

The taste of _____ __ 
years of neglect.

at the very beginning

H) until he was willing to
12*.

(j) was pldasant after all those
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(3) There is also
^ ^‘ollowing exercise. This time,

the “•« m, 1„lltabi r ^ - -..a as verbs, sad ..y need
suitable verb eadlngs. The first t.e have .atchihg letters

dog (b) nose 
, circle 
shadow 
branch 

(a) needle

bee tie 
knife 
bridge ■ 
tower

(a) She's the sharp kind of

The submarine

In the Antarctic the wind 
clothing.

person who likes to you.

inquisitively into the estuary.

rthrough^lhe thinkeit

(b)

(c)

(d) The politicians 
by means of

the gap between the two 
a revised statement of policy.

sides'

(e) Trouble his heels wherever he
He remembered with pride how his 
above most other

went.
(f)

father had
men.

(g)
-_ _ _  off at that village;

Dimwich and the other to Dulbury.

Although it was a boring business, the detectives 
their suspects with professional

one goes to

(h)

care.

over the inoor, wings hardly moving. 

----------- along very nicely at 55'

(i) The hawk

'(J) The little car
m.p.h.

r'

i.7.3.7. tion.:ecoi

Aim; This set of sentences'enables Some kind,of check to
be made by student and/or 

which metaphoric material
tether on the extent to 

is now separahle^from. non-metaphoric.

/•n
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Additionally, it moves the examination of the 

out of general language into elements of literature, 

sentences being derived from well-known occurrences in 

and prose but stiH interspersed with material 

analogical basis.

whole problem

the later

poetry

which has no

Specimen Exercise.

Tick (v") each sentence that you consider metaphoric, 
out (X ) those which do not have

and cross
an analogy behind them. If 

^u^re doubtftg about any sentence, mark it as doubtful (?)

(1)( ) 
(2)( ) 
(3)( )

The party waited at the base of the statue.
The men appeared at the foot of the hill.
The gardener dug briskly in the potato patch and 
found a bone.
The penetrated into the heart of the' problem.
The man was monkeying about with his pal's, oar.
He walked towards the house like a man in a dream.
The people were drifting across the quadrangle like 
driven leaves.

) He explained the matter in careful, measured tones.
(9)( ) The tailor measured his customer very carefully?^

) The prime minisirer measured the distance between the 
ne©)tiators very carefully. ,

) You can usually find tigers in the forests of Bengal.
) One of the troublesome things about sightseeing 

is sore feet.
) Thl^ost of livin'^ soared frighteningly in 1822^.
} life is a poor player, that struts and frets his i'

' hour upon the stage, and thfjj^s: heard no more.
) Patriotism is the last refuge of the scoundrel.

(16) ( ) Patriotic may not be. enou^, but it win have to doi
(17) ( ) Sing, 0 Muse, about the anger' of Achilles, the anger

that sent the souls of many heroes down to hell.

(18) ( ) AS far as I am concerned. Home can melt in the
Tiber, and the wide arch of the empire can fall 
in the dust. . '

(4) ( )

(5) 1 )
(6)( )

(7(( )

(8)(

(10) (

(11)(

(12) (

(13),( 
. (14)(

(15) (
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7.5*8. Analysis.

Mai ■ These exercises move the'student away from the type 

of metaphor with which he may already be familiar inx’

general language and from metaphoric material which has in some
^instances become so normalised as to be virtually unrecognisable

as metaphor. The later sentences in the last section 

rived from literary sources, and the material 

sidered is entirely literary and unpredictable.

were de

now to be con- 

This helps to
introduce the problem of unpredictability and acceptability 

into the course and to make the student 

analogies conveyed in the metaphoric form.

r-- —■

aware of highly original

Specimen Exercise.

(There are three stages to the work,
guided and supplemented where necessary by the teacher.
may wish, for example, to construct special paradigm "tables on 
the blackboard)

Stage I

each of which is carefully
He

look at the following five sentences, 
wfiere one word is missing, 
blank the word you think most likely to belong there, 
opinion may or may not be the

Each has a blank spa.ce 
Your first job is to supply in each

Your
same as anyone else*s, and ^ 

may. wish toTiake a list of possible likely words.
1.

(1) I fled down the - .

- .(2) Suddenly the
rapid machine-gun fire.

(3) M^i^ sudden changes of _ gear, the 
. (4) The bariffl in which she sat -

(5) He flung the stone and chased the

_ in order to avoid him. 
^9““^ itself bombarded with ,

. accelerated, 
this water.

'■ ' away.

. V
. %
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Stage II

HaT^ng considered poeslble words for the blanks, study these 
versions of the same sentences, in which five words have been 
inserted in the blanks. How acceptable are these sentences to 
you? would you have expected them? Do' they suggest any poss

ible analogies to you?

(1) I fled down the nights in order to avoid him.
Suddenly the ant found itself bombarded with rapid 
machine-gun fire. - - - -

Making sudden changes of gear, the heat accelerated.
The barge in which she sat burned on the water.
He flung the stone and chased the stars

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5) away.

Stage III

Each of the sentences you have just examined is derived from a 
piece of writing by a well-known poet or author, 
passages in which they occur.

Here are the 
You now have a better chance to 

judge whether the metaphor is effective and appropriate.
Answer the questions that follow each.

(1) from Prancis Thompson, The Hound of Heaven.

'I fled Him, down the nights and down the days; 
I fled Him, down the arches of the years;
I fled Him, down the labs^inthine ways 
Of my own mind...' "•

(a) Who is the narrator fleeing from?
(b) Replace nights, days and years with.anaibgous 

words from architecture.
(o) Is a labyrinth an acceptable analogue for mind? 

from Gerald Durrell«s -3irds. ' Beasts and'fielatiT^ea. „(2)

o°® of tjiese avalanches had trickled 
down to^the base of the cone, it would be'the 
signal for the' larva to-come into action. Sud
denly^ the, ant would findvi tself bombarded^

. a rapid machine-gun fire of sand or earth; pro- 
"bottom of the pit with in^ 

credible speed by the head of the larva. With
the shifting ground under foot and bomb^ded
with earth or sand, the ant would miss its
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f foothold Md roll ignominlously down to the
the sand? w?th the

u^st speed, would appear the head of the 
“tii a ^ fla^^tened, ant-like head,
Sckles!^ enormous curved Jaws, like

(a) Replace bombar^ and machine-gun fire with words

I’f “»
reason for your answer.

M passage which suggests that
misf^tune^^^ ^ human being, was ashamed of its

(b)
action

warfare? Give a

(o)

(3) from E.M.Forster's A Passage to India.

changes of gear, the heat ac
celerated its advance after Mrs Moore's de- 
par tiu-e until existence had to be endured 
crime punished with the thermometer at a 
hundred md twelve. Electric fans hummed and 
and splashed on screens, ice clinked,
and outside thejie defences, between a greyish

and

V

(a) What does the car analogy suggest about 
nature of heat in India?
What word suggests that electric fans have a 
life of their own?
Replace gear and aoceierated with words which 
accurately describe the weather but-have no 
analogy behind them.

Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra.

the

(b)

(c)

(4) from

N
ENOBARBUS When she first met Mark ^tony she .A 

pursed up his heart, upon the, river 
Of gydnus.

. V

AGRIBPA There she appeared indeed, or my reporter 
devised well for her. ' . .

ENOBARBUS I will tell you. -
sbe sat in.^l^e a burnish'd 

^'^id water; the poop was beaten

Pimple the sails, and so perfumed, that 
The. winds were love-sick wi th them.
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(a) Can you suggest why the barge is described 
burning on the water?
There is a second metaphoric analogy in the 
passage. What is it?
Can you suggest any reason why burn*d is 
especially effective when placed alongside 
water? ^
——— y

from Edward Fitzgerald's Rubaiyat of Omar Khawam.

as

(b)

(c)

(5)

'Awake! For Homing in the Bowl of Night 
Has flung the Stone that puts the Stars 

to Flight;
And lo! The Hunter of the East had caught 
The Siatan's Turret in a Noose of Light.'

(a) What is being described in the first two lines?
Who or what is the Hunter of the East?
With what more likely word might Bowl be 
replaced?,, - -

(t>)

(c)

7.‘5.9. Recognition of Paragraph Metaphor.

Aim; Whereas earlier exercises-dealt in phrases and 

sentences containing lexical items, these ex

ercises are cohcerned with paragraph settings in which 

whole sentences of analogue material The technique
used helps to establisli^ how the analogs items 'penetrate' •

occur.

the discourse from an alien discourse to which, when isol

ated, they may be immediately assigned. . .
■«r

Specimen Exercise.
i.

?tage I '

Consider these two sentences;- and then answer the 
which follow;

He composes the music which others will play.
One lot provided the jam and the olihers provided 
the bread and butter.

.. •- (a) Is the, first sentence referring to a musical
■composer, an airline pilot or an architect?

3 questio^

(1)

(5)
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(b) Which of these woiad be more likely to provide 
bre^, butter and jam? — a publisher's books, 
a provision merchant or a racehorse.
If the answers to these two questions turned 
out to be an airline pilot and a racehorse, 
would you consider the whole business absurd?

(c)

Sfage II

Read these two extracts and then consider the sentences again.

from S.E. Rasmussen^ 'Experiencing Architecture', 1959.

'The architect remains anonymously in the background.
* Here again he resembles the theatfical producer. His 
drawings are not an end in themselves,: a work of art, 
but simply a set of instructions, .an>aid to the crafts^ 
men who construct his buildings. ’ 
of completely impersonal plan drawings and typewritten 
specifications. They must be so unequivocal that there 
will be no doubt about the construction. He composes 
the music which others will play. :^thermore, in 
order to understand architecture fully, it must be 
membered that the people who play it are not sensitive 
musicians interpreting another's score... On the con
trary, they are a multitude of ordinary people.'

(1)

He delivers a number

re-

(2) from.'US publishers Book into Britain', in The Sunday 
Times of 9 Nov I969.

-
'(In book sales) it is the fiction and the general 
books that provide the jam. But it is almost certaiiay 
the dictionaries, textbooks.and reference books — 
the bfhad and ^tter end of Cassell — that has attract
ed Crowell, Collier, whose output of general books, and 
fiction in the States is tiny — no more than 4 per 
cent, of its turnover.'

7.3.10. An Essay in Interpretation.

i.

Aim; ' This final specimen exercise is only one of‘'a wide 

range of possible advanced^ procedures that can fol-„ 

low from the preceding nine- techniques. I’t deals with the 

interpretation of a metaphoric network in a Well-known poem 

and in places closely resembles the traditional method of talk-
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ing in class about metaplior. 

that this exercise comes
The important difference is

as a culmination, not as perhaps 
the first attack upon metaphor after having provided

a de

finition and some examples.

In interpreting the 

Tyger we need not concern 

in the poem which

metaphoric material in The 

ourselves with those other elements

are very important for general criticism;
symbolism, mystical assumptions, Christian allusions 
the syntax of th^-p

or even
. The teacher may discuss them at any 

making use of the material 

Additionally, it should not be too difficult 

techniques to be adapted by the teacher 

selections of prose.

oem

point he wifhes;'while 

here.
presented

for these 

for other poems and

Specimen Exercise.

.Read the poem once 
which follow it.

or twice before considering the questions

The Tyger William Blake (1757 - 1827)

Tyger, tyger, burning bright 
In the forests of the night. 
What immortal hand or eye
Could frame thy fearful symmetiy?

In what distant deeps or skies 
Burnt the fire of thine eyes?

^ 0“ dare he aspire?.
What the hand dare seize the fire?

^__what shoulder and what art V. . 
Co^d twi St the sinews of tliy he^t?
And, when thy heart begMi'to beat. 
What dread hand and what dread feet?’

I
•f'"

iO
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What-tha hammer? What the chain? 
In what furnace was tl^ brain?
What the anvil? What dread -
Dare its deadly terrors clasp?

15grasp

When the stars, threw down their, spears,
And water'd heaven with their tears,
Did He smile His work to see?
Did He Who made the lamb make thee? 20

Tyger, ,tyger, burning bright 
In the forests of the night.
What immortal hand or eye 
Dare frame thy fearful symmetry?

(a) Decide what words you might reasonably expect in 
this context;

_ , burning bright
of the nightIn the

Would the words be (i) Fire. Firet darkness 
(ii) something similar

(iii) something quite different, 
such as Hope,- Hope. 
vastness?

(b) Decide what wo.rds you might reasonably expect in 
this context (ignoring the problem of rhyme);

What tfie hammer? what the chain?
In what furnace was ?

(c) What kind of man works with ; hammer; anvil; 
furnace; chain; fire?

(d) What do your answers to (b) and (c) suggest 
/that the tiger was made of?

(e) What single word suggests that the tiger was built 
to exact^specificattons, like a machine?

(f) ,c;an you think o£ a man-made mongteri made in a 
laboratory, which later became a threat to its

"'vi
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creator? (It lirst occurred in a story written 
at much the same time as this poem)

(g) What animal is the tiger contrasted with?

(h) Who is considered to have made the other animal?

Und two lines which indicate that the tiger 
created at some time in the history of the world 
when strange things happened. - '

What sin^e word suggests strongly that the maker 
of the tiger is superhuman, in spite of his human 
characteristics of hand, eye, feet, shoulder?

What other characteristic of the tiger's creator 
suggests that he was non-human as well 
human? You should look for a word that normally 
occurs in connection with certain kinds of animal.

(i) was

(l£)

as super-

(1) If you combine that non-human characteristic with^ 
the human ones, what specific kind of being is 
suggested? **

leaching Pollow-Un.

There should not be too much difficulty in drawing upon the

students' answers to these questions in order to build up the 

metaphoric qualities of the poem. A presentation of the fol

lowing kind can be made to show that the whole tiger and,its 
various parts are analogically related to some indefinSbl^

'S’

thing made in a smithy;



TIGER

(body)

eye

sinewe; heart 
(body) 
brain 

(body)

burning; frame; symmetry
burnt; fire
twist

hammer; chain
furnace

anvil

Behind this network of items equating the animate 
tiger with ina^mate metal and elemental fire 

metaphoric statement as: 

anvil'.

lies some such

'He hammered out the tiger on the

This can be resolved more explicitly into: 

as a’ blacksmith hammers out metal things on his anvil, so 

God/The Devil contrived the tiger'.

•Just

tv 'Devil or God, he also 

used wings to reach the fire that was to be embodied in the'
- '■

tiger, whether or not it was to )se manifest through its eyes 

The creator also plied his hammer when 

The fantasy element emerges 

opaque to begin

or in any other way. 

stars carried spears and wept.

clearly from a poem which may well be rather 

with.

The teacher may wish to show his students 

specifically how metaphor is achieved by. taking the material 

used in Question (a) and re-expressing it in matrix-analogue

arrows indicating the ilfanne'r

more

in which the transformation occurs;

1 A tiger walks in the forests of Bengal
V Jr

2
the nightA fire burns in 

(bright)
the middle of '•

\ -
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TMs presentation over-simplifies two distinct meta

phors, hut can be excused on the grounds of pedagogic advantage 

and the need for a graphic means of demonstrating the double

single nature of the process.
/v

7.4. Conclusion.

Should a teacher wish to go on to an overt statement of the 

theory, the kind of interpretation work just discussed would be 

a satisfactory point at which to begin, 

followed by;
Such work cq,iad be

(1) A study of the passages of extended and multiple' 
metaphor available in Metaphor Beyond the Sentence.

(2) And/or use of the material provided under An Eye 
for Resemblances.

(3) Other poems or short excerpts from certain types of 
prose which are amenable to the same type of question 
or analysis, sucha as Animal Farm.

Such,a course, however it is rounded off or developed, 

should provide a useful introduction for the student to the 

plexities of metaphor, and a starting-off point from whxth he 

can begin to consider the innumerable stylistic and inter- 

pretational Subtleties which the device'allows.

com-

l.

eC
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